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Preface
of Robert Italo Zanini
Magdalene loves the Crucified because Christ on the cross is “the only
great model to look up to”. She loves Our Lady of Sorrows because Mary
through her personal experience is able “to understand the sufferings, the
needs and the fragility of every person”. She loves charity, directed first of
all towards those who are most in need or are closest to her, as this is the
only tangible way for sharing God’s love for us.
When we look at the lives of the saints, we ask ourselves where the
newness is. Magdalene of Canossa lived at the turn of the nineteenth
century. For us who live two centuries later, what can she still tell us?
It is easy to summarise her life point by point, at the risk of making it
very ordinary. Magdalene is a rich noble lady. Magdalene wants at all cost
to embrace the religious life. Magdalene desires to dedicate herself
exclusively to the poor, but like many other women, has to remain with her
family till a mature age, caring for her aged grand uncles and her young
cousin. Magdalene fights against the countless adversities of her time...
Magdalene founds a Congregation.
Magdalene is definitely all that. But it does not seem sufficient for us
just to consider her as a woman to be remembered two centuries later,
through times that are civil and barbaric, interspersed by faith and
agnosticism, poverty and progress which passed through the streets of our
cities and countryside and were experienced in the hearts of our people. It
is certainly not sufficient to move a Pope like John Paul II who was so
enlightened and at the same time so rooted in the modern world, to
canonize her at the threshold of the Third Millennium. This took place only
some years before the canonization of Bakhita, the Sudanese slave from
Africa, who died in Italy in the middle of the twentieth century. Bakhita had
the good fortune of being introduced to Christianity towards the end of the
nineteenth century when she met the Sisters belonging to the
Congregation founded by Magdalene, and came to know that same Christ
Crucified who is capable of speaking to the mind and heart of each and
every person.
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And here we are, if we could suggest, at the first seal of modernity,
paradoxically the most important. The life of Magdalene spanned between
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and that of Bakhita was between
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Similarly, we readers started our
life in the twentieth century and are destined to complete it in the first
century of the new millennium. History, like life, is made up of things that
repeat themselves. Social, economic, political and religious problems which
marked the turn of the last two centuries, are similar in many ways to our
present moment of history.
Today as then, there is the great and exclusive hope in progress and in
reason. There is a crisis of faith, a crisis of the family, the uncertainty of
youth and of the conscience, the intellectual and social isolation of the
Church, the incapacity of politics to give concrete responses. The multiple
and threatening winds of war are raging. New and old poverties are
constantly on the increase. There is a context of social relations which is on
the decline without the prospect of any concrete improvement.
And so, as we curiously look into the life of Magdalene of Canossa,
integrally directed towards leaving a positive mark of her passage through
this world, we cannot but be struck by its immense actuality.
Magdalene is a modern woman. She lives through all the travails of the
interior struggles of a modern woman. In her search for her way of life, she
overcomes all adversities. Surpassing wealth and sex, Magdalene is the
essence of modernity in the sense this word is understood in the West:
Magdalene knows what she wants, uses her capabilities and obtains the
desired results.
She is a woman who in a certain sense is also a mirror of today’s youth.
Her youthful years are marked by uncertainties, exaltations and deep
discomforts. She tries for years to be independent from her family but is
unable to do so, partly because she has not been given the space, partly
because of her own lack of strength and partly because the mistakes she
makes compel her to start all over again.
Even her insights into social involvement for the poor, for single women,
for the sick and the abandoned are modern. She is committed as a lay
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person even before she becomes a religious, as she is convinced that
women are the real leaven for the human, social and moral growth of the
community in which they live. She is convinced that society can be changed
from within even through the commitment of just one person. Progress is
in human hands, in the same way as degradation and barbarism.
Magdalene learns this at the foot of the Cross, beside Mary, and has a
clear perception that this can be taught to others. In fact, this should be
taught, if we want the human community to persist on the road of
progress.
Magdalene is convinced about the importance of the school and of
education right from the beginning of her religious initiative. In fact, the
school and education are perhaps the greatest challenge of this century,
the most important and the most forgotten. This is the greatest among the
sins of omission of our time. Ours is a real mission land.
On the one hand, damages have been done to our youth by the wrong
kind of school, by the absent family: both incapable of educating and,
above all, of merging morals and knowledge, as Magdalene wanted. On the
other hand, there are new chasms of ignorance and new voids to fill, new
cultural challenges to respond to, new ideas to be launched and others to
be contested, and a new progress to propose. Magdalene, who stands at
the foot of the Cross, beside Mary, is there to pray for us and to challenge
us.

Introduction
In our approach towards the figure of a saint, we run the risk of
“embalming her” in a sentimental and devotional vision that waters down
her personality and lessens the powerful force of her witness of life. Saints
instead, are usually exceptional personalities, who know how to recognize
the signs and the needs of their time and have the courage to make farsighted choices. At the same time, however, they are persons like us, who
experience moments of anguish and crisis, of uncertainties about the path
to follow and the relevance of the steps already undertaken. This is actually
what brings us closer to them.
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Magdalene of Canossa, was, in a particular way, a woman belonging to a
precise era and a restricted environment, marked by particular experiences,
whose journey in life was neither short nor easy for her to understand, not
just what she wanted to do with her life, but what God was asking of her.
We are struck by her very human struggles through doubt,
discouragement, the awareness of her own incapacity, and even through
the crisis of faith, as she herself recounts in her Memoirs. She has not been
struck by a sudden enlightenment which would have made her strong and
firm in pursuing a clear goal. On the contrary, she discovers her vocation
only a little at a time, with the help of wise counsellors, in the daily events
of her life and from her intense spiritual experiences. In all her life, there
has always been a firm and fundamental point of reference: Christ
Crucified, a God who humbled himself, offering himself as a victim for the
love of humanity. The story of Magdalene is the story of a love that is ever
more intense for Jesus on the Cross, poor and stripped of all except the
love that spurred him to such great sacrifice. The response that Magdalene
found ever more necessary is the choice of poverty and of the poor, the
apostolic witness of the immense charity of God through charity towards
the weakest brothers and sisters, the self-emptying so as to become an
instrument God’s love, making him known to those who do not know him,
so that they can give him glory and not offend him through sin.
The experience of Magdalene and of the courageous women who follow
her, is thus predominantly characterized by love and service. For them she
chooses a significant name: Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Poor,
leading them to ever wider fields of action. She is not at peace until she
also succeeds to find some men disposed to follow her example of apostolic
service, giving birth to the Sons of Charity, after many delusions and
failures. For all of them, she writes: “Charity does not know of any limit or
Country other than those that lead from the imperfect exercise of Charity
on earth to the perfect exercise of Charity in Heaven.” Even in her way of
expressing herself, Magdalene is close to us and to our daily life, without
worrying about beautiful literary style, but only with the desire of being
understood, whether on practical matters or when she tries to share about
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her mystical experiences, addressing the little ones with humility, and the
powerful without fear.
Accompanied by this woman, who is so great and yet so “normal”, so
close to our human fragility, we would like to go through the events of her
life and the painful lessons of life, helped by her letters and notes published
under the title of Memoirs, besides the many studies done on her by her
Daughters and Sons, fascinated still by her witness and drawn to follow in
her footsteps.

1
MAGDALENE OF CANOSSA SERVANT OF LOVE
1] The Veronese Background
Magdalene Gabriella was born on 1 March 1774, in an important and
rich aristocratic family of Verona, the Canossa family, which took its name
from an ancient castle of the Reggio Emilia district with an illustrious
historical background. Among their ancestors is Countess Matilda, the lady
who made possible the meeting between Pope Gregory VII and Emperor
Henry IV during the time of the struggle for investitures.
Verona was an important city because of its geographical location, at
the crossroads of the lines of communication between Lombardy and the
Venetian and Tirolo regions which were then under the Republic of Venice.
After passing over to the Serenissima which took place in 1405, it enjoyed
nearly four centuries of quiet life, at times rather sluggish, under the
control of a small group of patrician nobility of the city. In the course of the
16th century there was an intense architectural and artistic activity,
following the exemplary activity of Bishop Gian Matteo Giberti for the
Catholic Reform. Then in the first half of the 18th century, there was the
cultural commitment of the learned scholar Scipione Maffei. Verona was a
city which at the time of the Canossa family, had 45,000 inhabitants, lively,
but tranquil and peaceful. It had many priests (700 priests working in 46
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parishes), monks and nuns (43 monasteries and convents) and a big
number of lay people registered in 53 confraternities.
However, Verona was a city which, towards the end of the 18th century,
(when Magdalene was in her early twenties), went through the confusion
of the Napoleonic era and of the wars which raged through the LombardVenetian region. Many families fled from the city and entire populations
escaped from places under military conflict. There were local insurrections
and the consequent repressions, as during the so-called “Veronese Easters”
of 1797. The inevitable consequence of these events was the
impoverishment of the population, in particular the youth and the women.
As in most parts of Italy at that time, the economy of the Veronese area
was also dominated by agriculture, and the social structure was mainly
made up of farmers. In the course of the 18th century, the significant
demographic increase was accompanied by the deteriorating conditions of
the rural masses, with the spreading of situations of poverty and often of
misery.
As for cultural life, even before the invasion by the French at the end of
the century, Italian society felt the counter effects of the Enlightenment
and with the French Revolution, it was exposed, at least among the
intellectuals, to the influence and the proposals which came from beyond
the Alps, through the military campaigns of Napoleon, which after a few
years would be spread and put into practice in northern Italy as well.
In a splendid 16th century palace, the work of Sanmicheli, on the banks
of the River Adige, lived the entire family of Magdalene, headed by her
grandfather, Marquis Charles (1705-1785), then Councillor of State of
Empress Maria Teresa, a “fine politician” and diplomat, surrounded by his
unmarried brothers: Anthony, Luigi, Francis and Borgia, his two sons:
Jerome, who was unmarried and Ottavio with his family, which at the time
of the birth of Magdalene, was made up of his wife Teresa Szluha and little
two-year-old Laura. According to the best tradition of the aristocracy, only
the first born sons were married, so as to maintain intact the large family
patrimony consisting above all, of landed property. And it was also in their
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tradition to expect the young Teresa to give birth to a male heir, after the
sorrowful disappointment of the death of little Charles a few days after his
birth in 1771, and after the poorly appreciated arrival of Laura in 1772.
Teresa Szluha was a Hungarian from Odenburg (known today as Sopron,
a city near the Austrian frontier), the daughter of Count George, Baron of
Hungary, Major General and Councillor of State of the Emperor, and
Countess Rosalia Sintzendorff. When Ottavio went to Hungary in 1766 as a
young and brilliant officer of the Austrian army, he fell in love with her. At
an age when it was the norm for aristocratic families to arrange the
marriages of their offsprings based on intricate games of economic and
political alliances, the young Marquis Ottavio must have had to go through
a real battle with his father, even though in a most respectful way,
“because of an honest passion, which was in itself very holy and was not
contrary to our Religion”, as he wrote from Hungary, from where he
refused to return without Teresa as his legitimate spouse. He obtained the
longed-for consent only after having received the certain proof of the
nobility of the Szluha family. The wedding was celebrated in Odenburg in
August 1770, after which the couple left immediately for Verona and was
welcomed with feasting worthy of the rank and position of the Canossas.
The Countess brought with her the freshness of youth with the hopes and
dreams of a seventeen-year-old, to a household of men who were a little
“plastered” and like “wrinkled parchment.” However, she was aware that
the role imposed on her was mainly that of ensuring the continuity of the
family by giving birth to sons. Not even she therefore, could receive with
much joy, Magdalene, another girl, as they were both victims of the typical
“poverty” of an era which gave little importance to the woman. The newborn baby received the love of the humble nurse, Domenica Cobelli, who
always remained affectionately faithful to Magdalene. Teresa continued to
go through the trial of the birth of a baby boy who died soon after birth.
Then she gave birth to the longed-for son Boniface in 1776 and finally to
Rosa in 1777 and Eleonora in 1779.
The children’s father, Ottavio, was described by his friend Joseph Torelli
in the epitaph as “a sociable young man, distinguished in religion, virtue,
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intelligence and affability”, so passionate over natural history as to create
his personal museum in the palace. He did not enjoy very good health, but
no one expected the tragedy that took place so suddenly just a few months
after the birth of their youngest daughter. The Marquis who went to
Recoaro in the Vincentino region for thermal treatment, fell seriously ill,
and died after a few days, on 5 October 1779, far away from his family, who
was having a holiday in the beautiful country villa of Grezzano, in the midst
of their vast property near Villafranca of Verona. He was buried in the
Church of the Capuchin Sisters in Valdagno. He was only 39 years old,
leaving behind five children, a young widow and the whole Canossa family
without his reassuring presence.
Besides the inevitable sorrow, his family also had to cope with quite a
number of problems of an economic and hierarchical nature. Marquis
Ottavio left behind his father, his brother Jerome and three granduncles, as
well as little Boniface, who being the new heir of the title and estate, which
by law went to the eldest son, had to take over the running of the
household. Uncle Jerome became the guardian of his nephew and nieces,
and Teresa felt herself more and more marginalized in a household
dominated by the rigid mind-set of her aged father-in-law and four
unmarried men who were mainly concerned with the safeguarding of their
family interests until the heir would come of age.
The young Countess did not feel like accepting the role of an
inconsolable widow, and two years later, on 25 August 1781, with the
consent of her father-in-law, she remarried Odoardo Zenetti of Mantua,
himself a widower. We do not know the reasons for her choice. Neither do
we know the struggle she must have certainly gone through in the depth of
her heart having to face the imposition of the Canossa family, her new
marriage or her children. Her five young children carried the name of a
noble family and they had to be brought up in that family. Teresa chose a
new life, but did not forget her children and throughout her life (till 1807)
she kept in touch with them through correspondence especially with
Boniface, and she eagerly asked for news also about her daughters.
However, the fact is, at the age of seven Magdalene found herself
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without her parents, in a big house without any joy. We do not know how
this sorrowful experience could have changed her and if her desire for a
love that is absolute, matured in those sad years, as she never wanted to
talk about it, except to affirm that her mother loved them very much. It was
as if she wanted to defend her mother from every possible criticism.
However, an indication of her hidden regret and of an ever lively affection
was the gesture she made in 1792, when she thought to have made a
definitive choice for the religious life among the Carmelite Sisters. On that
occasion, she wanted to see her mother again, and on her knees, ask for
her blessing. This meeting could take place only in a place far away from
Canossa Palace, at Valeggio sul Mincio, in the country villa of her sister
Laura who had become Countess Maffei. It was a most touching meeting on
the part of both mother and daughter.

2] The Formative Years
Uncle Jerome, as guardian and then head of the family after the death of
Marquis Charles in 1785, had to see to the education of his nephew and
nieces. According to the custom of aristocratic families at that time, he
found a private tutor for Boniface, so as to give him a personalised
formation. He invited to the palace, Don Peter Rossi of Reggio Emilia, a
cultured priest, who would temper severity with understanding, so as to
impart a good education and inculcate a solid moral rectitude in his little
pupil, destined in future to head the family, to administer its many
economic interests and to guarantee its active presence in the civil and
political life.
For the girls, much less was required. It was enough to give them that
minimum education which would allow them to cut a good figure in society
(French, which was then the international language of the European
aristocracy, drawing, music, dance), and to manage the house when they
got married: knowledge of feminine occupations and a generic religious
formation, which made them good wives and mothers, or devout nuns.
Usually, there were two possibilities: either a prolonged stay in some
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women’s religious institute with a boarding school or a private governess.
The second solution was chosen but it did not turn out so well. Mdm.
Francesca Marianna Capron, who took care of the four sisters for seven
years according to the custom of that time, was a French lady, born in
Dunkérque in 1746, the widow of Francesco Bonori. It is not easy to
understand this woman’s dislike for Magdalene and her very severe
behaviour towards Magdalene, which made Magdalene’s sisters and later
even her brother to ask their uncles to intervene. It is not enough to explain
this behaviour by referring to the well known episode, reported in all the
biographies. Magdalene agreed with the warning given by a guest: “Woe to
the children who learn catechism just like grammar, history and
geography”, and wrote it in her catechism book. However, this was
interpreted by the governess as a criticism of her teaching method. If the
attitude chosen by the little Magdalene was usually silence and respectful
acceptance (“Madame is right: I am the naughty one.”), some events show
a deep moral conscience, such as her refusal to lie to her uncles, against the
wish of Mdm. Capron, or to continue Italian lessons given by a professor
recommended by the governess, who proved to be not so upright and
trustworthy. This man, Joseph Mondini, indirectly did a great favour to the
four sisters, when in 1789, he married Mdm. Francesca, who left Canossa
Palace, never again to return.
In her adolescent years, Magdalene, who had become a beautiful girl
with a vivacious look and elegant ways, as we can see in the portrait
painted by the Veronese, Saverio Dalla Rosa, saw the possibility of a bright
future, which attracted her and made her forget the vague ideas which she
had in the past, of choosing the religious life. She speaks of it in a letter
dated 18 November 1791, to a Domenican Father Domenico Maria Federici,
where she writes of a first idea she had at the age of five, which was
subsequently suppressed: “When I was around fourteen to fifteen years
old, I thought of changing my mind, as I was attracted by the world; the
education given to me was meant to put other ideas in me rather than the
thought of Religion.”
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But, she was overcome by a tough experience which left a definitive
mark in her: a very serious illness, or rather a series of illnesses, that
required painful cures, isolation and interior withdrawal. She came out of it
with a body weakened and injured by sickness, especially her arm and right
hand, but vaccinated against the “temptations of the world”, which did not
interest her anymore. She herself recalls in her Memoirs, written later, that
this was a fundamental episode in her life, from which came the firm
decision to consecrate herself to God and to the poor and a particular
sensitivity towards the sick.
Immediately after her illness, precisely in 1789, the fatal year of the
French Revolution, there was a series of changes in the palace, with the
death of her granduncle Luigi, the departure of Mdm. Capron and above all,
the marriage of uncle Jerome, who decided to solve the problem of the lack
of a feminine figure to govern the house and to see to the education of his
nieces. He chose the sweet and intelligent Countess Claudia Marietta Buri,
thirty years his junior, whom he married on 28 September. She brought
fresh air into the austere palace and was for Magdalene and her sister
Laura, finally the presence of a friend. At the same time, the two younger
sisters, Rosa and Eleonora, were sent to the boarding school of the
Benedictine Monastery of St. Anthony al Corso, from where the young aunt
Marietta had just come out.
In this more serene environment, Magdalene’s vocation blossomed, as
she herself tells us: “Feeling myself completely strengthened in my
intention of remaining in the virginal state, I sought to exercise charity in all
possible ways.” Virginity and charity are the two pillars which she would
never have questioned, but she was not yet clear about how to live them. It
seemed to her that the most obvious way was that of becoming a nun, but
she was not so sure yet and hesitated a long time before she shared this
thought with her family. She only confided in the tutor of her brother and
in her confessor, Father Ildefonso della Concezione, Prior of the Monastery
of the Discalced Carmelites, who temporarily substituted Father Stephen of
the Sacred Heart of Jesus as her spiritual director, since Father Stephen had
to become the Prior of a cloistered Convent as from June 1787. It would
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always be a characteristic of Magdalene that of not allowing herself to be
drawn by a first impulse, of not trusting only her own judgement, of
pondering well over her decisions. Often in her Memoirs she writes of her
doubt that her ideas could only be mad illusions and of her fear of
confusing her convictions with the divine will. That is why the confessor and
the spiritual director became very important in her difficult journey of
finding out the way which would suit her best.
In this phase of her life, however, Magdalene was disoriented by the
opposing views given by her confessor who urged her to enter the convent
as soon as possible, and by her relatives who were convinced of the
opposite, after hearing the unfavourable judgment of three well-known exJesuits (the Company of Jesus was suppressed by the Pope in 1774), invited
separately to examine the vocation of the Marchioness and all three came
to the conclusion that she had to live her vocation in the family and society.
Magdalene was invited to wait. This waiting proved to be long for it lasted
till 1808, as Magdalene was bound by her affection for a family who needed
her presence. But she was comforted by the possibility of dedicating herself
to the poor in ways that became more and more intense.

3 ] First Attempts in the Religious Life
There were two occasions in which it seemed as if Magdalene would
have been able to fulfill her ideal of withdrawing from the world. The first
was in 1791, when the usual quiet atmosphere of Canossa Palace was
disturbed by the celebration of her sister Laura’s engagement to Marquis
Anthony Maffei, member of another great Veronese aristocratic family.
Magdalene managed to obtain her uncle’s consent to withdraw temporarily
in the Carmelite Monastery of St. Teresa outside Porta Romana in Verona,
where the nuns were popularly known as the Teresas. She entered that
convent on 12 May, and she did not participate in her sister’s wedding
ceremony, which took place on 3 October in the family’s grand country villa
at Grezzano.
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During that stay, which at first she thought could become definitive, she
was invited by Father Federici, a learned Veronese historian who for many
years was in Treviso as the Provincial of the Dominicans, and probably an
acquaintance of the family, to explain to him the origin of her vocation. Her
reply became the first letter in the very impressive collection of letters, now
published in eight volumes, which accompany and testify to the different
stages of her life. The seventeen-year-old Magdalene thus wrote to Father
Federici about her early vague vocation, of the attractions of the world, of
her illness which we have seen, and of her careful study of the Rules of St.
Clare, “which could not give me peace”, followed by that of the Discalced
Carmelites, “which I liked and felt like embracing, so much so that I could
only think of finding the way to do so.” She kept quiet until “I felt obliged to
make known my desire after a Knight paid me a compliment at the
theatre.” She also added that while her family allowed her to withdraw into
the Carmelite Monastery during Laura’s wedding celebration, they objected
in a thousand ways to her vocation as a Discalced Carmelite. Only when
“seeing that all their attempts were useless, now they leave me in peace
and I am staying because I believe that it is the will of God. They also said
that they could not deny that I had a vocation, but that I will not be able to
persevere. However, it seems to me that God cannot call me to a state of
life without giving me his help.”
However, her certainty did not last long. She did not feel at ease among
the Teresas, and she left them after about ten months, also at the
suggestion of Sr. Luigia of the Cross, the mistress of the boarders and later
on Prioress, who followed her up as a loving friend and with great delicacy,
kept in touch with her by correspondence. After her return to her family,
Magdalene was assailed by doubts regarding what decision to take.
However, her confessor, Fr. Ildefonso, who was of the same opinion as Fr.
Stephen (both of whom happened to be Carmelites), was convinced about
her vocation. He reproached her for continuing to waver and pressed her to
make a decision to enter the Discalced Carmelite Convent of Conegliano
(Treviso), probably between June and July 1792. Magdalene, sure of leaving
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the world, made arrangements as we have mentioned earlier, to meet her
mother before arriving at Conegliano, accompanied by Fr. Ildefonso.
But she could not fit in well even in this convent. While it seemed to her
“to have entered paradise”, she felt a real “repugnance” for the cloister,
not because of the sacrifices it entailed, but because “in that place, I would
have sanctified myself but I would not have been able either to prevent sin,
or to work for the salvation of souls. I tried however to cast this thought
away as a temptation, knowing that I have not done any good.” Hence, she
had doubts about not being in the right place, because of the lack of the
apostolic dimension, as well as being presumptuous to think that she could
save other people’s souls. After three days, she had to return to her family,
and because of some sudden, unforeseen reason, she was providentially
prevented from going back to the Convent.
The two failures hurt her deeply. She became fearful of going out of her
house, so as to avoid the unkind looks and criticisms of others. So much so
that her relatives started to wonder about her emotional stability as well as
her vocation. She found consolation in a letter from Sr. Maria Luigia, who
invited her to remain serene and accept also the humiliation of the
criticisms on her seeming fickleness and inconstancy, as the beginning of
her journey along the path of holiness. Magdalene should show the
opposite by her daily choices. Sr. Luigia added: “Even though God showed
you that he did not want you to be a Discalced Carmelite, it does not mean
that he does not want you to be his bride... Keep joyful in the Lord, and
happily accept all that He disposes for you.” Maybe besides this wise
intervention which served to put Magdalene at ease, Sr. Luigia added an
enlightened advice which helped the Marchioness to reach a decision for
her future. She invited Magdalene to change her confessor and to go for
spiritual direction to a priest who was already accompanying the Teresas,
Don Luigi Libera, a very wise, big-hearted and humble Veronese priest.
According to some biographers like Adele Cattari, it was this change of
spiritual guide, this “unforeseen means” which stopped Magdalene from
returning to the Carmel.
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The eighteen-year-old Magdalene thus made a happy choice in that
moment of great disorientation in her life. “I put myself therefore under
the guidance of a holy religious with a deep spirit of prayer. He advised me
to remain for a year without making any decision.” Don Libera accepted the
difficult role of a guide to this confused and disappointed girl, following her
up with fatherly love, great equilibrium and calmness, without being hasty
and not imposing anything on her, except that of having a period of
reflection, a sober and quiet style of life, much prayer, Eucharistic devotion
and charity towards all. From his rich correspondence, of which sixty-eight
letters have fortunately been found, written between July 1792 and
December 1799 (just before he died on 22 January 1800), we discover the
affectionate care with which he tried to calm Magdalene and to dispel the
thousands of scruples she had, presenting to her a Christianity that brings
serenity, with the certainty that “her God dwells in her heart. He is always
with her,” and that she needs to find him in the daily experience of her life.
That is why even after the first year of waiting, Don Libera stopped her
from the choice of a monastic life. He was convinced that she needed to
remain with her family, since all of them, from her elderly sick grand-uncles
(grand-uncle Francis died towards the end of 1793), to her younger sisters
whom she had to guide, and her brother who was coming of age and was in
some conflict with uncle Jerome over economic matters, needed her
presence. Even though he advised her to keep up her devotions, he helped
her understand that they were not essential. It was more important instead
to give God space, so that he could reveal his will: “We do not know what is
best for us; but the Lord knows best. He can draw good from everything for
us, above all from those means that seem to us less suitable. Let us marvel
at His wisdom and trust in His love.”
Even when aunt Matilde D’Arco, her father’s sister, arrived from Mantua
with a marriage proposal for Magdalene, Don Libera did not impose any
decision on her. He asked her to listen to her heart, because “the director
has no right to tell his spiritual daughter to choose a state of life instead of
another, but only to advise her regarding the choice of one state rather
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than the other”. He reminded her that even the married life “leads to
holiness for those who know how to live it in a holy way.” The Marchioness
calmly declined her aunt’s offer and adopted as her vocational response, an
attitude of listening, while leading a normal life in her family. At the end of
the year of reflection, she obeyed the indications of Don Libera and uncle
Jerome to remain in the palace, so as to follow up the education of her
younger sister Rosa, who had just returned from the boarding school, and
to see to the management of the house, which her sickly sister-in-law had
given up.

4] Napoleon in Italy
Meanwhile the drastic changes taking place in the European scene
entered into the life of Magdalene and her family. The French Revolution
which till then had been only a topic of conversation in the halls of Verona,
in an atmosphere of fear mixed with hope, directly affected Italy as well,
when the Board of Directors decided to lighten the war front at the River
Rhine, hitting both Austria in its Padan colony as well as the Savoys who
were part of the anti-French coalition.
Magdalene was 22 years old when, in the spring of 1796, within a few
weeks, the troops of the young general Napoleon Bonaparte, nominated
supreme commander of the armed forces of Italy, defeated the Piedmont
army and after having occupied Milan on 15 May, spread all over the Padan
plain, forcing the Austrians to leave Lombardy.
Even though the Republic of St. Mark had declared its neutrality, the
threatening advance of the French towards Verona drove the Canossa
family to send away its younger members, Magdalene and her brother and
sisters, who were accompanied by the tutor of Boniface and some of the
servants, to take refuge in Venice towards the end of May. The pessimistic
forecasts proved to be true: on 1 June the French entered Verona. Between
August 1796 and January of the following year, Napoleon repelled four
counter-attacks of the opposing forces in the Venetian territory, opening up
the road leading to Vienna and forcing the Austrians to negotiate for peace.
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In Verona, after many months of requisition and oppression by the
occupiers, and the absolute inaction of the fearful Venetian authorities, on
17 April 1797 (Easter Monday) a rebellion broke out against the French. The
revolt, known as “the Veronese Easters”, led by a few noblemen and
supported mainly by only the lower classes and by the farmers, lasted till 23
April, when the French succeeded to quell it. The punishment was heavy:
the city was forced to pay large amounts of money and supplies, while the
goods of Monte dei Pegni were confiscated and the furnishings of churches
and private chapels were taken away. There were many trials and some
were condemned to death. Even the Bishop of the city, Giovanni Andrea
Avogadro1 and Count Anthony Maffei, the husband of Laura Canossa, were
implicated. They had a narrow escape from capital punishment.
On 17 October, with the Treaty of Campoformio, Napoleon ceded the
Republic of Venice to Austria in exchange for Lombardy. Hence, all the
territories of the Serenissima from Dalmatia to Verona were handed over
to Austria.
In 1805 the Venetian territories were annexed to the Italian Kingdom,
the State which succeeded the Italian Republic and which Bonaparte
wanted, for political reasons, after the proclamation of the Empire. These
would be returned to Austriain 1814, when with the Congress of Vienna,
the Republic of Venice disappeared forever.
As mentioned earlier, the Canossa siblings moved to Venice just before
the French entered Verona, in the spring of 1796. Uncle Jerome and his
wife remained in Verona for a short time, before joining them in August.
During that period of great uncertainty regarding her future, Magdalene
became the leader of the family, as her young aunt wrote to her mother:
“Marchioness Magdalene would take all the trouble to think of everyone
and provide for all.” Even her younger sisters later testified to the
goodness, patience and gentleness she showed them, “since she regarded
1

Giovanni Andrea Avogadro (1735-1815), born in Venice, entered the Company of Jesus where he remained till the
suppression of the congregation. He was the Bishop of Verona from 1790 to 1804, in a period particularly difficult for
the city. Arrested by the French after the Veronese Easters, he escaped capital punishment. In 1804, he renounced his
Episcopal see and re-joined the Jesuits.
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us like her daughters who needed her support, direction and care.” She
had numerous preoccupations: for those who were far away, her sister
Laura and husband Anthony Maffei, the Brigadier General of the Veronese
military operations at the war front, who was taken hostage and
threatened with death; for the poor health of her sister Eleonora and her
aunt Claudia; for the adolescent crisis of Rosa, aggravated by the fatuous
and superficial Venetian aristocratic milieu, so well described by Parini and
Goldoni, where both the aunt and niece were exposed to the gigolo fad and
where the rich tried to forget their fears of an uncertain political future by
taking part in feasts and going to the theatre. From the letters of Don
Libera, we do not find echoes of any particular view of the Marchioness on
the political upheavals she went through and which affected the daily life of
the family for which she felt responsible. But her sister Eleonora writes:
“The political situation disturbed my good family in all ways and we went
through many sad days. Magdalene was the only one who remained strong
in the midst of these trials. She was the one who consoled everybody. She
sustained the afflicted and encouraged the timid. She tried to lighten our
woes if it were possible, putting her trust totally in the Blessed Virgin. I
have never seen a person more devoted to the Most Holy Mary than
Magdalene; above all, she had a great devotion to our Lady of Sorrows.”
Already then Magdalene entrusted herself to the protection of Mary at the
foot of the Crucified, whom she would subsequently refer to as the inspirer
and Foundress of her Institute.
In the midst of her many preoccupations and commitments, every now
and then the desire for the cloister would re-emerge. But Don Libera would
quickly cut it off, as he was ever more convinced that she was not called to
live in the cloister, but to serve God in her neighbour.
She already had the opportunity to realize her vocation to charity first of
all within her family, which grew on 6 May 1797, with the birth of little
Carlino, the first born son of uncle Jerome, and then with special attention
to the poor, deprived of material things, or children and adults to be
educated to the truths of the faith in the Sunday Christian doctrine schools.
The Marchioness was also involved in the moral and religious education of
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domestic workers. The case of the maid Teresia or Teresina was
emblematic. Teresia fell in love with a Greek Orthodox young man and
became obstinately rebellious and deaf to the warnings of her mistress,
who finally had to lovingly take her back when she was abandoned by him.
This experience gave Magdalene the opportunity to discover the reality of
the sad divisions among the Christian Churches and made her more aware
of the problem of their possible reunion, for which she offered intense
prayer.
After the entry of Napoleon into Venice in late autumn, uncle Jerome
decided to return to Verona. Like Anthony Maffei (who miraculously
survived the repression, due also to the help of his wife Laura), he was
worried about the political choices he had to make. This was no easy task
for the noble families who, especially after the Treaty of Campoformio,
found their world collapsing, a world in which they always had a leading
role to play.
Magdalene had other thoughts. Canossa Palace had been chosen as the
headquarters of the French officials, who because of their anti-clerical
attitude, had not respected even the private chapel, from which they
looted the precious vestments and furnishings. She then got down to
refurnish a new chapel in another room, making use even of her personal
jewels. There, all of them would soon gather together to offer ardent
prayers for the healing of aunt Claudia, who was weakened by the birth of
her child and by tuberculosis. Unfortunately, she died on 2 November at
the age of twenty-seven, after having made Magdalene promise to take
care of her little Carlino. Don Libera wrote to Magdalene: “And who can’t
see in all these things and in all the happenings of your house, that you can
certainly co-operate more for the glory of God within your family than
being closed up in the cloister?”

5] Years of Waiting and Trying
Hence, for the Marchioness the possibility of pursuing her own way of
life became even more distant. She was burdened with the responsibility of
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the management of the household and the education of her sisters and
little cousin. Don Libera advised her to accept this heavy role with great
love and trust in God, who clearly had plans for her different from what she
had hoped for, making her move along an unforeseen and more tortuous
path. She could not yet think only for herself, and this tough exercise would
be helpful for her future: later on, Magdalene would exhort her Daughters
of Charity to make themselves instruments of the love of God, without
making too many plans, but abandoning themselves to his will with an
intense experience of prayer. For her, “the happenings in life cease to be
just ‘chance’, for in her eyes they become more and more providential
events: the Will of God is in fact the expression not only of his sovereignty
and power, but the manifestation of his fatherly care.” Thus writes Mother
Adele Cattari, her spiritual daughter and biographer, who sees in the
dramatic experience of the death of her aunt and in her sudden adoptive
maternity, a decisive stage of her difficult formative journey and the
epilogue of her vocational conflict. Magdalene finally understood that she
had mistaken her desire for the peace of the cloister as the will of God,
while God himself wanted to show her now with great clarity another way,
demanding a different response. Her new role as mother called for a
profound psychological commitment, which made her discover the
difficulties and joys of the total emptying and gift of self, preparing her for a
spiritual maternity open to the weakest and the most needy, in a “vision of
dedication to others”, of “giving up the search for self fulfillment by
forgetting herself”, a vision which would guide her all her life.
In fact, between 1797 and 1800, while discovering the infinite needs of a
suffering humanity, she started to think anew of an active involvement,
which would be realized first of all in the assistance to the sick. This was
possible because in those years, the family became smaller when her two
younger sisters got married. Rosa married Count Jerome Orti Manara in
1798 and Eleonora married Marquis Federico Serego the following year,
while her brother Boniface, who was already of age, began to take over as
head of the family, maintaining with her a special bond of affection, esteem
and trust, and remained for her a great support and help. It was her
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brother who, having to travel often between Verona, Milan, Mantua and
the many possessions of the family, kept up an affectionate relationship
and correspondence with his mother, who in her turn, through her letters,
showed interest and affection for her children in Verona, even putting
them in contact with her three children in Mantua: Ferdinando, Francesco
and Clara. Teresa Szhula would turn to Boniface and Magdalene whenever
she had to help persons in need, showing a great sensitivity and spirit of
charity.
Meanwhile, Magdalene, seeing the worsening conditions of life in her
city, intensified her commitment towards those who were most in need. In
fact, during the first Napoleonic invasion and after the annexation to
Austria in 1797, Verona went through a very difficult period of economic
and administrative crisis. Not even the annexation to the Italian Kingdom
improved the internal situation, because of the crisis of the textile
industries and of commerce, and due to the widespread discontent of the
people caused by forced conscription and the spread of poverty.
While she was generously reaching out to the poor, the abandoned girls
and the sick, with her personal initiatives, Magdalene was aware that she
was not alone. In fact she saw how the Veronese Church was animated by
the innovative spirit of great personalities also from her aristocratic world,
who were committed to social service, spurred on by the preaching of
Anthony Cesari, the famed scholar and sacred orator. In particular, she was
struck by the experience of Don Pietro Leonardi2, whose charitable
involvement seemed so similar to what she had in mind. Don Pietro was a
priest dedicated to the service of abandoned boys and the sick, who
founded the Work of the “Raminghelli” in 1799 and the “Sacred
Brotherhood of Hospitaller Priests and Laity” already in 1796. During that
2

Pietro Leonardi (1769-1844), ordained priest in 1794, had a considerable influence on Veronese society through his
activity as a preacher and above all, by his assistential works. In 1796 he founded the “Brotherhood of Priests and Lay
Hospitallers”, which aimed to meet the needs of the sick, ensuring them above all, spiritual assistance. In 1799, he
started the Work of the “Raminghelli”, directed towards the gathering of abandoned boys, and teaching them a trade.
Among his many activities Leonardi opened youth centres, schools for the hearing impaired, and dedicated himself
even to the assistance of young women morally “at risk”. For these he founded the Institute of the “Daughters of
Jesus”. Disliked by the civil authorities for political reasons, he was even put in prison and under house arrest in Milan
and Verona.
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same period, even the “Patriotic Society” which drew inspiration from the
Jacobites and the Free Masons, and was extremely anticlerical, preached in
the Hall of Public Instruction, about the need for social action, for
instruction and for assistance to the sick. Among the patriots, the citizen
Fulvia Mattei was outstanding for her involvement particularly in areas like
the education of women and the recognition of the role of the woman. She
organized a small group of volunteers for the assistance of sick women in
hospitals, fighting the same battles as Magdalene but from another front.
The “Hall” was closed after Campoformio. However, before that took place,
some very committed Catholics, who were afraid that the structure of the
Church and Christian morals would be weakened, had organized a group
affiliated to a secret association (it was secret because there was no right of
free association then), called Christian Friendship, founded in Turin by
Nicola Diessbach, an ex-Jesuit, which soon spread all over orthern Italy and
beyond the Alps. It was born as a concrete response to the diffusion of a
“philosophical” culture and a “libertine” polemic, indifferent to Christianity
and its structures. It was against the subjection of the Church to the State,
and at the same time proposed the renewal and strengthening of the
Christian culture, by returning to its doctrinal roots and to its original spirit
of service. It considered as indispensable an adequate orientation of public
opinion through good literature and, above all, through personal witness of
life in one’s own environment and through social apostolate. In this
atmosphere of great tension, we find the action of Bishop Giovanni Andrea
Avogadro (1735-1815), who was also an ex-Jesuit, ardent defender of the
autonomy of the Church from political power and of the necessity for a
more incisive commitment of the diocesan community in the social field.
Magdalene, who became a lady of the Brotherhood, in fact, according to
some, was its co-foundress together with Don Leonardi, could certainly not
ignore the lively debate, which often became an open confrontation
between ideologies and different ways of interpreting the Christian
message. However, she chose the way of fidelity to the Church and of silent
involvement. She finally seemed to see clearly the objective she wanted to
attain and she went ahead with unexpected enterprise, to seek the advice
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of Cardinal Mattei in Ferrara and to be received on 24 November 1799 by
the Vicar General Gualfardo Ridolfi, who arranged for her a meeting with
Bishop Avogadro, to present her project. She saw the possibility of
collaborating with Don Leonardi, in taking care of the feminine sector,
taking the girls from the streets, organizing courses for nurses and assisting
sick women in hospitals. But, once again, she had to admit that that was
not the way for her, and that the designs of the Lord were different. In fact,
obstacles came along the way, and it was the bishop who poured cold
water on her enthusiasm. He suggested the one thing which she had always
regarded with dread: the free schools of charity for girls from among the
common people.
To add to her perplexity, the vicar advised her to change to another
spiritual director, Don Nicola Galvani, whom Magdalene accepted only after
the death of Don Libera and only because the prudent and wise Don Libera
himself advised her to do so in his farewell letter dated 14 December 1799.
Having completed his work, Don Libera passed on silently in early 1800,
leaving Magdalene strong in the faith and with a more precise vision of her
vocation.
Don Nicola will journey with her for twenty-three consecutive years,
without however leaving us any written testimonies. Fortunately though,
from this same period onwards we find a new series of correspondence, a
most precious source of information, made up of 349 letters written by
Magdalene to her Milanese friend, Countess Carolina Trotti Durini, starting
in November 1800 and ending in 1829, with the death of Durini. Magdalene
met her casually in one of her usual visits to the sick in the Veronese
Hospital of Mercy, and she found that she had much in common with this
noble lady who was very committed to works of charity. Both Carolina and
her husband belonged to the Christian Friendship of Milan, where together
with her sister Teresa Trotti Arconati, she had organized a group of ladies
who dedicated themselves to help those who were afflicted by the multiple
poverties, both old and new, found in a city at the centre of continuous
political turmoil. Magdalene would always find in her a confidante to whom
she could freely open her heart, to share her enthusiasm and delusions,
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doubts and sorrows, mystical experiences and daily anxieties, projects and
disillusions.
It was to Durini, who arrived in Verona towards the end of 1800 to
review the work of the Brotherhood, that Magdalene made known a little
project which she had just begun, but which she hoped would finally be the
start of a journey. The time had come for Magdalene to take action and
Magdalene acted with her characteristic prudence, since she was still
attached to her family, yet determined to proceed, even though the steps
were small, without ever turning back.
At the beginning, one big problem was that of finance, since the
Marchioness, even though she was the administrator of the ndivided
patrimony of the Canossa family after the death of her aunt, could not
dispose of the inheritance which her grandfather left her as dowry only if
she entered into a secular or spiritual marriage. She was neither married
nor a nun, so her family gave her only a modest sum for her personal
expenses. She used this money to support some girls till July 1799 and to
rent a small house for them to stay. She was helped in this work by Matilde
Bunioli, a young woman of humble origin, who was generous and really
active, and to whom Magdalene could entrust the practical day to day
responsibilities. Difficulties were not lacking. But they had a great trust in
Divine Providence, united with intense prayer, including those of Sister
Luigia of the Cross from her monastery.
In order to learn from other similar experiences of charitable work, even
among boys, and so as to get advice from persons who were already in this
field of work, Magdalene went with Durini to visit Don Pietro Leonardi, with
whom she had hoped to have been able to collaborate, and to Don Carlo
Steeb,3 a convert from Lutheranism who was engaged in assistance of the
sick in hospitals, and who founded the Institute of the “Sisters of Mercy”
with Luisa Poloni.
3

Carlo Steeb (Tubinga 1773-Verona 1856) was from a Protestant family. His father directed him to commercial
activities. That is why he started in Verona a commercial centre for wool and silk. Here Steeb was converted to
Catholicism and in 1796 he was ordained a priest, thus breaking off from his family. He participated in the
Brotherhood of Pietro Leonardi for the assistance to the sick, and in 1840, together with Luigia Poloni, founded the
Institute of the Sisters of Mercy. He was proclaimed blessed in 1975.
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Meanwhile, things happened one after another. While Durini was
returning to Milan, the French who came back with Napoleon to Italy as
conquerors at Marengo, bombarded Verona in December 1800 and
entered the city the following month. The Peace of Luneville of 9 February
1801 created an anomalous situation. It established the River Adige as the
border between the Cisalpine Republic and the Austrian Dominion, cutting
the city of Verona through which flowed the River Adige, into two parts.
Thus, while Canossa Palace was on the Cisalpine side, the girls whom
Magdalene was helping were stuck on the Austrian side. The Marchioness,
finding herself short of money, launched a new initiative among her
acquaintances: the Company of the Three Dollars, a group of persons who
pledged to donate three dollars a week (Epistolario I, pg. 21). Even though
it did not get a very good response (she had hoped to get at least a
thousand people), she still carried on. She was saddened by the difficulties
that forced her to turn away new girls and left her with “more desires than
action”, so much so that she had the scruple of being only impulsive and
stubborn. Probably, her own family contributed in creating these doubts in
her. She was encouraged and comforted whenever she looked at others
who were moving along the same path, like Don Domenici Bellavite,4 also a
Veronese, who was running two orphanages in Mantua, one for boys and
another for girls, and was able to give them a minimum of instruction and
preparation for work. With regard to the assistance of the sick, the other
charitable work which was particularly dear to her, she was consoled by the
experience of her friend Durini, who, towards the end of 1801, collaborated
in founding the Pious Union of Charity and Beneficence, a lay association
similar to the Veronese Brotherhood. She involved her sister Teresa, who
was the soul of the enterprise together with her friends Teresa Gallien de
Chabons, ex-canoness, and Louise Visconti also known as Viscontina, all
members of a group of committed lay persons who worked with the ex4

Domenico Bellavite (Verona 1753- Mantua 1821). After the suppression of the congregation of the Oratorial
Fathers of Mantua, which he entered in 1784, he dedicated himself to the Christian education of boys and abandoned
girls. In 1801, he opened a House for Poor Derelicts and in 1809, he founded the Pious Institute of the Daughters of
Mary.
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Barnabite Felice De Vecchi, Parish priest of St. Alexander (seat of the Pious
Union) and his brother Gaetano. They obtained immediately the approval
of the Milanese Christian Friendship, directed by Don Carlo Riva Palazzi,
who helped in drawing up the Rules that made provision for a group of
volunteers for the hospital, aimed above all, at the spiritual welfare of the
sick, without neglecting their material assistance. The visitors were soon
named the “ladies of the biscuit”, because they approached the sick by
offering them a biscuit or a little gift, which was “a means for them to
introduce themselves so as to speak to them”, as stated in the Rules. The
visits, and above all, the long conversations, made it possible for the ladies
to come into contact with a series of problems, opening up new ways of
helping them: from assistance of the convalescents, of the “converted” and
of the unemployed to the instruction of abandoned little girls. Magdalene,
who followed from afar, would treasure this experience when subsequently
she would have to write her Rules. She wrote thus to Carolina: “I really like
your idea regarding the method of the Hospital, that is, of your Company. I
find it more useful than ours, which deals only with feeding the sick
women, as you have seen yourself.”
While the important personalities of the higher nobility and of the upper
middle class were involved in the administration of a new political reality,
the dream of a republic free from the influence of the French, it was
actually in the ladies’ world that the dependence on Paris was evident in
numerous sectors, including a sector that is ephemeral yet gripping, that of
a seductive and daring “revolutionary” fashion for women. This situation
was brought to the attention of Magdalene by her Milanese friends.
Magdalene, being a daughter of her time, was aware of the seriousness of
the problem. She decided to wage war in this sphere, and designed
fashions that equalled those of Paris in elegance, offering them to
Monsieur Arnaud, the one who imported these fashions to Italy. In an
environment immersed in secularism, anti-clericalism and hedonism, this
initiative of hers could not certainly find success, but it showed how aware
Magdalene was to everything that touched the feminine world, even
though it seemed to be of secondary importance. It also made us realize
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how, even though she dedicated herself to the girls who were the poorest
and the weakest, she did not ignore the less evident but nonetheless
profound needs of the women of her own social class. For them she would
later on, organize Spiritual Exercises which helped to guide them in their far
from easy task as the focal point of their families. She herself had had the
experience of this most engaging task of guiding a family consisting not only
of family members but also of domestic workers and farmers whose dignity
she respected and whose problems she understood.
She had to divide her time each day among the administration of the
house, the care of her family – those who were ageing like her granduncles, and those who were growing up, like her brother and little Carlino,
visits to the hospital as a lady of the Brotherhood and the preoccupations
for her little community of girls, which met with thousands of difficulties,
including the resignation of some of the teachers, the chronic lack of funds
and the temporary nature of the structures. Fortunately, she could count
on Matilde Bunioli and Matilde Giarola, and thanks to the generosity of Don
Carlo Franceschini, by the end of 1802, she was able to use a house in Via
Rewaste in San Zeno, one of the poorest districts of the city. For the time
being, the lack of teachers forced her to postpone the plan to start a free
school of charity for the girls of the district.
In her restless search for a right way to dedicate herself to works of
charity, Magdalene could not be easily satisfied. She tirelessly collected
information on the rules of Orders involved in social service, and on the
experiences of her contemporaries in the field of instruction of girls, like
the Luigine of Parma5 or the Solitaries of Christian Retreat. However, she
felt a greater affinity to the Sisters of Charity founded by St. Vincent de
Paul. That is why she showed the plan she was drawing up to Father Felice
de Vecchi, the spiritual director of the group of Durini, to request for his
advice and for a companion.
Meanwhile, her community was enriched by the presence of a whom
motivated and faithful person, Angela Traccagnini. In July 1803 she finally
5

Founded by Rosa Orzi of Parma (1706-1783) for the assistance of poor girls, whom she called the Luigine in honour of St.
Luigi Gonzaga.
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succeeded to open a day school giving free education. This was not an easy
task, if we think of the fact that even the higher classes were not much
concerned over the education of girls. For this reason, Magdalene aimed at
a simple form of instruction, suited to the condition of women of that time,
to prepare capable and honest workers, responsible wives and mothers,
able to educate their children according to Christian moral principles.
Towards the end of the year, on 6 December, Boniface of Canossa
married Countess Francesca Castiglioni of Milan. This event brought into
the palace a sister-in-law and a caring and intelligent friend for Magdalene.
It also meant that she could pass on the duty of administration of the house
and therefore be free. She had more freedom after the death of her granduncle Francis Borgia, at the start of 1804, followed by the decision of uncle
Jerome to entrust Carlino to a tutor.
She could finally get down to making concrete plans for her future. In
the same year 1804, she met Msgr. Luigi Pacifico Pacetti6 for the first time,
when he came from Venice to Verona as a preacher. He would later have a
very important role in guiding her successive choices. He encouraged her in
a project which she showed also to De Vecchi when he passed through
Verona in autumn. However, it was this priest who threw cold water on the
project, in spite of the appreciation he had shown. He agreed to give her
the companion she requested, but with such heavy financial conditions
(22,000 Venetian lire as guarantee for her maintenance, even if the project
were to fail) that Magdalene was not able to shoulder, no matter how
desperately hard she sought for help from her family, and from a cousin,
Countess Teresa Cavriani. The letter directed to her is very important
because it stated the three main points of her Plan to set up an institution,
drawing inspiration from the Vincentian Sisters of Charity, but with its own
characteristics, able to offer Christian formation to women and girls,
material and spiritual assistance to sick women in hospitals.

6

Luigi Pacifico Pacetti (1761-1819) was a Jesuit till the suppression of the Company of Jesus, and then the
collaborator of Pius VII. Msgr. Pacetti will become the director of the Work of Canossa, taking on the juridical
responsibility at the Holy See. He persuaded Magdalene to write her Memoirs.
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The period between 1804 and 1805 was decisive for Magdalene,
specifically because she herself was becoming clearer about a precise plan,
a fact which made her more serene, in spite of the fear of being too daring.
The encouragement of authoritative religious and the permission of her
spiritual director gave her courage, while Pacetti agreed to direct the work.
It seemed as if the moment had come for her active involvement, freed
from her many family ties, to begin an independent life, following a
vocation which she had long yearned for and suffocated. Yet other trials
awaited her.
The favourable moment seemed to present itself when she came to
know that on 15 June 1805, Napoleon, who had become Emperor of the
French and King of Italy, and his wife Josephine, would be guests of the
Canossa during their stay in Verona. Magdalene, who for years had led a
very secluded life, asked to move to the house of San Zeno with her girls,
and she thought that this could be a step of no return. In fact when
Napoleon left, she sent word to her family that she had decided not to go
back anymore. She had never expected such a strong reaction from her
uncle and her brother, who ordered her to return immediately. They felt
that the dignity and honour of the family would be adversely affected as
Magdalene had gone to live in a very poor house situated in a district of ill
repute. It was the custom of the aristocracy of that time to concede and
often even to impose a choice of religious life in a peaceful monastery, but
they would never allow one of their members to follow a vocation by
sharing the miserable life of the poor people. If she had been allowed
earlier on to choose to live a cloistered life among the Carmelites, it
seemed now inadmissible for her to go and live in the San Zeno district, if it
were not temporary. This sad episode shows how even at a time when
liberty and equality were being acclaimed, in reality, how deeply rooted
were the prejudices and pride of the upper strata of society and how the
condition of the woman was subjected to many restrictions. Magdalene
vehemently defended her choice and was not afraid of the impositions of
her brother and uncle. But she had to give in when Don Galvani, her
spiritual director told her to do so, in order not to make a violent break
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from the family, reproaching her for wanting to forcefully anticipate her
hour. Hurt and saddened, Magdalene returned to the palace, after having
obtained the consent to go regularly among her girls, to be with them
during the holidays and definitively in future, only when she could find a
more suitable place.
During the period of reflection and of inactivity imposed on her by Don
Galvani (as she had pledged obedience to her spiritual director), Magdalene
wrote a long and well-pondered letter to canon Pacetti, dated 19 August
1805, where she sought to confide what was in her heart and the renewed
interior torments she went through for her vocation, putting herself in his
hands, as she had done a long time ago with Don Libera. Once again she
had doubts about making plans that were too ambitious and therefore not
responding to an authentic call. She did not receive any reply, and as a
result, Magdalene was once more “prisoner” of her palace, and of the
demands and decorum of her family.
This beautiful palace along the bank of the River Adige, was actually the
focal point of the events in the troubled time at the beginning of the 19th
century, and the life of Magdalene was often heavily conditioned, since her
family always had a prominent role to play in following the political moves
of Napoleon, as well as in subsequently becoming a favoured pawn of the
Austrian restoration. In both cases, we are dealing with new regimes, which
do not want to look back to the times of the Serenissima, and which
solicited the support of the local aristocrats in the field of public
administration, together with the emerging middle class. A Canossa, with
the prestige of his illustrious family, was in any case, an ally who added
lustre to a political reality in search of consensus and deeper roots in the
territory. Moreover, the 16th century palace was a splendid place for the
appearance of the kings and their court. In 1805, there were triumphant
moments of welcoming General Bonaparte who became Emperor of France
and King of Italy, as well as dramatic events of bombardments during the
war of the third coalition, which pushed the Canossas to take refuge in the
Retreat of the Raminghelli of Don Leonardi. There Magdalene, just as in
Venice, was helping everyone, her family and the residents, in particular a
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little hearing-impaired boy, who gave signs of understanding her teaching,
as her sister Eleonora later recounted. They returned home with the Peace
of Presburgo, which sanctioned the already irreversible triumph of
Napoleon, who, having reached Vienna, was able to demand from the
Emperor of Hapsburg the surrender of the lands of the ex-Republic of St.
Mark to the Kingdom of Italy. The doors of the palace re-opened in early
1806 to receive the Viceroy of Italy, Eugenio Beauharnais, step-son of
Napoleon, and his wife Amalia Augusta of Bavaria, on their way to and from
Venice, for their honeymoon. On that occasion Magdalene could not
withdraw herself, but had to play the role of mistress of the house as her
sister-in-law was in advanced pregnancy. She took advantage of this
occasion to launch her campaign for a more modest fashion by wearing a
gown that drew comments and she tried to get the help of the noble ladies
of the Milanese court, among whom were some friends and collaborators
of Durini, like Countess Vincenza Melzi Verri, sister of Francesco Melzi
d’Enril, vice-president of the Cisalpine and Grand Chancellor of the
Kingdom, and the wife of Pietro Verri, famed for his progressist battles.
For Magdalene, fashion was certainly not her main objective.
Hers was instead the tireless search for a way to make suitable
arrangements for her little community, which would allow her to take
flight, so as to start a new form of religious life for herself and for the
teachers who desired to share her vision. Indirectly, it was the anti-clerical
spirit and the cynical “mortmain” laws which suppressed all the religious
institutions that came to her rescue. These laws had already been applied
in Milan in 1805. They were extended to Verona in the following year, with
the intention of amalgamating the parishes and religious congregations, the
suppression of those which were “useless”, with the confiscation of goods
and buildings by the state, to be sold to the highest bidder. Monasteries
and churches, sacred vestments and works of art, urban property and
agricultural lands flooded the market. While Magdalene tried to save “her”
Teresas and the parish of Don Galvani, she also started to look for a suitable
building for her institution. She overcame her scruples regarding her
capability of starting a project, as she wrote to Durini, by considering the
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noble aim she had in mind and by the awareness that she would be saving a
sacred place from the greedy hands of speculators.
She found the ex-monastery of St. Joseph and St. Fidenzio, of the
Augustinian Nuns to be very suitable as it had an ideal location among the
poor of the district of St. Zeno. But, as usual, there was the financial
problem, as the property was on sale for a sum which was beyond the
means of Magdalene, in spite of the economic help promised by her
brother. She would not give up and initiated a long bureaucratic battle to
lower the estimated cost, taking advantage of the influence of her family,
involving officials and high dignitaries of the Kingdom, like Marquis
Alessandro Carlotti, senator and councillor of state, and sending a petition
to the Viceroy, who was once again a guest of the Canossas in May 1807.
When it seemed as if every avenue was closed, there emerged an
attractive possibility of obtaining the building free of charge. In fact, taking
into account the new political policy of assistance by the state, which
considered the poor as a problem of the first order, the Minister of Home
Affairs proposed to the Veronese authorities the institution of a house of
voluntary work for girls and vagabond women. He suggested to offer gratis
one of the buildings acquired by the state, to some private individual of
good will, who would start this project. A commission was set up. In
agreement with the Prefect, it immediately called up Magdalene and
offered her the much-desired house of St. Joseph. But surprisingly,
Magdalene turned down the offer. She had two fears: the possible control
of her freedom by the authorities and, above all, the moral danger posed
by the fact that young girls who could be helped to change had to stay
together with women who were too street-wise.
This time it was the Commission that insisted. After an inspection, it sent
a favourable report to the prefecture to be forwarded to the Ministry of
Finance (which had already received Magdalene’s petition), confirming the
necessity to concede freely the ex-monastery of St. Joseph. The
bureaucratic machine was reactivated, also through the help of the
Minister of Finance of the Kingdom of Italy, the Novarese Giuseppe Prina,
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who presented a new proposal, agreeing on a favourable price, with the
condition that in case of failure, the building would not go to the Canossa
family. After an unsuccessful attempt to involve Napoleon himself, when he
was a guest of the Canossas between November and December 1807, the
negotiations continued through Marquis Francesco Casati, whom
Magdalene chose as her procurator in Milan. In the first months of 1808,
Marquis Casati managed to obtain from the ministry less onerous
conditions which he persuaded Magdalene to accept, after convincing her
that she risked losing this last opportunity, since St. Joseph’s seemed suited
as the site for the Royal High School and its botanical garden. Finally, on 1
April 1808 the Viceroy signed the decree of cession.

6] The Beginning of the House of St. Joseph
and Collaboration with Leopoldina Naudet
Without any ceremony, but definitely with deep emotion, on 8 May
1808, Magdalene at the age of 34, entered the ex-monastery of St. Joseph.
She was accompanied by about ten girls and her most trusted collaborators
- Matilde Giarola, Matilde Bonioli, Angela Traccagnini and Domenica
Faccioli.
Together with them, came an independent group of religious, giving rise
to an uncommon experience of the co-habitation and collaboration of two
groups of women, which lasted till 1816. Leopoldina Naudet brought
together with her a group of ladies who wanted to dedicate themselves to
the education of girls. They landed in Verona the previous year after a long
search and were advised by Msgr. Pacetti to collaborate with Magdalene,
while maintaining their autonomy.
Leopoldina, born in Florence in 1773, had been the governess of the
daughters of the Grand-duke of Tuscany, whom she followed to Vienna
when Leopoldo became emperor, moving then to Prague as a follower of
the Grand-duchess Maria Anna. Together with her, Leopoldina founded an
institute for the education of girls. She went through mystical experiences
as well as personal misfortunes, mixed with the dramatic historical events
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and the foundation of the Beloved of God. She moved from one city to
another till she reached Venice with a group of companions, among whom
were the sisters Sofia and Adelaide Gagnère from Lyon, orphans of a victim
of the revolution. Magdalene received them as “angels from heaven” and
out of humility, entrusted Leopoldina with the leadership of the two
groups, while she took on the difficult task of administration. The activity of
Canossa was directed towards girls belonging to the more humble class of
people, aimed at helping to uplift them to a more dignified life, also
through the acquiring of some basic knowledge and simple professional
skills. The ultimate objective is that of restoring their dignity and making
them know Christ and the wonders of his love. It seemed obvious to her
that there would not be any cloister for her and the other collaborators,
whom she sent out to teach in the Sunday schools of Christian doctrine and
to visit the sick to bring them comfort and support in their suffering.
Leopoldina and her companions instead, were cultured and used to
another kind of students. They had different aspirations and would have
preferred a cloistered religious congregation, dedicated mainly to the
education of the upper classes, to which they would add only as a
subsidiary service, some classes for poor girls. What inspired them was the
rigour of Ignatius of Loyola, closer to the traditional vision of a boarding
school for girls inserted in a convent, with a broader and more complete
programme of studies.
It was evident that the two groups could not be amalgamated, even
though they worked in collaboration for some years. At the end, each group
moved along its own path, responding to the different needs, all of which
were concrete and real, in a society undergoing continuous and
overwhelming transformation, giving more attention to the needs of
women. It was not by chance that there were other similar initiatives,
which Magdalene wanted to get to know in Milan, like the one in the
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convent of Porta Tosa, started by Marquis Arconati, widower of Teresa
Trotti, or like the Sunday schools of Don Waspari Bertoni,7 who became the
confessor of the Retreat of St. Joseph in Verona.
This was the new life which Magdalene had been dreaming about for
years, and as she recorded, the first two years passed “quietly”, with great
serenity, comforted by the friendship and the collaboration of Durini and
by cordial relationships with her family. Was everything therefore finally
beginning at an almost natural pace?

II
MAGDALENE OF CANOSSA
MOTHER OF THE DAUGHTERS AND SONS OF CHARITY
1] The Invitation by the Cavanis Brothers to Venice
In May 1810 Magdalene was unexpectedly invited to Venice by two
well-known priests and educators, the brothers Antonio Angelo and Marco
Antonio Cavanis. Formerly officials of the Chancery, they renounced a
brilliant career to become priests, and later became founders of the Secular
Priests of the Schools of Charity.
After the Treaty of Campoformio in 1797, Venice went through a period
of severe economic crisis, and not even the
installation of the French administration, following the Peace of Presburgo
(today Bratislava) in 1805, succeeded to improve an internal situation
characterised by a strong fiscal pressureresulting from the collapse of the
manufacturing and commercial sectors and from the dissatisfaction of the
people due to forced conscription. The Napoleonic government had
implemented considerable administrative and territorial re-organization,
including the change of use of the confiscated ecclesial property. Later on,
7

Waspare Luigi Bertoni (1777-1853), one of the protagonists of the religious and social life of Verona, lived at the
time of Napoleon. He brought up the problem of offering a response to a generation of youths who for the first time
were not necessarily Christian. He opened youth centers and schools for religious education, and founded the
congregation of the “Stimmatini”. He was beatified in 1975 and canonized in 1989.
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even the Austrian government found it difficult to relaunch the depleted
Venetian economy, as its textile industry could not compete with that of
the Germans, while it was hard to revive agriculture and maritime
commerce as very little support was given to these sectors. Venice and the
Venetian region, in contrast with the nearby Lombardy, were for many
years marked by a static economy, which led to a lower standard of living
and an increase in the poorer classes of people. The fall of the Serenissima
gave rise to long term negative repercussions at the socio-economic level.
The damages of war (to which was added the poor harvests which brought
a period of severe famine), the increase of taxes, the purely speculative
policy of the landowners and their preference for employing casual labour,
forced many farmers and their families to move to Venice to look for means
of survival.
Between the 17th and 18th centuries, the assistance of abandoned
children, orphans and the destitutes was one of the glories of the maritime
Republic. But between the end of the eighteenth century and the years of
the Restoration, with the secularisation of the pious works and of the
places still used for assistential activities during the decline of the Republic,
the kind of misery and poverty was no longer like that of the pauperism in
the preceding centuries. It was that of a city fallen into a state of social and
economic immobility, slipping dangerously into under-development.
One of the most preoccupying problems was that of children often
abandoned by their own parents. The awareness of this problem spurred
the Cavanis brothers into taking apostolic action. The novelty of their work
was that of having instituted, instead of some new pious structure, a
congregation for the education of boys and girls, which provided the youth
not only with some useful instruction at the civil level, but with a holistic
moral and religious formation for life. These aims are very similar to those
of the work of Magdalene of Canossa.
In 1804, the Cavanis brothers opened the doors of their villa at the
Zattere on the Giudecca Canal, to the poor boys of the city, founding in the
same year a school of charity and a youth centre. Their choices, like those
of Magdalene, were made in that wide and troubled movement of renewal
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within the Church, which regained its youthfulness between the end of the
18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries, just when it seemed to be
nearly annihilated to its foundation in her secular institutions, starting from
the papacy and its traditional religious congregations. It was actually when
many monasteries and convents were forcefully closed down, that new
ways of living the commitment of charity were born, with a particular
sensitivity towards instruction and education, considered fundamental for
the integral growth of the person and his/her choices in life.
In 1810, the Cavanis brothers obtained from the State property, the
Church and ex-monastery of the Holy Spirit at the Zattere, where they also
wanted to begin a school for girls. They asked Magdalene to collaborate
with them and Magdalene agreed as she had a “strong desire to work for
souls” and so she left for Venice.
During her stay in Venice, she was the guest of Countess Loredana Tron
Priuli, who subsequently became a very precious supporter of her activities.
Magdalene found some aspiring and willing teachers. Then, together with
Caterina Fabris, one of the first spiritual daughters of the Cavanis brothers,
and Angioletta Pedranzon, she opened a small school named after the Holy
Spirit, next to the church bearing the same name. Caterina Fabris left us a
very lively and precise record of the beginning of this work: “It was summer
and the Marchioness, with great zeal, instructed the teachers. Then, she
would go around the surrounding area to gather the poorest and the most
wretched girls to invite them to come to school. She did not just stop along
the streets, but entered into the most filthy houses to persuade the
mothers to take advantage of what divine Providence was offering them.”
In the two months she was in Venice, she proposed again the experience of
Carolina Durini in Milan, a “Union” for the assistance of sick women in
hospitals, animated by the ladies of the city, like Priuli and Paola Trotti,
Carolina’s sister, who had in 1796, moved to Venice with her husband,
Count Costanzo Taverna.
Upon her return to Verona, it seemed more and more clear to her that
the two groups, one under her and the other under Leopoldina Naudet,
could not be amalgamated even though they were sharing common life and
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activity. In fact, she was even more aware of their differences, both in the
criteria of educationas well as in the way of understanding the experience
of community life. Leopoldina aimed at a kind of education which was far
above the cultural level of the girls from the San Zeno district. She was
seriously considering the idea of a cloistered congregation dedicated to the
education of youth of the higher social class, while Magdalene wanted to
take care of girls of the common people and of the sick women in hospitals,
without any obligation of the cloister.
In spite of the distance, Magdalene kept in touch with the Cavanis
brothers, Loredana Priuli and the Venetian group. Their collaboration
continued even at a distance, as when Magdalene received two young
Venetian women sent by the Cavanis brothers to Verona to be trained as
teachers for their school, which had been extended and moved from the
ex-convent of the Holy Spirit to the convent of the Augustinian hermits in
the parish of San Trovaso in Dorsoduro.
In 1809 the political scene in Europe took a dramatic turn, culminating in
the imprisonment of Pope Pius VII at Fontainebleau and a year later, that of
many priests who were loyal to him. Among these were Don Pietro
Leonardi and Msgr. Pacetti. Magdalene went through deep spiritual
suffering in the uneasy atmosphere within St. Joseph’s, but above all, in the
general decline of the structures of the Church, in the spread of violence
and the derision of Christian values. At the same time, she experienced a
great desire to save souls, by giving herself totally to the imitation of Jesus
Crucified, so as to make known the mercy of God, even at the cost of
having, as she writes, “to go to purgatory till Judgement Day” and to put
herself at the gate of hell in order not to let anyone enter.
The opportunity of committing herself in a new and more intense way
came in April 1812, while she left aside for the time being, her
disagreement with Leopoldina. Durini sent her a letter from Don Lorenzo
Piazza, a Venetian priest who, during his frequent visits to Verona, was
struck by the efficacious work of the Daughters of Charity in the district of
San Zeno, where he noticed a marked change of behaviour. Don Piazza
invited Magdalene to go to Venice to set up a similar work in that city.
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Meanwhile, the Cavanis brothers also called her again to help them to reorganise the school in their new quarters in San Trovaso.
Magdalene returned to Venice with a companion, Elizabeth Mezzaroli,
who had just joined her community, but already shared her vision and was
ready to collaborate with her after having had a mystical experience.
Perhaps it was because she had finally found the right person to send to the
retreat of the Cavanis brothers, that Magdalene decided to re-propose the
model of her experience in Verona to be set up in Venice, and to start a
community of women who would consecrate themselves to share the life
of the poorest and weakest, to teach and catechize their daughters and to
assist sick women in hospitals.
Magdalene and Elizabeth would blaze the trail. Meanwhile, from May to
August, with the help of Don Federico Bonlini, an educator in the schools of
the Cavanis brothers, who temporarily became her secretary and scribe,
Magdalene began to draw up the first Rules, which would be corrected and
improved in the following months, after having started her new work.
In order to carry out her project, she had to meet many times the
persons who were ready to help her: Canon Pacetti, Don Lorenzo Piazza
and Domenico Guizetti, a nobleman from Bergamo who had moved to
Venice. When Magdalene looked back at her spiritual journey, she recalled
in her Memoirs that, in those days, the Lord made her understand how the
spirit of her new-born institute had to be directed to the apostolic life: “At
the beginning of my stay in Venice, when the work had already been
suggested to me, I went by chance to the Church of St. Nicola dei Tolentini.
At the Gospel, I heard about the apostolic life (Mark 16:15-20), and it
seemed clear to me that this life, in a manner suitable to women, would be
the one that God wanted for this institute.” (Memoirs, p. 106).
After various negotiations, thanks to the generosity of Countess Priuli,
Magdalene succeeded to have a modest house, that of St. Andrew, in the
district of Santa Croce, where Magdalene stayed together with Elizabeth
Mezzaroli.
There, in a very poor house, without adequate means, the first little
community was started on 1 August 1812. Soon after, Francesca Maria
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Ghezzi, the ex-superior of the Dimesse of Murano, victims of the
suppression, came to join them. They began their charitable work in the
district and had the joy of being recognised by the religious authorities as
the nucleus of a congregation. They also obtained the permission to use a
room as a chapel where Mass could be celebrated. The only sorrow for
Magdalene was the departure of Canon Pacetti, who for health reasons had
to return to his hometown, San Fermo di Petritoli, near Ascoli Piceno.
At the initial stage, their activities were limited to the assistance of sick
women in hospitals and to the teaching of Christian doctrine to girls. But
already in October, Magdalene found herself with four postulants and
could begin a little school of charity, with a modest programme that sought
to respond to the needs of the people of the district: sewing and the
initiation to Christian living and the sacraments. It was a work which the
Foundress had much at heart, as she was very much aware of the need for
the education of the poorest girls: “The most miserable and abandoned
girls must have first priority, since they have the right to this school which
has been set up for them ... In the schools of charity, the Sisters will have
the greatest opportunity to show a genuine love for the Lord, and to
practise patience more than in any other branch of charitable work... as it
demands a constant sacrifice of the whole person... It is the harvest that
costs most, but which yields more fruit, as the conduct of one’s whole life
normally depends on the education one receives.” (Rss, pg. 179).
The beginnings were marked by poverty. Even if it was not extreme
poverty, the life style of the little community was very simple. Magdalene
asked herself how her little Institute should concretely live poverty: “No
austerity is required, but the Daughters of Charity are asked to live a
perfectly common life, not loving, wanting or seeking anything but God
alone, stripped of every affection and care for earthly things.” (Memoirs,
pp. 135-136). Poverty for Magdalene was not an end in itself, but it came
from the need to make space for Jesus Crucified and to imitate Him,
stripped of everything except love.
Except for a brief period in October, when she went to Padua to meet
with some ladies eager to give assistance in the hospital, Magdalene
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remained in Venice eleven months. Another four companions joined her
little group. All of them were very involved in the three sectors which she
had already identified as the basis of her programme: the school, Christian
doctrine and the hospital.
The space in St. Andrew’s was really limited, and Magdalene started to
look for another centre among the buildings of the ex-monasteries taken
over by the state. From Verona came other worrying signals, calling for her
presence. The division of the two groups, which already seemed inevitable,
accentuated when Bishop Innocenzo Liruti of Verona, after substituting Don
Waspare Bertone with Don Matteo Farinati as spiritual director of St.
Joseph’s, granted that the former should continue to accompany
exclusively Leopoldina Naudet and her companions. Moreover, Christina
Scalfo, one of Magdalene’s best collaborators, left to join Leopoldina.
Her return to Verona, which could not be delayed any further, was made
easier by the departure of Durini from Venice, where she had been guest of
her sister and had visited the work of Canossa, requesting for a similar
foundation in her city. Her friend offered to accompany her to Verona while
on her way back to Milan. Upon her return to St. Joseph’s Retreat,
Magdalene started to solve the most urgent problems. But, maybe because
of the increasingly divergent views of Leopoldina, her heart and her
thoughts were for Venice, where her dream which oftentimes seemed to
be madness, was becoming an important reality.

2] The House of St. Lucy
When Magdalene returned to Venice the following April, she
encountered difficulties with the negotiations and the unending
bureaucratic procedures, which would take up a large part of her future
activities. Her objective was to rent at least a part of the exmonastery of St.
Lucy in Canal Regio, now known as Cannaregio, near the Church of St. Lucy
in the parish of St. Jeremiah, belonging to the suppressed congregation of
the Augustinian Hermits. After the death of her first Venetian benefactor,
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Domenico Guizzetti, the merchant Giuseppe Alessandri became her advisor
and helped her to settle many matters.
After having overcome the competition of speculators who wanted to
acquire St. Lucy’s so as to sell the salvaged material and turn it into an area
for some new constructions, on 17 September 1813, the document for
renting the central part of the building was drafted and some very urgent
renovations were done, and on 9 October Magdalene entered with her
companions, who were not so enthusiastic since the condition of the house
was very bad. The Daughters of Charity remained in the house till 1847,
when the area of the Church and the convent was used to build the new
railway station of Venice.
The opening of the house in Venice happened in a crucial moment in
European history. In those days, Napoleon was defeated at Lipsia, and in
November the Austrian Empire laid siege to Venice, with the intention of
taking possession of it again. After nearly six months, in April 1814, the city
came under the domination of the Hapsburgs again. Magdalene could have
taken refuge in Verona, but she preferred to stay with her companions and
go through the long months of blockage, so as to help the population
stricken by hunger and by an epidemic.
The months between summer 1814 and that of the following year,
marked the end of the great adventure of Napoleon. In April 1814
Napoleon signed his abdication agreement and left for the Isle of Elba. Pius
VII was set free after his transfer to Savona, and in May, after having been
in exile for five years, was able to return to Rome. But in February 1815,
Napoleon escaped from the Isle of Elba and re-entered France, thus
initiating the “Hundred Days”. In March the King of Naples, Giacchino
Murat, the brother-in-law of Napoleon, invaded the state of the Church,
and forced the Pope to take refuge in Genoa. However, Murat was
defeated by the Austrians, and in July 1815 the Pope returned to Rome. A
month before, on 18 June, Napoleon was finally defeated at Waterloo.
During the return journey of the Pope to Rome, in 1814, Msgr. Pacetti
succeeded to meet him at Loreto and informed him of the initiatives of
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Magdalene and of her project of a new kind of religious congregation, and
was able to obtain a verbal approval.
But under such exceptional circumstances, new problems and fears
could arise, as the political and religious authorities tended to favour the
restoration of the situation which prevailed before the Napoleonic
adventure, with the exception of the return of the Venetian Republic. This
included also the desire of the Pope to revive at least some of the
suppressed congregations, restoring to them the buildings and goods
confiscated by the state, and annulling the decisions and concessions made
by the ecclesial authorities who were faithful to Napoleon. It was the case
of the ex-Patriarch of Venice, Stefano Bonsignore, then bishop of Faenza,
who had occupied for three years the vacant seat of the city of Venice
without the nomination of the Pope, and had been dismissed. What would
happen to the houses of Magdalene: St. Joseph’s in Verona and St. Lucy’s in
Venice, which were both ex-monasteries? And what value did the
concessions obtained from Bonsignore have, regarding the first nucleus of
the religious congregation, the nomination of a director and a confessor,
and the permission to have an internal oratory with the authorization to
celebrate Mass and the sacraments of Confession and of the Eucharist?
Monsignor Pacetti, who was still in Petritoli, had to write many times, to
assure the Marchioness that Msgr. Bonsignore had obtained the pardon of
the Holy Father. Msgr. Pacetti who had become an apostolic missionary
(making it possible for him to continue to guide Magdalene’s work), had
also the charge of restoring some religious orders. He asked her to hasten
the writing of the Rules, which he could present to the Pope for his official
approval. Meanwhile, he advised her to draft a series of notes, which would
later be known as the Memoirs, to “make known by what means and
through what ways God deigned to start the Institution of the Daughters of
Charity.” This was the precious diary in which Magdalene recorded her past
and present events, her spiritual and mystical experiences, crisis, anxieties,
and achievements both interior and practical, till 1827, with an interruption
between 1816 and 1824.
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It was providentially saved from the destruction of her personal
documents, and became a basic text for reconstructing her activities, her
thoughts and her spirituality.
In July 1814 Magdalene also had the sorrowful news of a great loss in
her family, the death of uncle Jerome who had been for her and her
brother and sisters, like a father during their childhood, and had a strong
influence on her youthful years, entrusting to her the administration of the
Canossa household and the care of his son Carlino, who lost his young
mother. This sad occasion brought Magdalene back to Verona and gave her
the chance to spend some time with her family and with her companions at
St. Joseph’s Convent, whom she had not seen for a long time. However she
had to leave for Venice in mid- September, bringing with her two new
companions, Arcangela Rizzini and Elena Bernardi. For the first time, she
mentioned that she felt sad as she missed her “hometown”. She attributed
this to a weakness of hers, to her desire not to suffer, “for wanting more of
her comforts”. Her biographers do not think that she could be missing the
comforts which she had given up so many years ago. She was probably
thinking instead of the persons who were dear to her and the thought of
having left behind their affection could still cause her suffering. She
certainly could not be indifferent to the sorrow of “her” Carlino, to whom
she had been like a mother and who was then left alone at the age of
seventeen. At the same time, she must certainly have missed the love of
her first Veronese companions, who had shared with her the difficult initial
stages of her work and who now said that they missed her precious
guidance.
But Magdalene was not a woman who would lose herself in sadness and
regrets. There were too many urgent problems to be solved, above all, the
pontifical approval of the Rules, and the approval of the political
authorities, so as to have the official recognition of her communities. This
was not easy in the turbulent months between 1814 and 1815.
The Congress of Vienna sanctioned the disappearance of the Republic of
St. Mark and Magdalene had to deal with the Austrian authorities for her
foundations in Verona and Venice. The latter followed the politics of the
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local ruling classes. Hence the noble Canossa family, which had already
been wooed by Napoleon, who had granted various honours to Boniface,
was received by the dignitaries of the Viennese court and their splendid
palace housed the more important Hapsburg personalities when they
visited Verona, just as they had received Napoleon or his Viceroy, Eugenio
di Beauharnais. This made it possible for the Marchioness on several
occasions, to gain the interest and the benevolence of the imperial family.
This started on 10 May 1815, when, against the opinion of her brother
Boniface, she asked for an audience with the Archduke Giovanni of Austria,
who was a guest at Canossa Palace. The Archduke had come to Verona to
receive the oath of loyalty which he had already obtained from the
Venetians. On that occasion, Magdalene presented her request to be
exempted from having to pay rent to the state for the two buildings of St.
Joseph’s and St. Lucy’s. Even though the Archduke was interested in the
social aspects of the activities of her two retreats, he followed the
bureaucratic way, by giving the charge to the Venetian Chamberlain Renier,
to turn to Count Göss, the new governor of Venice.
Immediately after that, Magdalene had to obtain the consent of the
Church and decided to go to meet Pius VII directly in Genoa, counting on
the help of Durini, since one of the pontifical councillors was Father Luigi
Fontana, the spiritual director of her friend. On 14 May, she arrived in
Milan where she received the pressing requests for a new foundation by
the ladies who gathered around Durini in the Union for assistance to sick
women. The project was becoming more precise, specifying even the
available premises and persons. But Magdalene felt that it was not yet the
right moment.
Meanwhile, she found out that the Pope had left for Rome. Very quickly,
the two friends started on the journey and managed to reach the Pope in
Piacenza on 23 May. The longed-for meeting was now a reality but it did
not turn out as Magdalene had hoped. She recounted in her Memoirs that
while she was before the Pope, she suddenly lost courage, was “more than
ever before, taken by weariness and indifference”. She remained confused
and humbled, so much so that the head of the Church, like the civil
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authorities, invited her to follow the bureaucratic way, to send everything
to Rome, while promising a future recognition. The strong personality of
Canossa, usually so resolute, unexpectedly gave in, and she did not manage
even when she tried a second time a few hours later, encouraged by Durini.
Pius VII gave the same vague response, which stirred up in her contrasting
feelings, including the sensation that she had spoiled all that she had done
till then, only because of a still lingering aristocratic pride, hurt by a
reception that was too formal and by the lack of concrete results.
In Venice, she resumed the negotiations for the free use of the two
houses, stressing the need for full autonomy as a private institution, as she
had already told Governor Göss and Emperor Francesco I while he was
visiting St. Lucy’s in November 1815. She had the chance to meet the
imperial couple again in Canossa Palace, where Francesco I assured her of
his support, while the Empress Maria Ludovica d’Este, who fell sick and died
soon after, had encouraged her to work in Milan.
3] The Foundation in Milan
1816 was really an eventful year for the consolidation and development
of the work of Magdalene: the foundation of a house in Milan, the
separation of the group of Leopoldina Naudet, the meeting with Teodora
Campostrini and lastly the Papal Brief of Pius VII.
In July that year she went to Milan here finally, after long negotiations
and much preparation, she was able to open a new house, located in some
rooms of the parish house of the Church of St. Stephen, in Via della
Signora, between the present Via Larga and Via Francesco Sforza, rented
and simply furnished by Countess Durini. The parish priest of St. Stephen’s
was Don Francesco Zoppi,8 who had great admiration for the work of
Canossa. Initially, the Daughters of Charity were attached to the Ladies of
8

Francesco Zoppi (1765-1841), born in Cannobio, after his studies in the University of Pavia and a period of teaching,
moved to Milan and was nominated Parish Priest of S. Pietro in Camminadella, then Rector of the Basilica of St.
Stephen’s in the district of Verzé. Here in the house of the parish, he gave hospitality to the first group of the
Daughters of Charity when they arrived from Verona. In 1823 he was appointed Bishop of Massa Carrara, but in 1832
he left the diocese and returned to Milan. He died in 1841.
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Durini, collaborating with them in the assistance of sick women in the
hospital. However, soon afterwards, many people, especially poor women
and girls roaming the streets, came knocking at the door. Magdalene
welcomed all of them, helping them to start learning catechism. Even the
other Sisters sought in every way to serve the people of the surrounding
district. But the house was small and there was insufficient space. It was
only later, that the Daughters of Charity managed to have a bigger and
more functional house, when a benefactress, Mrs. Teresa Pizzagalli,
donated to them a building situated along the same road, which the
Canossian Sisters would use till the Second World War, when the house
was destroyed during an air raid.
This Milanese foundation was properly set up in 1823, when a group of
benefactors, among whom were Countess Durini, Marquis Francesco Casati
and Count Giacomo Mellerio, acquired and restructured a house next to
the Parish of San Lorenzo, in Via della Chiusa, which used to belong to the
Certosini Monks (from whom originated the name “La Certosina” by which
the house was known). Marquis Francesco Casati, who had held important
political and administrative responsibilities during the Restoration, came to
know Magdalene through Don Francesco Zoppi. He admired her initiatives,
and soon became a generous benefactor of the Daughters of Charity. Count
Giacomo Mellerio of Domodossola, who belonged to a rich family of
financiers and was a friend of Manzoni and Rosmini, had already known
Magdalene and the Daughters of Charity for some time. He had the
opportunity to appreciate their work and dedication on the occasion of the
long illness of his daughter Giovanna, who was lovingly assisted and
brought back to the religious faith by Elena Bernardi, the Superior of the
Canossians of St. Stephen’s.
The house in Milan was canonically erected on 10 September 1823 by
Archbishop Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck. However, due to delay in restructuring
works, the Daughters of Charity could begin the activity of the school and
assistance in the Parish, in this new location only in October 1824.
Don Zoppi had understood what was in Magdalene’s heart and the
potentialities of her work. He gave a talk to his parishioners, expressing his
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admiration for the work undertaken by Magdalene and he highlighted very
well its main features and basic motivations. “Charity,” he affirmed “is the
Mother of this Institute... the Daughters of Charity direct their study and
energy towards the good of the lowest class of society and therefore like to
be also called Servants of the Poor. Now, what does this class of people
who form the greater part of our society, need? Instruction and moral
education... This Institute was founded to protect them from the harmful
influences of our time, from indifference towards all that is not in one’s
own interest. It aims mainly to instruct the people in their religion and
therefore to correct their habits... From where do these women get the
means and the light necessary for such a great enterprise? From charity,
filled with the love of Jesus who was crucified for us.”
Francesco Zoppi, who became that same year the Bishop of Massa
Carrara, obtained from Magdalene the promise that her Daughters would
not leave his former Parish of St. Stephen’s, and so Magdalene distributed
her 14 Sisters between the two houses of Milan.

4] Separation from Leopoldina Naudet.
Teodora Campostrini
After staying in Milan for three months, Magdalene left Elena
Bernardi there as the Superior, and had to return to Verona, where the
difficult partnership with Naudet was already coming to an end. In the
autumn of 1816 Leopoldina Naudet, who was the Superior of the House
of St. Joseph’s in Verona for over eight years, during which, it became
clear that she and Magdalene did not agree on the form of religious life,
even though they always held each other in mutual esteem, left together
with her companions and the group of Canossa to start the project
which she had been planning for a long time: the founding of a
Congregation, inspired by St. Ignatius, dedicated to a kind of education
of girls different from that of Magdalene.
Leopoldina succeeded to obtain the ex-monastery and the annexed
Church of the Teresas, and had decided with her companions to follow the
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traditional vocation of a cloistered life dedicated to the education of girls of
the upper classes. Thus, was born the Sisters of the Holy Family. This
brought about not a few difficulties for Magdalene, who found herself
without a Superior and well-prepared teachers for her house in Verona. In
her new Institute, Leopoldina soon opened a boarding school for girls from
aristocratic families, but also started free schools for poor children, who
would also be taught catechism and prepared to receive the sacraments. In
1833 the Sisters of the Holy Family received both the approval of the
Austrian government and Pope Gregory XVI. Three of Magdalene’s nieces
would later enter Naudet’s Institute: Matilde (who would later become the
vicar general), Marianna and Maria Teresa, daughters of her brother
Boniface.
In August 1816, Magdalene received as guest in St. Joseph’s Teodora
Campostrini, a young Veronese lady of the higher social class. Teodora
became an orphan as both her parents died and in 1815 she entered the
Monastery of the Visitation in Salò sul Garda, from where she had to leave
for health reasons. She remained for about two years with Magdalene, and
often helped her as secretary. Campostrini was sensitive to the equal rights
of the human person and was convinced of the influence which an
educated Christian woman could have on society. She acquired much of the
spirit which animated Magdalene, and which she later infused into the
Institute of the Minimum Sisters of Charity of Mary, Mother of Sorrows,
which she initiated in 1818 in Verona, first at San Massimo, then in Via di
Santa Maria in Organo. There, she started schools for student teachers and
organised courses of catechetical instruction, with the aim of overcoming
social differences.
Towards the end of 1816, the religious life and the project of the
Daughters of Charity were recognized by the Papal Brief of Pius VII (Ex
regulis of 20 November). The Pope encouraged the Daughters of Charity to
persevere in their work, but said that the definitive approval will be granted
by the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars.
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5 ] The Foundation in Bergamo
The Institute of Magdalene was already a reality that was rooted and
operational, and it was being recognized also outside the cities in which it
had been present till then. In 1818 a lawyer of Bergamo, Saverio Gavazzeni,
who had heard about the activities of Magdalene of Canossa, requested to
have the Daughters of Charity also in his city, which had, like the other
territories of the suppressed Venetian Republic, come under the Austrian
government. Situations of poverty were also found in Bergamo and there
was an urgent need for the education and formation of youth. Saverio
Gavazzeni offered her a small house situated in the district of Santa
Caterina, which belonged to him. At the beginning of the following year,
Magdalene responded to his invitation and submitted immediately to the
ecclesiastical authorities a request for the approval of her Institute.
A few months later, Count Andrea Camozzi, who came to hear of the
activities of the Daughters of Charity, offered Magdalene a building which
he had acquired from the state, the ex-convent of the Capuchin Nuns at the
Rocchetta, with the annexed Church dedicated to the Holy Cross and to the
Virgin of Sorrows, situated in Borgo Palazzo, one of the districts of the city
where there was widespread poverty. Since the house in Borgo Santa
Caterina was inadequate, Magdalene accepted this offer, and on 14 July
1821 the community moved to the new house of the Holy Cross.

6] The Country Teachers
Magdalene had asked her Daughters to dedicate themselves to the
three “Branches” of Charity: the education of girls in schools, Christian
formation and assistance to the suffering. Another two “Branches”, which
she termed “perennial but not continuous”, would be added periodically, in
response to the specific needs of the territory: training courses for the
preparation of country teachers and spiritual exercises for the noble ladies.
While Magdalene worked to consolidate the activities of the houses in
the big cities, she was aware that it was impossible for her to have a
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sufficient number of Daughters to answer the need for education in the
numerous villages in the countryside, where it was also necessary “to
spread the instruction of youth.” She therefore thought of instituting in the
houses of the cities a kind of residential course, in which to gather some
young women from the rural areas to train them as teachers for their
villages.
It was a daring project, which far anticipated the initiatives of the Italian
State governments in the field of providing instruction, especially for the
girls. This work which was started by Magdalene in 1822 in Bergamo, was
also aimed at overcoming the widespread conviction that instruction was
only for the noble and rich classes.
The formation course for teachers had the objective of training young
women who were ready to teach in the rural areas. It was necessary to
train persons capable of raising the dignity of women, of starting Christian
doctrine classes and providing assistance, at least partially, to sick women.
It meant therefore, that these teachers would be committed lay women
serving the local Church in the rural areas they came from.

7] Spiritual Exercises for Ladies
The Teachers were meant to extend and sustain the work of the
Daughters of Charity in places where they could not go due to their limited
numbers and state of life as consecrated persons. Magdalene thought of
adopting this method also for other groups of people, belonging to
different classes of the society of that time, with whom the Daughters
came into contact.
She knew well the privileged class of the aristocrats, who were often
anchored in their privileges and marked by a pride and self-centredness
which made it difficult for them to reach out to the mass of humble and
suffering people. But she also knew that in that world there were women
who were sensitive and generous, ready to reach out to help their
neighbours. For these aristocratic ladies, she started in Venice a course of
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Spiritual Exercises, gathering around her for about ten days, friends and
acquaintances, so that through meditation and prayer, they would learn to
love God with poverty of spirit and offer a precious service of education in
their families, to their children, the servants and the workers in their farms.
“Even though this Institute is dedicated to the service of the poor, she
wrote in The System for assisting the Ladies in making the holy Exercises,
since Charity embraces all kinds of persons, so as to benefit the class of
ladies and to bind them to the greater service of God, and thus attain the
spread of the divine Glory both in the hospital and the schools... it is good
to receive twice a year in the house of the Institute, in a place separate
from the community, those ladies who wish to make the holy Exercises.”
In the mind of Magdalene, this work of reflection, review and
conversion, based on the model of Ignatius of Loyola, which she would call
“Spiritual Exercises”, would help to complete and spread the other
“Branches” of Charity.

8] Meeting with Antonio Rosmini
Magdalene’s work came to be more and more recognized and
appreciated by both the ecclesiastical and civil authorities. Between 1819
and 1823, Magdalene obtained ecclesiastical approval for the Institute in
the various dioceses in which her communities were already founded and
operating.
On 18 December 1819, Canon Luigi Pacifico Pacetti, the man who had
for so long and so effectively supported Magdalene, died. Don Francesco
Zoppi, the parish priest of St. Stephen’s in Milan, would substitute him in
the spiritual direction of the work. When he became the Bishop of Massa in
1823, he delegated this role to Don Giovanni Zanetti.
In the years between the 18th and 19th centuries, Magdalene already
felt the need and the urgency for a male Congregation for the education of
poor and abandoned boys, many of whom lived as vagabonds in the
streets of Verona (as in many other cities), without anyone to provide for
them and deprived of every moral and religious assistance. Magdalene who
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was then just over 25 years of age, had understood the consequences of
the historical developments of her time and their serious repercussions,
above all, for the lowest classes of society. As for the many other great
souls of her time, even for Magdalene, the rapid and often chaotic social,
political and cultural changes of the Napoleonic era, had a profound effect
on her religious sensitivity, challenging her to rethink her position in the
face of the new problems that emerged in a society in rapid
transformation.
In 1799, reflecting on the concrete social reality which she saw around
her, Magdalene drew up a Plan which included the institution of a
congregation with two branches: male and female, which would carry out
separately the exercise of the works of mercy, in a clearly religious and not
merely philanthropic style. This was followed, above all, between 1817 and
1821, by experiences in Verona, Bergamo and Milan, of assistance to boys
carried out by priests and lay men who were particularly open to this field
of service. But these experiences proved to be too weak and could not be
sustained over time.
In February 1820 Magdalene met for the first time Antonio Rosmini, a
young cleric of Rovereto, who came to Verona to accompany his sister
Giuseppina Margherita, who had started in her city a work of moral and
material assistance to poor and abandoned girls. Margherita was, in fact,
about to open an orphanage when it was delayed by the death of her
father, Pier Modesto. With the intention of improving its organisation, the
Rosmini siblings decided to consult Magdalene, who was already well
known for her charitable institutions even in the district of Rovereto. They
wanted to ask Magdalene to allow Margherita to stay for a certain period
of preparation in the house of the Daughters of Charity in Verona.
Antonio and Margherita were struck by the personality of Magdalene,
and she, on her part, saw in Antonio a man suited to actualize the dream
she had been nurturing for twenty years, that of giving life to an Institute
for men who would be serving the poor in a way similar to the female
branch. She spoke to him of her project and the following year, when
Rosmini was ordained a priest, she sent him a copy of the Plan for the Sons
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of Charity, which presented the juridical adjustment for a Congregation
consisting of priests and lay men, living with simple vows and dedicated to
education, religious instruction and assistance. This was the beginning of a
relationship marked by mutual esteem and admiration.
In the following years, a strong spiritual communion developed between
Antonio Rosmini and Magdalene of Canossa. They exchanged numerous
letters regarding the foundation of the Sons of Charity. From these letters
emerged the exceptional moral stature of the two personalities, but also
the progressive discordance between them, with regard to the actualization
of the project.
In the first place, Rosmini did not see the possibility of the constitution
of a community of priests, as proposed by Canossa, and he would have
preferred a group of lay men directed by a priest. In the course of the years
1821 to 1825, there were meetings and correspondence on the way of
starting this initiative. In January 1824, the Abbot of Rovereto, who
preferred devotional practices centred on the public prayers of the Church,
suggested: “I would like the external form of their devotions to have a more
simple style, conformed to the ancient Christians and to the public
functions of the Church” (A. Rosmini, Epistolario, I, pp. 508-510). He felt
that the “popular” devotions used during the Restoration and to which
Magdalene was also inclined, were not as good. In 1825, he accepted the
idea that the Sons of Charity could also be priests, but he also wanted them
to give pastoral care besides their other duties, as he considered that as the
maximum expression of charity.
Magdalene instead, insisted on first of all, the care of the poor, and
wrote that “to introduce among the Sons of Charity not only the possibility,
but also the duty of serving in parishes and other ecclesiastical offices, I am
afraid will bring to the Institute a false spirit and cause its members to fall
away from that spirit of universal detachment which I consider most
necessary to this congregation, which should truly sprout from Calvary,
between Jesus Crucified and Mary Mother of Sorrows, ardent in charity,
but remain in the humility and obscurity of the cross.” (Epistolario, II/2,
January 1826, p. 801). The ways of the two founders were clearly different.
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Rosmini, from his reflection in those years of his spiritual growth, wanted to
add the element of pastoral life to the Canossian aspect of attention to the
neighbour which sprung from the Crucified and His precious blood. His plan
was really not that of Canossa, who felt called by God to go along another
path to which she had to be faithful.
If the repeated invitations of Magdalene could not convince Rosmini to
become the founder of the Institute she had in mind, the meetings and
clarifications made with Canossa was a great help to him to set the basis for
the Institute of Charity, founded by him in 1828 at Calvary in Domodossola,
after having meditated on the great masters of the religious life in the
tradition of the Church and developed his devotion according to the
Canossian spirit of the Cross and of the Most Precious Blood. Even the
second community of Rosmini, in Trent, would be, like the mother house,
dedicated to Christ Crucified, and also the third in Stresa. In 1835, at the
death of Magdalene, Rosmini wrote to Marquis Luigi of Canossa: “From
your House came the beginning of our Institute of Charity, that is, from the
most holy woman Magdalene, and I am sure that she herself, now near the
throne of the Most High, will be our Advocate.” (Rosmini, Epistolario, V, pg.
557)
9] Margherita Rosmini, Daughter of Charity,
and the Foundation of the House in Trent
As we have mentioned earlier, after having spent a short period of time
in Verona in the House of St. Joseph, to undergo some kind of training
under the guidance of Magdalene and having a direct contact with the way
of assisting the girls, Margherita Rosmini returned to Rovereto, where she
opened an orphanage in September 1820. On that occasion, her brother
Antonio wrote a little book dedicated to her, entitled On Christian
Education according to the style and method of the Fathers of the Church.
The meeting in Verona and her short stay in the House of St. Joseph,
was the beginning of a journey which would lead Margherita to become a
Daughter of Charity. Soon after that, she proposed to Magdalene to open a
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house in Rovereto. But Magdalene preferred Trent, where the needs and
the possibilities of activities were certainly greater. So Margherita
presented the project for the foundation to Msgr. Carlo Emanuele
Sardagna, who was Vicar of the Diocese of Trent, after the death of Bishop
Emanuele Maria Thun. Msgr. Sardagna received the project very favourably
and set about resolving the two main problems facing the foundation: the
search for a suitable house and the authorization of the government.
In the course of the negotiations, Magdalene did not want to have the
obligation to start a public school, which Margherita would have wanted
instead. The reason given was “because the excessive occupation would
easily draw the Institute away from that internal spirit, without which the
external works of Charity would be left without energy and would not last.”
(Epistolario, III/I, p. 408). Finally, even Margherita agreed with Magdalene
that it was better to give up the idea of the public school and to open in the
Institute instead “schools for everyone, so that we can give preference to
the poor girls rather than the rich ones, while at the same time accepting
even the latter, once the needs of the poor have been met.” (Epistolario,
III/I, p. 436)
Meanwhile, they found a possible place, the ex-convent of San
Francesco outside Porta Nuova. In November 1822, during a meeting
among the representatives of the Holy Alliance in Verona, Magdalene
succeeded to meet the Emperor of Austria, Francesco I, to whom she
requested the concession of that convent. Margherita took over the
financial responsibility for the foundation.
While the complex and lengthy bureaucratic process to obtain San
Francesco, was underway, Margherita, who for some time had been
nurturing the desire for the complete gift of herself to God and to the
service of the poorest, made a fundamental decision for her life: to join the
Daughters of Charity. It was not an easy decision. In fact it, was in a certain
way rather painful, because it meant not only separation from her family,
but also from the work of the orphanage which she had started in
Rovereto. Magdalene wrote to her on 22 April 1823: “I must say that I find
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it necessary to take time to reflect, and above all, to pray over the matter,
but it seems to me that your ties do not seem to be of an indissoluble kind,
both in relationship with your family and with the orphans... With the spirit
which the Lord has given to you, you need to live a life of sacrifice. I see
that God wants to be greatly glorified and maybe in an outstanding way, by
your brother. But I have no doubt that the Lord wants to be served and
glorified also by his sister....” (Epistolario, III/1, p. 628)
After about a year of reflection, Margherita Rosmini decided to become
a Daughter of Charity. On 2 October 1824, accompanied by her brother
Antonio, she entered the house of St. Joseph in Verona.
Margherita completed her novitiate with great commitment and zeal,
without any attitude of pride and of regret for all that she had left behind.
She had a strong personality, was cultured and had great nobility of soul.
She was entrusted with the duty of instructing German girls, to teach
catechism and visit the sick in hospitals. Magdalene helped her to insert
herself in the life of the community, and gave many suggestions and
directives to Angela Bragato, the Superior of the house in Verona. “Please
be very gentle with Margherita, and guide her along the path of solid
virtue...her external nature may not be very gentle. She has a good head
and an excellent heart, which is seriously seeking God alone.... it is
necessary to inculcate in her that spirit of gentleness which will help this
beautiful soul to grow in perfection.” (Epistolario, III/2, pp. 967-968).
During the time of her novitiate in Verona, the process for the
foundation of Trent was on, even though it was difficult for bureaucratic
reasons, but it finally had a positive result. The exconvent of the
Franciscans was ceded to the Daughters of Charity and Margherita Rosmini,
with the resources she had, shouldered the expenses for the renovation of
the building. On 21 June 1828 the new Bishop of Trent, Msgr. Francesco
Saverio Luschin, proceeded with the canonical erection of the new “house
of Mary, Mother of Sorrows”, of which Margherita became the first
Superior.
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The new community began work immediately, from the school of
Christian doctrine to the visit to sick women, from Spiritual Exercises for the
Ladies to the institution of a group of Tertiaries.
The Daughters of Charity in Trent became a point of reference for a big
number of girls and women in difficult situations. Margherita, who had a
generous though austere character, was in constant search of spiritual
perfection. She would always put others before self, particularly the care of
her Sisters and the exercise of charity towards all those who turned to her
for help. She did not limit herself to helping those who came knocking at
the convent, but she would go to help also those who did not look for her,
all those girls and women who did not have anyone to help them to reclaim
the value and dignity of life. She would go in search of these girls and gave
them a place to stay. She started a boarding school for wayward girls: St.
Massenzia Boarding School, which she named after the mother of St.
Vigilio, the third Bishop and patron of Trent.
Her strong personality gradually grew in meekness, but over the years,
her tireless hard work undermined her already weak health, which declined
to an alarming degree. Magdalene decided to transfer her to Verona,
freeing her from work and from preoccupations for a certain period of
time, in the hope that the milder climate of that city would be good for her
health. Margherita’s brother, Don Antonio, went to visit her in November
1832. He found her exhausted but very serene. He visited her again a few
days before she died on 15 June 1833.
10] The Sons of Charity
Even after her collaboration with Antonio Rosmini was over, Magdalene
did not lose the conviction that the work of the Sons of Charity was
according to the will of God, and she began to follow up two initiatives
which seemed to her particularly promising.
In Verona, a very pious priest, Don Antonio Provolo, after giving up
teaching in the diocesan Seminary, with passion and competence, was
taking care of some young boys who were deaf-mutes and other poor boys,
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whom he gathered around him to teach them catechism. In June 1830, Don
Provolo, who was looking for a place for his work, turned to Magdalene for
help. The programme which this young Veronese priest started seemed to
coincide with what she had in mind. This sparked in her the hope to find in
him a valid collaborator or even the one who would start her project. She
tried to find a suitable place for him through her numerous friends.
Meanwhile, in Venice, Magdalene had come to know Don Francesco
Luzzo, a generous collaborator of the Cavanis brothers in their school of
charity. Don Luzzo, who knew Magdalene’s intentions, made himself
available to carry out her plan for the human and Christian formation of
poor boys. She succeeded to obtain from the government some small
houses near the monastery of St. Lucy and two of these houses were put
for the use of the boys. On 23 May 1831, Don Luzzo opened a youth centre,
and immediately a large number of boys came. Perhaps it was way above
the strength of the priest and the space which was available. Loredana Tron
Priuli offered her generous help to sustain it. On 2 September, Pope
Gregory XVI sent a Papal Brief to the Sons of Charity. It was certainly a
promising start.
In Verona, in July the following year, Magdalene through her influential
friends, among whom was Count Mellerio, obtained for Don Provolo three
modest buildings not far from the House of St. Joseph, close to the Church
of Santa Maria del Pianto, called the Colombini, from the name of the
Tertiaries of St. Anthony to whom the houses belonged before they were
suppressed by Napoleon. Don Provolo, with the help of another priest and
a lay man, could thus begin his activities. Even in Verona, everything
seemed to point to a bright future.
But after the promising beginning, Don Provolo began gradually to
lessen the work for poor boys and began to dedicate himself almost
exclusively to the deaf-mutes, towards whom he had a special aptitude. In
May 1831, Magdalene asked him to come to Venice to take part in the
opening ceremony of St. Lucy’s Youth Centre and to contact Don Luzzo. The
Veronese priest went there and returned also the following year, but
between him and Magdalene, there emerged numerous divergencies on
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the way of conducting the work. After some time, Don Antonio did not
want to be involved in the Venetian youth centre, and the breaking off
from collaboration with Magdalene soon became inevitable, with some
consequences regarding the ownership of the house in Verona. Don
Antonio dedicated himself exclusively to the education of the deaf-mutes,
for whom he founded the Company of Mary in 1832.
In Venice too, the situation soon showed some disturbing signs. Don
Luzzo, who did not enjoy good health, became tired and discouraged, and
found it difficult to adapt himself to the excessive liveliness of the boys of
the area. He made it clear that he did not feel like founding and guiding a
religious society. In order to give him some help and to keep the work
going, in 1833 Magdalene invited to Venice two lay men from Bergamo,
whom she had met in Milan and admired as collaborators of Canon Giglio
in the Parish of St. Stephen: the carpenter Giuseppe Carsana and his
companion in work and in the apostolate, Benedetto Belloni.
When Magdalene died two years later in 1835, the project which she
had at heart long ago right at the beginning and which she had not
forgotten for three decades, seemed grounded, even to the extent of falling
to pieces. “If Mary Most Holy were not to make this work hers,” she wrote
three months before her death, “I see it would come to an end.” After the
death of Magdalene, Don Luzzo asked to be relieved of the responsibility of
the youth centre and in 1836, he retired among the Discalced Carmelites of
Treviso, where he died in 1861. Carsana carried on with the youth centre
and he became the real co-founder of the Sons of Charity. Towards the end
of the 1840s, when the Austrian government imposed the vacating and
demolition of the district of St. Lucy for the construction of the new railway
station of Venice, the little community of the Sons transferred to the exFranciscan convent in San Giobbe. Carsana died here in 1860, leaving as his
successor Benedetto Belloni, who guided the little community till 1876.
For nearly a century, the male branch of the work of Canossa continued
with very few members. It remained as if in the shadow, “in the humility
and obscurity of the cross”, as Magdalene herself had prophetically written.
However, the brothers of the house always had the trust and
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encouragement of the Patriarchs of the city, like Cardinal Ramazzotti and
above all, Cardinal Giuseppe Sarto, who approved their Rules in 1897.
Between 1920 and 1930 the Institute had a strong revival with the entry of
Fr. Angelo Pasa in 1925, and the opening of a boarding school which he
wanted for Canossian aspirants. Soon after that, it opened a novitiate and
new houses were founded outside Venice.
In 1938, their new Constitutions were approved. In 1960 the definitive
papal approval was given and in 1984, their Rule of Life was approved. This
text, which was faithful to the original spirit of the Foundress, was in line
with the renewal of Vatican Council II. The Congregation is presently spread
over the various dioceses of the Veneto region and in other parts of Italy.
The “hidden seed” has grown vigorously so as to spread to Brazil, the
Philippines, India and Africa, in fidelity to its pastoral and social services
especially among the youth who are poor.
11] The Hospital for the Convalescents in Venice
Magdalene experienced sickness from the time she was young, both at
the personal level and on the occasions when her family members were
sick. She had also generously collaborated with Don Pietro Leonardi in the
Brotherhood of Hospitaller Priests and Laity and contributed in making this
institution known in the cities where she worked..
Even in Venice, right from the time they came to the little House of St.
Andrew of the Cross, the Daughters of Charity went regularly to assist the
sick women in the hospitals, where the conditions were more often than
not, very pitiful, often unbearable, with the sick packed in crowded rooms,
poorly and little cared for. After being cured of their illness, many women,
who did not have any house or family to return to, did not know where to
go for their convalescence and how to be re-inserted into society.
Magdalene was very aware of this situation. She knew that the good
which her Daughters could do was only limited to the period of time the
sick were warded in the hospitals. In June 1813 she wrote to her friend
Durini: “I’m sure I’ll make you laugh, because you’ll say that Venice is the
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city of projects, and you’re right, but the needs give us occasions to plan
without knowing how they will turn out… You know, we often find in the
hospital, young women with good will, but without support... It would be
necessary to open a house for the convalescents when they come out of
the hospital, so as to finish instructing them in the knowledge of the Lord
and set them along the right way of Christian living. Besides that, they can
be instructed and trained in the kinds of work and service adapted to their
state of life.”(Epistolario, I, pg. 378). She asked Durini to get information
about a similar kind of work carried out in Cremona and Genoa, and to get
the Regulations which guided such activities.
Above all, Magdalene directed her attention to women who were in
particular situations of difficulty, especially those who were in the
categories of being “in danger”. But there were many obstacles to the
actualization of this project: they needed a suitable house, proper
personnel and a person who would know how to manage the work
properly.
Many years passed before the project could be started. In 1825, with
the help of some benefactors, it was possible to acquire an ex convent
situated in the parish of San Nicola da Tolentino, and turnit into a hospital
for convalescents. Magdalene appointed Marianna Francesconi, one of her
more gifted Daughters, as directress and the Hospital for Convalescents
was inaugurated on 23 May 1828.She also drew up a short Rule for the
Convalescents, in which she wrote: “The Hospital of the Convalescents
should not be a place for making penance, but of loving Christian piety...
the Directress will give motherly care to each of the convalescents, to help
her to regain her lost energies, nourishing her with food and rest, giving her
courage.... she will try little by little to understand her inclinations and
character, to help her in every way to be useful, making sure that she will
become more rooted in Christian living. Knowing the state of life to which
the convalescent is accustomed to, that is, that of being a maid or a worker
in a farm, or living at home, she will be helped to practise and become
skilled in her own state and condition of life, so that when she leaves the
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house of the convalescents, she will be capable of fulfilling her duties and
earning her living.” Inspite of the numerous difficulties encountered in the
running of the house, the work carried on after the death of the Foundress
till 1848.
12] The Tertiaries
Magdalene had already in 1823 drawn up a Plan for the institution of the
Tertiaries, with the intention of constituting a group of persons united to
the Institute and able to give the witness of a vibrant and active Christian
life. Its name originated from the ancient “Third Orders” and was not part
of the five “Branches of Charity” which had already been codified.
Magdalene thought of this group of women who would reach out beyond
the field of action of the Daughters, thus involving as large a number of
people as possible in the dynamics of their charitable action.
All those who in some way were connected with the Institute could join
the Tertiaries who lived with their families: young women who attended
the training courses for teachers, women with “a sound piety,” married
women or widows who wished to lead a committed Christian life. They
were bound only by “bonds of charity” and by those practices of piety and
prayer necessary to sustain their journey and fidelity to their vocation.
Regarding apostolic commitment, Magdalene reminded them that “the
first way of exercising the works of piety... is that of practising it with total
commitment and care in their own families” (Rss II, pg. 47). Their field of
action included above all, the works of charity practised by the Institute:
catechesis in Parishes, the care and accompaniment of youth, visiting the
sick and lonely, helping to find a place for the sick discharged from the
hospital for their convalescence. Each month, they would meet the
Superior in the house of the Institute to agree together the concrete ways
for “carrying out the works of the Daughters”, and deal with the more
urgent problems of the poor and the sick.
The Institution of the Tertiaries was functioning fully before the death of
the Foundress. It promoted a style of life which attracted all those who
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wanted to collaborate with others within the Church, responding in a
tangible way to the love of God through attentive service to their brothers
and sisters.
13] Final Approval of the Institute
In the years after obtaining the Papal Brief of Pius VII in 1816, the work
of Canossa underwent a significant expansion, even though it often
involved going through many difficulties. The Daughters of Charity were
already present in Verona, Venice, Milan, Bergamo and Trent, and there
were requests for new foundations from other parts of northern and
central Italy. But the Roman Congregation delayed in granting the final
official recognition. What contributed to the delay and caused some
perplexity, inspite of the patronage which Cardinal Zurla assured to
Magdalene, was the newness of the form of religious life started by her, as
it was different from the traditional form and did not have the observance
of the cloister.
Magdalene had known Placido Zurla, the abbot of the Camaldolese
community of San Michele di Murano, in Venice in 1812, at the time of the
foundation of the house of St. Lucy. After the suppression of the monastery
decreed by Napoleon, the abbot was transferred to Padua, but at the fall of
the emperor, he was called by the Patriarch of Venice to teach philosophy
at the Seminary. He had many times expressed his full support of
Magdalene’s programme of works of charity and after he was made a
Cardinal by Pius VII in 1823, and later Vicar of Rome by Leo XII, he followed
very closely the process for the definitive approval of the Institute,
accepting to be its Cardinal Protector.
Towards the end of 1828, Magdalene decided to go to Rome to
personally hasten the conclusion of the matter. In September she left with
Cristina Pilotti, and after a stopover at Coriano in Romagna to meet
Elizabetta Renzi, and another stop at the Shrine of Loreto, she reached
Rome in the month of November. She was received by Pope Leo XII, to
whom she requested to nominate a small commission to examine and
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approve the Rules. The Foundress was asked to present a shorter version of
the Rules, so as to make it possible for them to be examined more quickly.
Magdalene commenced the work of revision of the Rules immediately, and
the Pope appointed a small commission made up of Cardinals Carlo
Odescalchi, the Prefect of the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars,
Francesco Bertazzoli and Placido Zurla. The Congregation then formally
approved the positive view of the commission, and on 23 December 1828,
Leo XII granted the Brief Si Nobis, with which the Rules of the Daughters of
Charity were definitively approved. Twenty years had passed from the
beginning of the work in the House of St. Joseph in Verona.
14] Elizabetta Renzi, Annunciata Cocchetti and
negotiations for other Foundations
The journey to Rome gave Magdalene an opportunity to meet a second
time Elizabetta Renzi and the little community of the Poor of the Crucified
of Coriano, a small town of Romagna, not far from Rimini, where
Magdalene had already been in September two years before that.
After the suppression of the monastery of the Augustinians, with whom
she had started her experience as a religious, in 1824, Elizabetta Renzi
(1786-1859), went to join the community started by Don Giacomo
Gabellini, Archpriest of Coriano. This community had a school and Sunday
school for girls directed by Sr. Maria Agnese Fattibuoni.
Renzi came to know about the work of the Daughters of Charity when
she read the talk given by Msgr. Francesco Zoppi on the occasion of the
opening ceremony of the house in Milan, and she found that they were
very similar and close to the spirit of the Poor of the Crucified. With the
consent of the founder and of the Sisters, she then thought of asking for
the little group of Coriano to be inserted into the Institute of Magdalene
who was happy to accept the proposal, since it also meant having the
presence of someone in the territory of a pontifical State. When Cardinal
Zurla was informed by Magdalene of this request, he responded with
encouragement alternating with the advice to be prudent.
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Magdalene began a long correspondence with Elizabetta Renzi, and in
September 1826, made her first journey to Coriano, from where she came
away with great admiration for the outstanding piety of the people there,
but also somewhat perplexed, because the town was too small for the
exercise of the three Branches of Charity of her Institute. Other difficulties
arose at the beginning of 1828: Don Giacomo Gabellini and Sr. Agnese
Fattibuoni were the centre of a controversial campaign which not only
attacked them personally but also the work carried out by their community.
Don Gabellini gave up the leadership of the Institute while Sr. Fattibuoni
joined the Poor Clares.
When she visited Coriano a second time, in September 1828, Magdalene
advised Elizabetta Renzi to take over the direction of the work and to
accept the responsibility as Superior of the community.
A year later, in September 1829, Elizabetta received a request to be the
directress of an orphanage and a school in Sogliano al Rubicone (Forli`).
Magdalene was agreeable to this proposal, as Sogliano was a bigger and
more populated centre, with suitable characteristics as a house of the
Daughters of Charity. Moreover,a year later, the Bishop of Ravenna, Msgr.
Falconieri Mellini, invited Magdalene to open a house in that city. The offer
was attractive, as a foundation in Ravenna would make it easier to work in
the small towns of the Romagna region. Magdalene informed Renzi that
she was ready to open a house in Ravenna while maintaining a school in
Coriano and Sogliano.
But in the following months, the hope of arriving at a fusion with the
group of Renzi became dimmer, and the idea of a foundation in Ravenna
also faded away, as the necessary means to meet the expenses were
lacking. Elizabetta Renzi realised progressively that she had to move
independently along her own way. She would start an Institute named
Maestre Pie dell’Addolorata, which would be recognised in 1839. She died
on 14 August 1859 and was proclaimed Blessed on 18 June 1989. Thus,
Magdalene’s prophetic words sent to her in October 1831, came true: “ My
dear Elizabetta, allow me to wish you as a Mother, that you strive for the
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glory of God and the salvation of souls... How I wish to see you one day
with a big crown in Paradise.” (Epistolario, II/2. pg. 1189).
After the final approval of the Rules, even though her health was
declining, Magdalene worked tirelessly to consolidate the works which she
had started and to follow up the negotiations in response to the numerous
requests for new foundations which she received from various quarters in
the decade after 1820.
She had frequent contacts and various forms of collaboration with two
brother priests, Don Marco and Don Luca Passi, who belonged to a noble
family of Bergamo, which had among its members, the Vicar-General of
that Diocese. Don Luca had sent Magdalene young aspirants to the religious
life or girls who wished to join the residential training courses for country
teachers, and Magdalene had several times, asked the two brothers to
conduct courses of Spiritual Exercises which she organised. Marco and Luca
Passi would become the founders of the Institute of St. Dorothy for the
Christian education of youth.
In 1824, through the mediation of Don Luca, Magdalene received from
the Bishop of Brescia, Msgr. Gabrio Nava, the request for a foundation in
Rovato, a big centre, where a lady of that place, Margherita Caprini, had
offered to the Daughters of Charity her property and a house for a
foundation. In March that year, Magdalene went there to establish the first
contact, and she noticed the difficulty of having suitable premises and a
sufficient number of young women open to the religious life. The
negotiations would take a long time and came to a conclusion only in 1847,
twelve years after the death of the Foundress.
During her visit to Rovato, Magdalene met Annunciata Cocchetti, a
young woman who had lost both her parents and in 1817, opened a school
for poor girls in that town. From 1818, she was guided spiritually by the
strong personality of Don Luca. After the death of her grandmother with
whom she lived, she was alone and thought of entering a religious institute.
That was why she wanted to meet Magdalene, who advised her to wait and
told her clearly that perhaps the Lord wanted her to be involved in another
field. Magdalene’s contacts with Annunciata continued uninterrupted in
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the following years, even when the latter was forced to move to Milan by
her uncle guardian, who had plans for her marriage. However, the young
teacher did not remain long in Milan for soon she moved to Cemmo, in the
region of Brescia, where she was involved in a school opened by Erminia
Panierini. Her relationship with Magdalene continued, in view of her desire
to join the Daughters of Charity and of a possible foundation in Cemmo. But
neither of the two projects came to fruition. After the death of Magdalene,
Annunciata Cocchetti entered the Teaching Sisters of St. Dorothy, founded
by Don Luca Passi in Venice. Later on, she became the Superior of the
Sisters of St. Dorothy of Cemmo, dedicated to the Christian education of
youth and the animation of lay women.
Already in 1819, Magdalene had received an invitation to start a house
in Brescia. The proposal came from a well-to-do silk merchant, Carlo
Manziana, who turned to Magdalene after having come to know of her
work in Milan, and seeing the plight of boys and girls left in poverty and
ignorance. In Brescia, there was a house made available by a pious lady,
Erminia Panzerini who said that she would have it renovated for a religious
institute which would be dedicated to the education of girls. Magdalene
howed a keen interest in Brescia, but did not accept the invitation before
finding out the opinion of the Bishop, Msgr. Gabrio Nava. However, the
Bishop was more in favour of calling the Ursulines.
For some years the project was put aside. But in 1831, after the death of
Msgr. Nava, Carlo Manziana, who never gave up hope to have the
Daughters of Charity in Brescia, set to work, and in January the following
year, he told Magdalene that he had found a suitable house. After some
hesitation, in September 1833, Magdalene went to Brescia, where, in the
mean time, Manziana found the money to buy the house and renovate it.
Magdalene asked for some time to give a good preparation to the
Daughters who would be sent to that city. But due to her death, the
opening of that house which was supposed to be in 1835, was delayed. The
work would be continued first by Cristina Pilotti, then by Angela Bragato,
the new Directress of the Institute, and would be concluded in 1838.
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The Bishop of Brescia, Msgr. Nava, also requested for a foundation in
Breno, a small centre in Valcamonica and Don Luca Passi supported it. In
1831, the Bishop had presented to Magdalene, the request of two priests,
Don Giovanni Ronchi and Don Gianmaria Taboni, who wanted to have the
Daughters of Charity in their town and offered them an inheritance left for
that purpose. Magdalene who saw in the desire of Bishops a sign of the will
of God, agreed initially to accept the proposal and arranged to go
personally to Breno to see the situation there. But, for a long time, her poor
health prevented her from doing so. She seemed to be very unsure about
the project, and in the end, Magdalene herself found it necessary to put off
the project. Subsequently the Annunciata Cocchetti’s Sisters of St. Dorothy
established themselves in Breno.
The foundation of Cremona was connected with Msgr. Carlo Emmanuele
Sardagna, the Vicar General of the Diocese of Trent, with whom Magdalene
had established a very good relationship from the time of the foundation of
that house with Margherita Rosmini.
After having been nominated Bishop of Cremona, in 1831, Msgr.
Sardagna, remembering his positive experience in Trent, expressed to
Magdalene his desire to have the presence of her Daughters also in that
city. Moreover, he assured Magdalene that he would provide all the
necessary financial means. Magdalene accepted the proposal, and the long
correspondence which followed showed how both of them wanted to
speed up the foundation, for which in 1831, she received the required
authorization. In March that same year Magdalene sent Msgr. Sardagna the
list of names of the Daughters to be sent to Cremona. This project was not
interrupted by the death of Canossa but it continued and was actualised in
1836.
The project for the opening of a house in Massa Carrara came from the
request of Msgr. Francesco Zoppi, the spiritual director of the Institute,
who in 1823, was elected Bishop of that city, which at that time was part of
the dukedom of Maria Beatrice d’Este, widow of the Archduke Ferdinando
d’Asburgo-Lorena. It was a difficult diocese, with a restless population that
resented to be under foreign domination and that was indifferent to
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religious matters. The people created many problems for the new Bishop,
inspite of his intense activity. He paid two pastoral visits, founded the work
of Christian doctrine and opened three seminaries. Msgr. Zoppi, who from
the time he was in Milan, understood the inner strength of Magdalene, and
the potentialities of her work, had many times told Magdalene of the
difficult situation he was in and he asked her to go to help him by setting up
a foundation of her Institute in Massa Carrara. Long negotiations followed
in the attempt to overcome the many difficulties that arose. However, in
1832, Msgr. Zoppi left the Diocese, returned to Milan and subsequently
retired in his home town, Cannobio on Lago Maggiore, where he died in
1841.
In 1835, the death of Magdalene brought an end to the numerous
relationships which she had established, and also delayed in certain cases,
by many years, the realization of foundations for which negotiations were
underway. Hence the house of Treviso would be opened only in 1843, that
of Monza in 1844, those of Chioggia and Lonato in 1855 and that of Vicenza
in 1875.
Inspite of her deteriorating health, Magdalene continued to travel and
to visit her houses to follow up their initiatives and problems. In 1833 she
was in Verona and Venice, where she received the news of the death of
Margherita Rosmini, which affected her immensely. From Verona she
proceeded then to Milan, Bergamo and Brescia to deal with a foundation in
that city. The following year, she organised Spiritual Exercises for the ladies
in Verona. Then she went to Venice, and returned to Verona at the end of
May. In autumn she left for Bergamo and moved again to Milan. When she
went back to Bergamo, the condition of her health was preoccupying. Here,
in January 1835, she felt the need to send a final greeting to her Daughters.
It was a serene farewell, full of love for the persons who followed her and
of fidelity to her vocation: “Finding myself in the sweet hope of passing
from this vale of misery to unite myself to Jesus Crucified... permit me to
leave you a testament in writing of my sincere affection and gratitude for
the goodness you have shown me during the time I have been living with
you... You have loved me and have shown it by your tireless charity towards
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me in my long illnesses... For the charity you have shown me, I thus,
promise to remember you and I will not cease to pray for you till I see you
in full possession of God.... I end, begging you to work with fervour in the
vineyard of the good God. Love your Rules, as they are all directed to your
greater spiritual good, to the glory of God and the good of our
neighbour...choose the short road to Heaven, which is obedience... in all my
life I have never regretted to have obeyed...I exhort you also to love
humility, as respectful and loving servants... I wish that God will set your
heart on fire with His holy and divine love.”
In March she succeeded to return to Verona, where she continued
tirelessly with her activities, even though she was tormented by fever and
difficulty in breathing. Then, she went through a period of acute suffering,
which ended only on 10 April 1835, when Magdalene, surrounded by her
Daughters, breathed her last.

III
FROM PERSONAL VOCATION
TO THE FOUNDATION OF AN INSTITUTE
1] The Birth of a Vocation
It is never easy to comprehend the depth of the interior life of a person,
above all, if it has been so intense as that of Magdalene of Canossa. Her
personality and spirituality have however been the object of many studies,
and today we have in hand a fairly good documentation, from the letters
which Don Libera, her first spiritual father, wrote to her, to her own
numerous writings, like the Memoirs, the vast collection of letters, in
particular those directed to her friend Durini and her Sisters, the Rules, the
Plans of foundation, her spiritual testament and her spiritual meditations.
Magdalene herself focuses on some significant moments and
experiences as she recounts the story of her long journey which includes
unexpected enlightenment and delusions, certainties and fears, doubts and
courageous resolutions. She is not an intellectual and has not done
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particular biblical or theological studies, and does not have a flair for
writing. In fact she uses a simple and ordinary vocabulary to explain, first to
herself and then to others, how she is feeling and what she wants.
As we have seen, her search for a way of life was long and painful.
However, one thing was clear to her already at the age of five, her desire to
consecrate herself to the Lord. This decision was reconfirmed as a
teenager, when the inevitable dreams and desires for worldly pleasures
were crushed by sufferings due to illness, which not only affected her
physically but also left her with a special attention for the sick. Her spouse
would not be a Veronese or Milanese young nobleman, but he would be
the best possible spouse – Jesus Christ.
After her first attempts at living a cloistered life between 1791 and
1792, Magdalene had another certainty – she had a repugnance towards
the cloister, which seemed too easy a way to save herself, but would
prevent her from dedicating herself to others and to help to save their
souls. She wanted to find the best means for preventing sin. In order to
achieve this, she was ready to give up all that she possessed, even to the
extent of turning her blood into gold, accepting even death. She also had
very much at heart the reunion of the Catholic and Orthodox Churches.
What concrete action could she take? She did not know yet and proceeded
by making various attempts. Meanwhile, due to family problems, she had
to wait patiently for a long time. What helped her to grow spiritually are a
secluded life, prayer and spiritual exercises, besides the gentle guidance of
Don Libera.
Between 1795 and 1799, what affected her very deeply, were some
verses from the Bible, which struck her almost like flashes of light. For
example, when she heard some verses from the book of Tobit on the
practice of works of mercy (Tobit 12:12), she understood that her way
would be that of dedicating herself to works of charity which she could
already do, as she had “a natural inclination towards assisting the sick.” A
verse from the Miserere which pointed towards a commitment: “Docebo
iniquos…” (“I will teach sinners your ways and they will turn back to you.”
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Psalm 51:13), spurred her to teach Christian doctrine, beginning from those
in her house, that is, the maidservants. Meanwhile she kept in her heart the
desire to follow, if possible, the invitation of Christ: “Go into the whole
world.” (Mark 16:15)
But it was above all, a verse from Exodus which became for her the
guide to all her future experiences: “Inspice et fac secundum exemplar”
(“Look and do like the model”, Exodus 25:40). In the biblical text, the
exhortation, directed to Moses, referred to the construction of the
lampstand with seven branches according to a model indicated by God, but
in the meditation on the Passion, made by Magdalene, the model to imitate
is Christ on the cross. From then on, Christ Crucified will become the first
object of her faith, the way to reach God and her brothers and sisters, the
only great model for her choices in life.
All that she will develop over time: the choice of the areas of
commitment, the sharing of a life of poverty, the attitude of service she
demands of herself and her companions, the basic points for the Rules, will
be from the Son of God who came to share the human condition to the
point of stripping himself of everything and of accepting an infamous death
so as to free humanity from sin. The suffering, the absolute poverty and
the experience of abandonment which Christ went through on the cross
and which he continues to renew by offering himself as a victim in the
Eucharist, are for Magdalene signs of the extraordinary and immense love
of God for all. Therefore, her mission and that of her companions, indeed of
all Christians, cannot but be the witnessing of this love, making it known,
teaching others to discover it even in sufferings and in trials, and to build
their personal and family life on the example of Jesus, even to the point of
accepting death and giving it its real meaning as a passing on to our true
life.
However much we may suffer from physical or spiritual pain, from
poverty or violence, Magdalene tells us that by fixing our gaze on the
Crucified, we will realize that compared to the sufferings and poverty he
endured, ours are but “a game”. Jesus was stripped of everything except of
his love for us, so we Christians are called to love one another. Magdalene
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and her companions who call themselves daughters of this love: “Daughters
of Charity”, must dedicate their lives to glorify him, reveal him to others
and serve him in their neighbours who are most in need, being thus
“Servants of the Poor”.
Having Christ Crucified as their model, they are led to “an apostolic life
in a way that is suitable for women”, as she herself wrote. This total
dedication to a life of witness brings them to have a direct and absolute
relationship with God, so as to leave behind all that seems useless and
superfluous, accepting instead even what makes them suffer, even “the
suffering” which frightened her for a long time in her spiritual journey.
A verse from the Bible taken from Isaiah accompanies her and it comes
back to her insistently in moments of discomfort, doubt and sorrow:
“Torcular calcavi solus et de gente mea unus non est mecum” (“I have
trodden the winepress alone and of my people not one was with me”,
Isaiah 63:3). This feeling of being “alone with him alone” becomes a desire
for a deeper and deeper intimacy with God. And Magdalene experiences
this with growing intensity especially during moments of prayer and the
Eucharist, when she really feels deeply her spousal relationship with Jesus.
The vision of Christ Crucified and the Eucharist are therefore the
cardinal points sustaining her faith and her desire to act. The choice of
virginity, like that of poverty and humility, has meaning only if they lead to
a growing love for Him alone. It is a love which gives witness in action, after
having clarified the objectives of her action. The ultimate aim is not
philanthropy, but sanctification. It is not assistentialism, but the witness of
God who is love, through love, responding to his love by loving others. In
fact, we who are so imperfect, have the great privilege of being chosen by
God, who is absolute perfection, to become his instruments. God loves
through us and through every human person.
As Divo Barsotti has rightly pointed out, Magdalene does not make big
speeches but develops a doctrine. She does not seem to know the
Scriptures very well, but she puts Christ at the centre of her life. In Him and
through Him, she knows God and lives the basic trinomial of her thought:
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Jesus Crucified, God alone, Charity. What we know of God-love, we know it
through the testimony of Jesus, the man-God who, out of love and to share
our human life totally, has accepted even death, only to conquer it by his
resurrection, giving us the possibility of eternal life. This love, a purely
gratuitous gift, calls for, but does not demand, a free response of love.
Charity is first of all, the love of God who gives himself through Christ, and
must be a relationship of love with God, so that he can act through us.
In fact, Magdalene dedicates ample space in her Rules to explain the
centrality of Christ, who has loved all without distinction, and has
reconciled the whole of humanity to God. True charity does not divide.
Rather, charity unites, as it desires the salvation of the whole person and
every person, without distinction of place, of social condition, and of
personal characteristics. We cannot love only the neighbour who is
virtuous, because Jesus went up to the cross for both the good and the bad,
for the weak and the imperfect. Thus, the greatest charity consists in
wanting the salvation of all, which means being ready for any service.
Between moments of dryness and times of great fervour, between deep
mystical experiences and those of the silence of God, these convictions
begin slowly to take root in the mind and heart of Magdalene. They help
her to overcome uncertainties, the sense of guilt, the fear of being
inadequate, of having crazy dreams, of sinning of pride, and give her a deep
sense of serenity.
In her christocentric vision, is inserted the devotion to Our Lady of
Sorrows, whose image becomes the only ornament of the habit of the
Daughters of Charity, for she is considered their real foundress and mother.
Why did she make this choice? During her time, there was a popular
devotion to the wounds of Christ Crucified and the acute sorrows of his
Mother at the foot of the cross, symbolized by the swords piercing her
heart. These were meant to arouse contrition and a horror for sin.
However, that sorrowful Mother who shares the solitude and poverty of
Calvary becomes for Magdalene, a secure refuge. She is our Mother who
understands through her personal experience, our calvaries, our sufferings
and our fragilities. Hence we can abandon ourselves to her and her
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protection, because Mary has become “Mother of Charity at the foot of the
Cross” of her dying Son who entrusted her to us.
All the mystical experiences of Magdalene, which cause wonder even to
herself, as she finds it difficult not only to explain them but also to describe
them, are connected to her moments of prayer and contemplation of Christ
Crucified, or to times of meditation after having received the Eucharist. She
“feels” her spousal union with Jesus so intensely as to see him throwing
himself into her arms, or receiving him as light or the sun, or even to desire
to take his place on the Cross. These parentheses of “imaginative” and then
spiritual vision, of being immersed in mystery, become stimuli for her to
dedicate herself to a mission which becomes clearer and clearer. She looks
for every possible means to give glory to God and to make him known, as
she is convinced that whoever knows the immense love of God for the
human family, cannot but gratefully return his love, by following the way
indicated by Jesus himself, that of service to the least.
It was in this perspective that even the choice of education became clear
to her, even though originally it was far from her vision. In fact, at the
beginning of her search, the project which remained as a secret “thought”
for a long time: “a work to which to pay attention would be that of
gathering the girls, and assisting and visiting the hospital”, besides
dedicating themselves to their own sanctification. She was perturbed when
Bishop Avogadro asked and even ordered her to dedicate herself to the
schools of charity for poor girls, besides helping to teach in the Christian
doctrine classes in the parish.
With the passing of time and the clarification of what God was asking of
her, Magdalene understood that the school and education were
fundamental in order to give dignity to the girls of the most deprived
districts, as they would be offered the possibility of earning their living
honestly, but above all, of knowing and loving Jesus and his teachings.
Moral formation, is in fact more important than assistentialism, and must
be directed to women of any social class, so that as spouses and mothers
they would know how to guide their families, be they poor or rich, in the
countryside or in the city, in the most humble homes or in palaces like hers.
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A special kind of educational initiative could also be that of visiting the
sick, if it is not limited just to a simple act of kindness or only material
assistance. It could instead be help that is given discretely to the sick so
that they would understand the meaning of suffering, and be able serenely
to face death, which is a necessary passage to knowing God directly and
entering into a life where there will be no more tears, but only joy.
Moreover, whoever wants to teach others how to follow Christ, must
give a strong personal witness of evangelical living with the choice of
poverty. Magdalene does not want to be the rich Marchioness who gives
assistance and alms, and then goes back to the comforts of her palace.
Instead, she asks of herself and those who wish to follow her, to be poor
among the poor, so as to be credible.
In a significant “imaginary dream” or dream-vision, Magdalene sees “a
grand and majestic Lady, dressed like our Lady” surrounded by six young
women wearing “dark brown dresses, with black caps on their heads and
an image of Our Lady of Sorrows hanging round their necks”. This virgin
lovingly caresses and blesses them, and guides them two by two to the
three main sectors: the school, Christian doctrine and the hospital.
According to two of her closest collaborators, Anna Rizzi and Elizabetta
Mezzaroli, Magdalene told them about this vision in Venice in 1812, in the
third person, as if this person were “a good soul”. But both of them had no
doubt that the person was the Foundress herself. Without waiting for
Canon Pacetti to return from Rome, Magdalene dictated the Rules with
great certainty. At last, her doubts have been dispersed. The Mother of
Jesus has founded and would protect the work which Magdalene has
dreamt of for years.
The Marchioness however did not exclude other ways and other fields.
She herself indicated some, which she discovered through her sensitivity
and capacity to read the needs of her contemporary society. For her it was
not enough to respond to the needs only of the city and its derelict
quarters. There was poverty also among the farmers in the countryside,
where ignorance and superstition were widespread together with the
decline and weakening of moral values. That is why, Magdalene, even
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before any legislator, thought of the formation of country Teachers - young
women or widows who would be prepared to become not as “know-alls”
but as points of reference, committed to the same activities as the
Daughters of Charity. The idea of lay women who commit themselves to be
evangelical leaven within their environment, in their normal life, is a
significant insight which Magdalene re-proposed with the institution of the
Tertiaries and with the initiative of periodical spiritual exercises for the
ladies of the upper class. This experience would help these ladies even
though they were living in a very different social environment, to be
involved in the education of their families, their servants and farmers who
work within their property, thus influencing that sector of society which
very often ignored the values of solidarity and Christian charity.
Her evaluation of the needs would extend further, or rather, return to
the point of departure, when she spoke of the similar needs of both sexes.
She could not ignore the problem of education also among the males - boys
and youths, poor and not so poor. She dedicated all her energy, especially
during her last years, to give birth to the male Branch of her Institute. In
spite of delusions, she obstinately supported till the end of her life, every
initiative that could give the boys their dignity, principles for life and
training for work. The Sons of Charity, who were reduced to a minimum at
the time of her death, are today a stable reality.
2 ] The long elaboration of the Rules of the Daughters of Charity,
Servants of the Poor
Before arriving at the drafting of the Rules for the new congregation,
Magdalene proceeded very cautiously and made several attempts, related
to her painful search for her true vocation. Her dreams, thoughts, projects
or visions, which at the beginning included in a vague way, community life
of persons consecrated to the service of the poor, appeared in a first
planning draft contained in a document without date or title. It could have
been written in 1799 probably before her meeting with Bishop Avogadro,
and has been named Plan B6. It was the first of a series of documents,
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known as Plans, written by Magdalene at different times and on different
occasions, whether official, to give directives to those who wish to follow
her and to present her work to religious and civil authorities, or more
informal Brief Outlines and Prospects, for benefactors or admirers.
In this first project Magdalene stated that “some persons desiring to
dedicate themselves for the Glory and service of God… are thinking of
instituting a Congregation or Pious Union”, which would have as its aim
“the fulfilling of the two great Precepts of Charity, to love God and love
their neighbour; and thus, by means of this, to sanctify themselves, and
also respond to the needs they see in their country”. After having made
clear that she did not want to write real and proper rules, which she would
take from those of St. Francis de Sales and St. Vincent de Paul, if the project
could be carried out, the document seeks to point out which are the basic
needs in a passage that is very important for future developments. “The
needs of our neighbours could seemingly be reduced to three, from which
all evils derive: the need for education, the need for religious instruction,
the need for assistance and help at the time of sickness and death.”
As a response to these needs, Magdalene conceives a project from an
educational and functional perspective. She sees a hospital structure in the
middle and educational institutions for boys and girls (“both the sexes have
the same needs”) on both sides. These would be run by volunteers, men
and women who were ready to collaborate with her plan, thus anticipating
the experience of solidarity and collaboration which today are in the
forefront of social commitment.
The Plan was written when there was a movement in Verona for the
union of the main pious localities and Magdalene was hoping with Don
Libera to have the possibility of carrying it out in the spacious monastic
buildings of the rich suppressed abbey of San Zeno. Her prudent counsellor
wrote saying that he did not find that location suitable for setting up a
hospital, “as it is in a corner too far away from the city”.
This first idea of a grand hospital complex did not materialize, due to the
troubled political situation as well as the negative opinion of the bishop and
also because in 1801, the Municipality set up a new hospital for the city by
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fusing those that were already in existence, with the use of the monastery
and part of the goods of San Zeno.
The three “needs” emphasized in the Plan will always remain as the
main pillars of the action of Magdalene and of those who will follow her,
becoming the three main Branches of Charity of her Institute. The project
of a congregation of religious men who would take care of the boys,
offering them immediate help, instruction and teaching of “some skill”,
could not be actualized for years but was never abandoned. Magdalene
presented it with great hope to Rosmini in 1821 when she wrote to him:
That idea, and outline which I sent you in writing, even though it is still
rather confused, I already had it in mind for around twenty years.”
Meanwhile, in July 1799, she was encouraged by Don Libera to do only
what was possible: “God does not oblige us to do more than what we can…
I strongly urge you, and if you want it, even command you, to put all your
energy to the institution for these girls. Besides the two of them, who
knows if others will not join them, and it is not inconvenient at all to open a
school for those who go to their houses, to learn these principles. Make
sure that these girls are young, have honest parents and sufficient means.”
The first concrete actualization of the Marchioness, a little house to
receive a few girls entrusted to a teacher, in a kind of school of charity, did
not need a real and proper rule. The wise advice of her spiritual guide was
sufficient. Don Libera, aware that he was coming to the end of his life,
suggested this to her in his farewell letter written in December 1799: “You
must keep to the Plan, but you need to adapt to the circumstances and
promote it little by little, because everything has a small beginning.”
As we know, at the start of 1800, the person who substituted Don Libera
as confidante was not the new spiritual director, but Carolina Trotti Durini,
who shared with Magdalene, besides their social status, the type of
education and religiosity, also the desire to dedicate herself to help those
who are suffering. The friendship between these two intelligent women,
full of enthusiasm and gifted with exceptional charisms, was enriching for
both of them. Carolina put Magdalene into contact with the Milanese world
of Christian Friendships and with a group connected with Father Felice De
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Vecchi, who was involved in assistance to hospitals. For the future
organization of the life of women (and possibly also of men) for service of
the poor, Magdalene had many times asked Carolina to get for her from
Milan the texts of Rules which could help her Plan, like those of the
Christian Doctrine of St. Charles and those for the Visitation Sisters of St.
Francis de Sales. In the same period of time she wanted to personally visit
institutions which have already been started. In 1801 she visited in Mantua
the House of the Poor Derelicts of Father Domenico Bellavite, which
seemed to be so close to her ideal that she thought of a possible fusion. But
she wrote to Durini: “His Rules seem to be full of the Holy Spirit… but to tell
you truly how I feel, due surely to my weakness, they seem to be too
perfect for girls.” Even the Rules of the Solitary Sisters of the Christian
Retreat, who were religious dedicated to the education of the poor, as well
as those of the Luigine of Parma, left her perplexed.
She did not succeed to find anything that would satisfy her totally, even
if there was something similar to her idea. “The inclination of the Daughters
of Charity, or of something similar, I could never succeed to extinguish.”
The original Rules of St. Vincent de Paul were the nearest to her sensitivity.
So in 1805 she asked Father De Vecchi to give her a companion, “who had
made her profession in the Institute of the Ladies of the Faith, a branch of
the Sisters of Charity”, which in turn, had drawn its inspiration from the
Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent. This project failed due to financial
reasons, but it gave the Marchioness a chance to get a clearer knowledge of
the Rules she was interested in. She herself recalls: “She gave me a wide
description of the original Institute of the Sisters of Charity. The description
of this original plan, however, did not arouse in me that full agreement,
which brings inner peace, serenity and satisfaction, that, in my opinion,
accompany the matters of God, especially when those same initiatives are
inspired by God. It seemed to me that it was the case of a purely
intellectual conviction…” (Memoirs, pp. 51-52)
Magdalene has taken another step forward. In the original Rules of St.
Vincent she found the general layout of a congregation which brings
together, a community life with a strong spirituality and an outward
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dimension of charitable commitment in all fields. However, she prudently
felt the need to be free to adapt them to the needs of the situation as well
as of her inner convictions, and, above all, to what she already understood
as a call of God.
In similar circumstances, she had the occasion to talk about it with an
open heart in a letter, with an unexpected request, addressed to her cousin
Countess Maria Teresa Cavriani. This letter, dated 18 February 1805
(Epistolario, I, pp. 588-591), contains a true and properly planned
document. “The Lord has been calling me for many years to serve him in his
poor through holy works of charity… planning an institution in which to
plant a true spirit of union with God and detachment from all, exercising at
the same time, all the works of Charity suited to the actual circumstances.
The institution is the first one started by St. Vincent de Paul after whose
death for human reasons, was divided into two Institutes in France… In its
authentic state, this holy Institute embraces the following fields… In the
first place, it seeks to assist girls so that they will as far as possible not go
along the wrong path… in the free public schools to help to instruct and
educate them possibly in the holy religion, in the customs and in
appropriate kinds of work. Secondly, we accept into our house with the
necessary prudence, several times a year, adult women to make the
Spiritual Exercises. In this way we try to help in the instruction and
assistance of mature persons, so that they would change their ways, and
not be bad and ignorant at the moment of death. We would also receive
catechumens, including Jews and heretics, to instruct them in the matters
of the holy Faith. Lastly, this institution embraces the final act of charity,
that is, the assistance of the sick both in the hospital and in their private
houses. We shall try to do what we can so that they would find the way to
salvation if the Lord calls them, or that they would live better lives if they
were cured. So that this holy Institute can help also in the countryside, the
charity of the holy Founder wanted the Sisters, if they were called to help in
the Missions, to teach Christian doctrine to the women and girls, and reap
the fruits of the holy Missions.”
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In this text, the two attitudes which inspire and always characterize the
life of Magdalene, can clearly be seen: a profound humility, which makes
her feel inadequate and in need of the support and experience of others,
but at the same time, great determination in working towards the goal no
matter how difficult it is, when she is convinced that it is the will of God.
Moreover, it seems clear that her choice of service to neighbour does not
stop at mere assistance, but aims to lead to conversion of life, and a greater
understanding of the wonder of God’s love for us.
In this perspective, we can understand why the many difficulties could
not stop Magdalene, even though her first attempt to move to stay with
her girls in San Zeno was obstructed by the opposition of her family. “Most
afflicted, but above all, oppressed”, helped only by intense prayer,
Magdalene for a second time, put herself under the guidance of a priest
whom she had just come to know, Msgr. Pacetti, through a letter dated 19
August 1805 in which she explained how she was hoping to plan her new
life. With the help of Fr. De Vecchi she would have revealed her vocation to
her family. Then after overcoming the financial problem, she would go with
her new companion, to stay “in the house where I have gathered these girls
whom you know, together with one or more companions, who have a
similar vocation, wanting only to see to the education of these girls.”
Besides this, she would have added the education of poor girls who come
during the day. We would regulate “our life with the time-table, those
methods of prayer, of silence and recollection and the exercise of interior
virtues, required by the Rules of St. Vincent de Paul… Dressed as we are, we
will take very good care of the girls – both the boarders as well as the day
students,” putting on hold the other initiatives till later. (Epistolario, II/1,
pp. 7-12)
Her project therefore is enriched by a new element – the delimitation of
the fields of work, with more modest objectives, at least for the time being,
in comparison to the Vincentian style of availability, open to respond to any
request of the place and time.
Finally in 1808 in the ex-monastery of St. Joseph and St. Fidenzio, a part
of Magdalene’s dream could be fulfilled and she succeeded to begin living
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in community with “her” girls, their teachers and a collaborator in this
service, Leopoldina Naudet, who arrived with her companions and their
considerable experience in the educational field. Obviously, it was
necessary to find a modus vivendi, and following the advice of Msgr.
Pacetti, Magdalene wrote the first regulation for internal life, while leaving
Leopoldina the direction of the Institute. Once more, humility prevailed, in
spite of her feeling of uneasiness and the lack of a complete uniformity of
views.
An undated text, kept in the Canossian Archives in Rome (Plan B7-7,
published in Epistolario, II/2, pp. 1420-1421) is of great interest. It is
entitled Plan of the Congregation of the Sisters of Charity for the city N.N.,
evidently meant to serve as a sample for other foundations. In it the need
for nursing care is emphasized. “Many pious persons, aware of the
ignorance of the people, the lack of schools for girls in the city… and seeing
that the sick women of the city, and the hospitals are being neglected,
desire to found a Congregation of Charity to respond to these spiritual
needs. In order to succeed, they propose to come together to live in the
same House, under the direction of a superior chosen from among them,
observing a rule of life approved by the Ecclesiastical Superiors, and to
observe celibacy so as to be totally dedicated to the service of their
neighbours. They also saw the need for teachers who were prepared and
of charity schools both in the house and in the parishes “for all the poor
and vagabond girls”, to teach them “to read and write,to explain the
meaning of Christian Doctrine to them. They will educate the students in
good behaviour and to love their holy Catholic Religion. They will teach
them the kinds of work suitable for the state of life of each one of them.”
Magdalene paid special attention to moral formation, and not merely
cultural formation of the teachers. In this plan, Magdalene also specified
the kind of activities for the sick: “Some will make beds and perform other
corporal services, others will give the sick all the spiritual help they are
capable of giving.” She also projected visits to the homes of the sick, the
possibility of extending this service in the countryside and to respond
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positively to eventual appeals of the ecclesiastical authorities to run
institutions for orphans or even hospitals for the sick.
Some undated notes have also been kept and catalogued as B1-1
(Epistolario, II/2, pg. 1401), where Magdalene already referred to Jesus
Crucified as the model for the virtues to be practised by the Daughters of
Charity. The needs that have been highlighted make the range of action
clearer. She speaks about the instruction and care of the poor youth of the
city and countryside, instruction to poor adult women, assistance to poor
women in hospitals, helping ladies of the upper classes to be good guides to
their children, their servants and active in works of charity even in villages,
in support of the activities of the country Teachers.

3] The Unabridged Rule of the Daughters of Charity
A. The stages in the formulation and approbation of the rules
by the civil and ecclesiastical authorities
In 1812 Magdalene dictated the first draft of the rule, known as the
Unabridged Rule or long Rules, as distinct from the abbreviated version
approved by the Pope in 1828 (Rss, Part 1, pp. 18-255). The text, submitted
by Magdalene following the advice of her confessor, Father Marino da
Cadore, was polished and reviewed in three successive years, with the help
of her secretary Elena Bernardi. After her meeting with the Pope and
following his invitation to send the Rules to Rome for approval, Magdalene
sent the final text in September 1815, to Pacetti who helped to send it to
Rome.
The positive opinion of the Holy Father encouraged Magdalene to take
the necessary steps to obtain the formal approval of the diocesan bishops
and political authority. Already in 1817, she had sent the Plans of the
Institute to the Patriarch of Venice, Franco Maria Milesi, and to the Bishop
of Verona, Innocenzo Liruti. This was followed by a difficult moment when
the decree of Spalato of 17 May 1818, restored many religious orders,
suppressed by Napoleon. This made Magdalene fearful regarding the
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houses of Verona and Venice, both of which were ex-monasteries.
Fortunately, the Institute of the Daughters of Charity was included among
those to be retained as they were useful to humanity.
The lengthy bureaucratic process was slow. In August 1818 the Plan was
handed to the Bishop of Milan, Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1816-1846) and
between September and October the Bishops of Venice and Verona sent
their request to the Hapsburg government to obtain their formal approval
of the Institute in their respective dioceses. On 23 February 1819, Emperor
Francesco I, in a private audience in Venice, praised the Plan and gave the
assurance of having already signed the papers. However, the formal decree
of approbation by the government, dated 18 February, was communicated
by Governor Göss to the Patriarch of Venice only on 11 April and to the
Bishop of Verona on 17 May. Both of them quickly saw to the canonical
erection of the Institute: Msgr. Milesi on 8 June for the house of St. Lucy
after having approved the Rules as well, and Bishop Liruti on 26 June for St.
Joseph’s. During the ceremony in Verona, 12 Daughters put on the habit
which the Sisters in Venice had already been wearing for two years.
It was only after the two official erections have been completed, that
the Patriarch and Bishop succeeded to get the Venetian Government to let
go of some of the restrictive conditions, imposed by the authorities when
the decree of approbation was given and which were found unacceptable
by the Foundress.
In Milan instead, the General Government of Lombardy proved to be
less accommodating. It asked for further details and re-proposed
modifications. In order to overcome this difficult obstacle, Archbishop
Gaistruck convinced Magdalene to add an appendix, which would satisfy
some of the requirements. Thanks to this solution, the Rules were finally
approved on 19 July 1820 by the civil authorities and the Archbishop could
affix his signature on 29 July. It was not possible to obtain immediately the
canonical erection, because the Institute did not possess any property yet
in Milan. And it was only granted on 10 September 1823 after obtaining the
Certosina in Via della Chiusa.
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Only the approval of the Holy See was missing. But it took eight years
more and a journey to Rome by Magdalene to unblock the state of
deadlock. The Marchioness was advised to present a synthesized normative
version of the Rules, which she draftedwith the help of Cristina Pilotti. On
23 December 1828 she finallyobtained the definitive approval of Pope Leo
XII, after getting the positive opinion of a specially constituted Commission.
B. The Format of the Rule
The text, approved by the Church in 1828, has remained in the Institute
as a normative point of reference. In the years 1978-1981, urged by the
Church to review the Rule so as to adapt it according to the spirit of Vatican
Council II, without sacrificing its specific identity, the Canossian Institute
formulated the new Rule of Life, which was approved on 23 December
1981. Some modifications of the text required by the new Code of Canon
Law, have been approved in 1990.
In any case, the long Rules, which the Foundress considered important
because of their formative aspects, which she mentioned even in her last
wishes, remain still a fundamental reference for formation today. In 1978
and 1983, the signed copy of Milan (1820) was sent for printing. The
manuscript copy, which was signed by Magdalene at different points, but
written by Don Roberto Rudoni, the secretary of Msgr. Gaistruck and
countersigned by the same archbishop, is conserved in the Archive of the
General House in Rome. These editions have been published under the title
of Rules of the Institute of the Daughters of Charity, Unabridged Text –
Milanese manuscript. The text of 1820 was published together with a part
of the Rule taken from an earlier manuscript, which takes into
consideration the “virtues of the Institute”, and the “roles”. The text of
1820, preceded by a Preface from Magdalene “To the Daughters of Charity,
Servants of the Poor”, is made up of two basic parts: “Internal Discipline”
and “Discipline for carrying out the five Branches of Charity exercised by
the Institute.”
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Preface
The Preface is very important to help us understand the spirituality which
the Foundress hopes will guide the choices, the community life and the
different activities of the Daughters of Charity. Magdalene addresses her
“dear Sisters” as if she was writing to them, reminding them that their
specific vocation is such a great grace as to spur them to make every
attempt to understand well the aim and assimilate the spirit of the
Institute, “so as to be imbibed in it” and then work with a generous and
constant heart.
Since all the Institutes have “the assiduous contemplation of the life and
passion of Jesus Christ or a more perfect imitation of His life in their Holy
Institutions”, this Institute would be off the path if it had a different aim.
But the specific nature of her Institute goes beyond this. “It is true that, in
considering our name: Daughters of Charity, Servants of the Poor, it would
seem, and in effect it is, that our principal aim should be the fulfilment of
the two great Precepts of Charity: to love God with all our heart and our
neighbour as ourselves for the love of God. Since God Himself is Charity,
being His children, we owe Him a reverent, tender, filial love, and as
Servants of the Poor, we owe them our attention, labour, care and
thoughts. However, the fulfilment of these two Precepts is not the entire
scope of this Institute; it involves more: to fulfill them by reproducing, as
far as is granted to us poor creatures, the Holy Life of Our Lord Jesus Christ,
imitating Him in the interior and exterior virtues of which He deigned to
give us a particular example, by leading even ourselves a submitted,
humble and hidden life, totally engaged in looking for the Divine Glory and
the salvation of Souls.” The premise is therefore that Inspice et fac which
has guided Magdalene to the discovery of God’s plan for her.
Immediately after that, she indicates the virtues that the contemplation
of Christ Crucified would lead to. “It means animating all our actions and
work with the Spirit of Jesus Christ, a spirit of charity, gentleness, meekness
and humility, a spirit of zeal and fortitude, a most amiable, most generous
and most patient spirit. In order to achieve these things, here are the
objectives contemplated in the Institute: the particular sanctification of
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each individual Sister and the constant exercise of the works of charity.”
Aware that she is proposing a most perfect model, Magdalene invites
her Sisters not to be frightened, and to trust in the mercy of “that God who
always chooses the weakest and most unsuitable instruments in order to
confound the wise and the strong.” While acknowledging their own
weakness, they need to have a total trust in Him, and commit themselves
to give of their best. In these words we hear the echo of the long spiritual
search of Magdalene, who had to pass through doubts, uncertainties, and
the feeling of inadequacy which brought her to a trusting abandonment in
God alone and in his will.
She then adds that it is her duty to make known “who it was that
obtained the carrying out of this work from the Lord and who has directed
it up to now. It is Our Lady of Sorrows who was constituted Mother of
Charity under the Cross when, at the words of her dying Divine Son, she
gathered all of us, sinners though we are, to her heart. I beg all of you to
regard her always as your one and only Mother, as a duty of justice, truth,
gratitude and humble, devout affection.”
After the invitation to console the sorrows of Mary with the holiness of
their life, Magdalene concludes by explaining the meaning and aim of the
Rule. “You will find these Rules divided and so to speak, applied to the
virtues of which our Great Model gave us a special example on the Cross, in
order to render it easier and clearer for you to carry out the two great
Precepts of Charity according to the Spirit and imitation of Jesus Christ
Crucified.” That is why the Rules are divided into two main groups – rules to
help the Sisters live as well as they can, charity towards God and those that
refer to charity towards neighbour.
Internal Discipline
In the part referring to Charity towards God, some fundamental points
that always keep in mind the great model, Jesus Crucified, are proposed:
the practice of mental prayer of the heart, an exercise which leads to
knowing the Lord better and thus be enkindled more and more with
love for Him. Moreover, it mentions all that enriches the spiritual life:
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community prayer, daily Mass, spiritualreading, confession and
communion, spiritual exercises, interior recollection;
obedience, that is, the sacrifice of one’s own will, like Christ who
accepted his self-sacrifice;
humility, that is, the capacity to acknowledge oneself as “the least of
all”, accepting any service without boasting;
poverty, the strictest, according to the example of Jesus Crucified,
who “on the cross was stripped of everything, except his love”. This
presupposes a common life where everything is received through the
charity of the house, even the habit which is “uniform, modest and
humble”. So as to ensure that every form of activity be gratuitous, it
is necessary to fix a sum as dowry, according to the custom and
circumstances of that time, thus guaranteeing the annual
maintenance of the daughter, even though it is reduced to what is
strictly necessary.
Charity towards neighbour
“Among all the virtues practised by Jesus Crucified on the Cross, His love for
us who are poor, miserable sinners, shines out in a special way.” Thus, the
Sisters are given the main Branches so as to put into practice the second
precept of Charity:





the charity schools;
assistance in the Christian Doctrine classes in the parishes;

visit to the sick women in hospitals.
The charity schools will be open gratuitously to poor girls “to whom,
with the holy fear of God, will be taught the duties of our Holy Religion,
how to read, following the usual method, and some work suited to their
family conditions, customs and the products of their respective regions.” If
possible, reading and Christian Doctrine will be taught also to other girls
who cannot attend the school. In any case, the objective is that of “making
them capable of being useful to their poor families,” with a minimum of
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preparation, which could include, if the circumstances allow it, teaching
them how to read and write, to keep accounts and write some ordinary
letters.
On Sundays, the Sisters will accompany the school girls to the Christian
Doctrine schools in the parishes, where they will give their help according
to the requests of those who are in charge. However, they are not to take
up responsibilities “in which they have to command others.”
Finally, as an exercise of patience and mortification, the Sisters “will visit
the sick women in the hospitals in order to instruct, comfort and assist
them, with love, patience and charity, as if they were really serving the
person of Jesus Christ Himself.”
In concluding this part, Magdalene recommends in a special way, “the
most perfect” fraternal charity, because she considers it inconceivable to
have chosen to imitate Jesus Crucified and then neglect the precept for
which He “chose to die” on the cross (Unabridged Rule, pg. 52). Therefore
“mutual understanding, acceptance and universal affection without
distinction” are essential.
As we can see, Magdalene, in her choice to instruct, comfort and assist
through service given freely without being in authority, patience,
mortification and love, gives much attention to the promotion of the
person. If her Daughters have the ultimate aim of accompanying girls and
women, especially those who are less fortunate, to discover the love of God
and to see him in their brothers and sisters, they must know how to offer
them the necessary means. Above all, they need to give them the
possibility of acquiring dignity and the capacity to choose, through a basic
education and religious instruction, and subsequently learn how to discover
the meaning of suffering. But the essential precondition can only be that of
having relationships of fraternal love within the community, so as to
prepare themselves for the ministries of charity and to be able to work
serenely outside.
After setting down the general norms, the Foundress continues to give
the regulations (Regulations for the management of the house) so that the
internal life of the house will be managed in such a way as to facilitate the
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practice of the virtues mentioned above. Novices are to be received
without regard for their “origin, Country or social standing.” Duties will be
distributed according to their ability and physical strength. Other
considerations include: reasons for deciding if they are not suitable for the
religious life, the duration of the novitiate, and the cases for which the
Institute may send away the persons found to be not suitable.
The vows of the Institute
Magdalene, who did not take the vow of poverty (for fear of not living it
fully, having to deal with many economic matters), did not want to impose
permanent and solemn ties. But this does not imply less commitment.
In fact, even though the Daughters of Charity have moved away from
traditional forms of religious life, they belong to a “regular Institute in many
ways. The individuals who belong to it must observe religious life all the
time they have the vocation to persevere in it. This is because it is an
institute which requires great perfection from its members and the work
they do. Now the principal means to religious perfection lie in the three
vows of chastity, poverty and obedience. But as an institute of the
Daughters of Charity is not, and cannot be, a cloistered Institute, the Sisters
will take the three simple vows for the time they will remain in their
vocation.”
The vow of chastity
This vow is necessary first of all, because the Daughters have to guide and
instruct their neighbour on the way to salvation. Consequently they have a
duty similar to that of the angels and “need to have an angelic heart and an
angelic state of life, as virgins are called the angels of the earth.” But
besides this, their specific vocation calls for “a total interior and exterior
detachment from everything that is not God in order to dedicate all their
time, care and thoughts to the Divine Glory.” They must see that all they
are and have are totally and solely dedicated to God. The theological
motivation behind this is the imitation of Christ, who willed to be born of a
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Virgin, live as a virgin and die in between His Mother and St. John, who was
also a virgin.
The vow of poverty
As the foundation of the Institute is the imitation of Christ Crucified,
they must profess strict poverty. “It is enough to fix one’s gaze on Him for a
few moments to see that on the Cross He lacked not only the superfluous
but even all the absolute necessities. No matter how little the Daughters of
Charity penetrate the mystery of the Cross, they will see that even the
strictest poverty they might practise will always be a game and nothing
compared to that of the Crucified.”
This “principal” virtue is an absolutely necessary condition for those who
want to dedicate themselves completely to the works of charity.
The first kind of poverty must be that of the spirit, which is attained by
dedicating every thought, every action in one’s ministry, every instant of
one’s life to God alone. This is the only way to obtain happiness. Regarding
the external practice of poverty, the Sisters can neither own, nor receive
nor give, nor buy nor lend anything without the permission of the superior.
Their clothing and the furniture of the house “must reflect Holy Poverty.”
Even if they were to lack what is necessary, they should rejoice and
celebrate, as they would be closer to the Kingdom of God and be able to
witness that very often, the poor, whose servants they are, live in worse
conditions.
The choice of leaving everything to follow the Lord must be lived
without being ashamed or wanting to be pitied. They know that “if they are
faithful to their vocation, not loving, not wanting and not looking for
anything but God alone, if they are stripped of every affection and care for
earthly things, if they have kept their heart near their treasure in heaven,”
at their death they will find true spiritual wealth, happiness and peace.
The vow of obedience
“As the life of the Daughters of Charity must be, as the rules say, a
perfect holocaust, the best part of the sacrifice would be missing if the
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offering of one’s own will does not enter into it. This is precisely what one
offers with the vow of obedience.” The imitation of Christ, which is the
basis of the Institute, would not be perfect, if they were not to imitate him
who made himself obedient unto death on the cross.
There are different degrees of poverty. The first is simply that of carrying
out what has been commanded. The second calls for the submission of the
intellect to the command. Lastly, the most perfect is that of the will,
consisting in uniting one’s own will to that of the Superiors.” According to
Magdalene, obedience must be lived “in the spirit of faith”, seeing God in
the one who commands. Moreover, it has to be prompt, simple, trusting,
loving, universal, that is, extended from the superior to the companions
who have been chosen to assume some responsibilities and includes all the
rules of the Institute, at any time, in every place and on every occasion.
After having dealt with the deep significance of each of the vows,
Magdalene dictates some practical norms, stressing first of all on the union
among the different houses. These should be united by bonds of love and
solidarity. They should keep in contact with one another through letters
and exchange Sisters when the need arises.
Passing on then to the internal management of the houses, six main
offices are listed: the superior, the vice-superior or assistant, the NoviceMistress, and three Sisters in charge respectively of the hospital, Christian
Doctrine and schools. Magdalene emphasizes on the importance of the
choice of a superior who is capable and motivated, through voting by all the
Sisters.
Magdalene takes up again the topic of the novices, telling the Sisters not
to be “blinded by the foolish desire of growing in numbers,” but making
sure instead to look for persons who are truly called by God with an
authentic vocation, accepting even widows as long as their conduct and
way of life have been good. She therefore finds it necessary to indicate the
different phases and ways of receiving the novices, preparing them and
finally accepting them.
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Directives for the carrying out of the five Branches of Charity
practised in the Institute.
The second part of the Rule, is entirely dedicated to dealing with the
Branches to which the Daughters of Charity must dedicate themselves. To
the three Branches mentioned in the first part, that is, the Schools,
Christian Doctrine and the Hospital, are added Country Teachers and
Spiritual Exercises for Ladies.
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Rules for the Schools
Magdalene, in dealing with the schools of charity, does not hide the
difficulties, as they “demand the continual sacrifice of the whole person
and a constant exercise of charity and patience with the girls and the young
people. Very often, these are not only rough, ignorant and very poor… but
also brought up in the streets without any moral principles or discipline.”
Hence, the Sisters “in order to restrain them, will have to suffer toils,
insults, reproofs, maltreatment and sometimes even calumnies.” In spite
of all this, with great foresight, as the education of girls of every social class
was still neglected, she affirms: “This however, is the harvest which costs
the most, but that yields more fruit, since the conduct of one’s whole life
depends on the education received.”
With the conviction that whoever welcomes those girls in the name of
Jesus, welcomes Jesus himself, she prepares them little by little to know
Christ “since He is not loved because He is not known.” She does this while
at the same time, giving these girls “particular attentions so that they
succeed in being capable and can even excel in their work. On the contrary,
one of the most opportune means of keeping the poor far away from
offending God is that of giving them the opportunity of earning their bread
honourably.”
This is followed by many detailed rules which show the importance
given to this first essential Branch. What we find outstanding in the norms,
is Magdalene’s capacity and wisdom to take into consideration the needs of
the girls, who should feel themselves respected so as to learn to respect
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themselves and the place where they are living. Theoretical lessons will
alternate with manual work, including housework and sewing, which are
useful for managing a house. But education is more than that. They must
“try to guide them to a way of thinking which is upright and logical,”
starting from their own experience, making sure that there is harmonious
relationship among themselves and that they feel loved. We find
recommendations which anticipate our modern pedagogy, like that of
studying the temperament and character of the girls so as to personalize
the way of teaching them, to treat them warmly and affectionately, or to
correct them with discretion, without beating them, and “never out of the
impetus of passion but only having in view the greater spiritual good and
benefit of the girls themselves.” They must also make themselves available,
know how to listen, receive what the girls tell them in confidence, and their
requests for advice and help.
We find another modern element which is extraordinary, inan era
characterized by an often extreme form of piety. Some ofthe rules
regarding religious instruction encourage moderation and prudent
guidance towards a style of life rather than external practices. “Help them
to understand that the real way of making a novena fruitfully is to practise
the virtues of their state of life,especially in their families, and to love their
work.” Pedagogically, it is important to help them to understand also the
difference between devotion and superstition, and “to enlighten and
inform the girls of whatever is foolish and evil,” ensuring that they do not
carry with them books, papers and the like, or even holy things which are
superstitious.”
Rules for Christian Doctrine
Christian Doctrine schools, held on Sundays in the parishes, are
forerunners of today’s parish catechesis. They were started by St. Charles
Borromeo in the 15th century, but became widespread above all, after the
Council of Trent, particularly in Northern Italy. They were for children and
adults and mainly run by lay teachers. However, they were not found
everywhere and were sometimes limited to rote learning. Magdalene was
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aware of its importance, provided they were run efficiently and with
qualified teachers. It could naturally complement the instruction given to
the girls in her schools and could be an important service for the Daughters
of Charity, since “there could not be a greater act of charity towards our
neighbours than that of helping them to love God.” Even catechesis must
not be superficial or aimed at mere knowledge. But it should build up a
solid personality and help the person in making choices for life.
Magdalene recommends gentleness and the spirit of service in relating
to the parish priests and those responsible for the schools, without
however, losing their own autonomy. With regard to the contents, they
should follow the system and use the catechism of their respective
dioceses. But they should not be satisfied with the recitation of the
formula, but should “explain according to their capacity… the meaning of
what they are literally saying” with simplicity and respect, aware of being
“poor women meant not to preach, but to break the bread for the
children.” The Sisters must be enthusiastic and full of the Spirit of the Lord,
so as to draw the girls to understand the beauty of the Christian calling:
“Help them love the Grace of the Lord.”
Just as for the charity schools, even in this case, the work of the Sisters
has meaning and will succeed only if they are profoundly motivated, have a
solid preparation and above all, a tireless strength to love, coming from a
deep faith.
Rules for the Hospital
According to Magdalene, “too much would be lacking in an Institute that
enjoys bearing the name of Charity and that tries to practise this in many
ways, if it lacked this special exercise of visiting and assisting the sick in
hospital, as these people are in such a pitiable situation and in great need
of comfort.” In a broad vision, she emphasizes how the work of the Sisters
embraces the whole life span of the woman, from receiving and educating
the girls in their infancy to accompanying and guiding them in adolescence
and adulthood towards the fear of God, and proper conduct in their life till
its completion by offering comfort to the suffering and dying. We have to
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take into consideration that at the beginning of the 19th century, only the
very poor and abandoned among the sick women, were hospitalized.
In this kind of service, which is humanly repugnant, a more ardent
charity can only be sustained by the conviction that the Lord considers as
done to himself whatever is done for his poor. The superior must select
very carefully the Sister in charge of this sector as she has to coordinate the
service of the Sisters in the hospital.
Magdalene recommends gentleness, polite ways, prudence and tact in
giving advice, patience in bearing up even with the reproaches of the sick
women and the staff of the hospital. They must avoid having excessive
confidence in anyone and follow all the Rules of the hospital, even those
that they cannot understand.
Rules for the Country Teachers
Magdalene, always ahead of her time, decides to initiate a daring
innovation in education, by proposing to maximize the existing human
resources found in less accessible areas like the countryside, that they may
be leaven. She conceived the idea of “a kind of residential course” to be
given within a certain period of time, in the houses of the Institute, to
prepare some virgins or widows from the rural areas, so that they can
return to their villages and families to give the same dedicated services in
education, religious instruction and assistance as the Sisters. This initiative,
which could have seemed impossible or too difficult, “or give too much
distraction to the house”, resulted from the necessity of not neglecting the
needs of the very poor rural areas.
According to a method, which even the future teachers’ training colleges
opened only in the middle of the century, would adopt, Magdalene
suggests to alternate hours of instruction with hours for teaching practice
during the lessons of the charity school. In this way the trainees are
gradually given the responsibility to explain, to lead prayers and to
accompany the pupils to Mass and to Christian Doctrine, and even in visits
to the hospital.
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The superior will choose a teacher and an assistant, who possibly should
be one born in the countryside, to prepare the future teachers. With regard
to the type of preparation, even in this sector, Magdalene shows profound
wisdom and tact. She proposes that the first month should be used to get
to know and understand the newly arrived trainees, so as to work out a
method of personalized training, adapted to their needs and to the place
they come from.
Some norms are related to the preoccupation for the health of persons
used to living in the open, for which she prescribes time for recreation and
adequate food. Even the visits to the hospital, are meant not only to give
them a powerful experience, so that “they will have some idea of the sick
and the dying,” but also give them the opportunity to have some physical
exercise, for by walking “they keep themselves fit and get some fresh air.”
These are little attentions given to persons who, having been enriched,
motivated and prepared to put themselves at the service of the local needs,
will be a great asset to the districts they will return to.
Naturally, the most important step is that of seeing that they get to
know Christ and his love for us, “seeking to help them to love Jesus and to
lead a life like His.” For this, Magdalene does not hesitate to propose her
vision of faith that sees to the essential, inviting the future Teachers to give
up “certain spiritual comforts” which oftentimes only satisfy self-love and
cause them to waste time. She also advises them not to go too frequently
to confessors “for spiritual talks, doubts about prayer and the like, since the
Kingdom of God does not consist in words, but in acts of virtue.”
The preparation to teach Christian Doctrine requires special in-depth
study, which also includes “a brief historical idea of the natural law, both
the one that is written and that of Grace,” and the battle against
superstitions that are most widespread in the rural areas, like that of
“regarding some old women as witches, performing mad, superstitious
practices in order to recognize and find them out, believing children to be
bewitched, making the sign of the cross in order to stop the birds in the air,
having one’s fortune told by gypsies and the like.” They must also make
sure that when the Teachers return home, they will not feel themselves
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superior to the others because they have been educated. They should
instead be aware that they have been prepared to know what to say and
what to do as they dedicate themselves to serve others.
Finally, Magdalene advises the Sisters to provide these girls with books
that are necessary and useful for their work when they return home. She
has a particular attention for “good literature”. At a time in which reading
was not encouraged not even for the young women of well-to-do families,
Magdalene sees how important it is and provides books also for the girls
who have left the charity school.
Rules for the Spiritual Exercises of the Noble Ladies
After seeing to the various needs of the poor, Magdalene cannot forget
the particular poverty of the society she comes from. Thus, she wants “to
help even the ladies of this class” so that they will become collaborators in
spreading the Divine Glory. The means she finds most suitable is that of
organizing for them twice a year Spiritual Exercises, conducted by some
gifted and prudent priest in a part of the house separated from the
community.
Magdalene, a daughter of the world of the noble ladies, explains how it
should not be surprising for an Institution dedicated to the service of the
poor to take on also such a kind of commitment. They must not think or act
in any way as to get any advantage for the Institute “which being started
and sustained by God alone, needs nothing else to better establish itself
than to be stripped more and more of everything that is not God. It is to
lean solely on God, abhorring and fleeing from all that can turn, even for a
moment, the trust that they should have only in God, to creatures.”
The Exercises should be directed by a priest, who is zealous and capable.
The Sisters will see to providing hospitality, “out of pure love and for the
honour of God,” seeing to every material need and facilitating the carrying
out of the services and religious practices programmed for each day.
The superior will choose some Sisters who are “more capable because of
their piety, prudence, culture and dexterity,” and if she cannot find anyone
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to assist the ladies in the practices of the Spiritual Exercises, she will do it
herself.
Magdalene, who knows very well the palaces of the nobility, stresses in
a special way the duties of these mistresses of the house to be guides not
only for their families, but also for the maids and servants. They must teach
them to behave in a respectful and dignified way, not allow them to
blaspheme, frequent the taverns and do other dangerous things, and avoid
giving them occasions to fall into temptations, such as leaving money
unattended. At the same time, they have to be aware of their own duty to
treat them justly, ensuring that the salary be that which has been agreed
upon, and that the foodstuffs they hand out to them be of a good quality.
They should be the first to give the example of dressing modestly and
speaking with veneration to the priests.
In the same way, they must take care that the farmers live in the holy
fear of God and safeguard the dignity of the women who work in their
farms.
Speaking of alms, Magdalene tells her Daughters that they must
absolutely avoid mentioning the needs of the Institute. “Tell them instead
of the needs of the poor farmers, who often have no access to doctors,
Christian surgeons, medicines…”
Magdalene expresses her concern that among the various Branches of
the Institute, this could be the most dangerous for her Daughters who have
chosen to practise poverty, “since this is perhaps the only one, in which
worldly appearances could blind and influence them…” But she concludes
with a wise consideration, in line with the illuminist theories of her time.
“Besides the great internal and external aim of their Institute, let the Sisters
always keep before them, the thought that in a short time, the ashes of
these Ladies will get mixed up with those of the Poor, and that the one and
only object, as has always been said, for which this Branch of Charity was
embraced by the Institute, is to make it easy for these Ladies to have the
means by which they can gain a place in the midst of the Poor in the
Heavenly Kingdom.”
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From the oldest Text of the Rule
The first part deals more generally and deeply with the virtues necessary
for the life of the Daughters of Charity, while the second deals with the
specific nature of the division of the roles.
The virtues being examined are humility, fraternal charity, mortification,
silence and external modesty.
Virtue of Humility
Magdalene insists on humility because it is the fundamental mental
attitude for looking at and evaluating every experience of each person and
of the Institute, in the awareness that one’s vocation is a gratuitous gift and
the results of one’s efforts do not depend on our capacity but on the
goodness of God. “We are four poor women, the last to be called into the
Church of God, without learning and without lustre, and only with the
name of Servants of the Poor, not yet worthy to be called Servants of God.”
They must not think that humility brings “humiliation and delay in the
service of God,” for trusting only in Him, one works harder and obtains His
help. They must have a modest attitude, especially before the poor and
even when they are treated roughly and rudely by them, because the
Sisters must not forget that they are their masters. They must be ready to
accept any treatment, even ill-treatment and reproaches from the poor
“for the love of God who accepts us even when we are ungrateful and
miserable sinners.”
Virtue of Fraternal Charity
Magdalene deals at length with fraternal charity within the community,
as this virtue is essential for the Sisters to work serenely and effectively
outside. In fact, any division among the Sisters will only bring “affliction… of
the Holy Spirit, who will deprive them of his gentleness and sweetness,
which are in the first place, fruits of charity. Likewise little by little, they will
be deprived of the spirit of fervour and by making themselves ever more
unworthy of the gift of vocation, they will be reduced to skeletons or
spectres of charity, without merit before God and without doing any good
to their neighbours.”
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These are very hard words, which warn of the danger of pure activism
without a soul, and to which is added an advice which is just as harsh: that
of dismissing a Sister who wants “to be separated from the Sisters in her
heart and is a cause of division among the others.” Once again, they are to
look at the Divine Model who in a solemn moment like that of the
institution of the Eucharist, commanded His Apostles to love one another
as He has loved them. “All the Sisters must be of one heart and one will.
They must love one another sincerely without any distinction, each one
wanting what the other desires and not wanting what displeases the
other,” even if there are some coming from different countries or from
nations contrary to one another, “since all are equally daughters of the
Heavenly Father.” In this regard, Magdalene has some very wonderful
words which have great foresight and are extraordinary as they come from
a woman living in times of sharp contrasts. “Charity knows no other
countries or boundaries except those that lead from the imperfect practice
of Charity here on earth to the perfect exercise of it in heaven.” She further
adds: “Regarding the way of loving one another, let the Sisters observe the
way in which Jesus Christ loved the Apostles. He loved them although they
were ignorant, full of defects, rough, poor and timid. If we look then at how
much He has loved us, we discover besides, that He loved us even though
we were ungrateful.”
This is followed by counsels, which have lots of common sense and
balance, about the way of treating Sisters, especially those who are infirm,
the aged, the girls and women who are being assisted. There are also
recommendations to be careful in keeping alive the bond of love even after
death, by offering prayers and works of charity for the departed.
Magdalene herself is aware that her prolonged insistence on fraternal
charity is rather unusual when compared to other Rules. She explains: “The
name of charity which they bear, and the exercise of charity towards their
Neighbours, which is the special reason for their union, demands the most
perfect charity even among themselves.” Quoting the words of St. John the
Apostle, she concludes: “If the Daughters of Charity will have mutual
charity among them, the Lord who has said: where two or three are
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gathered in His name, He is in the midst of them, living among them with
His grace, will make them produce abundant fruits in the other external
Branches of Charity for the Glory of His Divine Majesty and for the good of
our Neighbours.”
The Virtue of Mortification
This virtue is necessary for every Christian who wants to imitate Jesus. It
is all the more indispensable for the Daughters of Charity, who have chosen
to imitate Christ Crucified. But what do we mean by mortification? The
explanation is found in the word itself, which means to give death, “and
death is inflicted on a person who is alive.” Since man by his rebellion has
reawakened in his soul all the passions and subjected his body to sin,
mortification helps to subject these passions to the Cross and to subdue
the body into servitude, restoring beauty to the soul. There are two
aspects: external mortification of the body or internal mortification of the
passions. With great wisdom, the Foundress upholds that the exercise of
the different Branches of Charity is already a continual exercise of external
mortification, which demands good health and physical strength. Thus she
does not impose anything, while not forbidding some forms of
mortification which will lead more to the weakening of pride rather than
the body, with the advice to accompany them “with a sincere internal
spirit.”
Like St. Francis de Sales, she says that the Sisters need not worry about
inventing clamorous mortifications, since those that present themselves
from time to time, in connection with their vocation and their community
living, are sufficient. She gives the example of maintaining “an
imperturbable stability of humour” when little occasions for suffering arise,
in their relationship among themselves and with the girls, in the hospital or
in the parish. These little acts which often go unnoticed, are more pleasing
to God and “much more meritorious than certain great and short-lived
penances, which often swell those who practise them with pride and selflove, instead of making them holy.”
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Instead, much more important is internal mortification, which consists in
knowing how to subdue “all the wrong movements of their passions…
killing within themselves all their inclinations, their own will and every
satisfaction of self-love, in order to have only God living in themselves.”
The Virtue of Silence and External Modesty
Silence is necessary for preserving in our hearts the holy love of God and
for nourishing a life of prayer and recollection. The interior of the house of
the Daughters of Charity must breathe an atmosphere of recollection, quiet
and tranquillity everywhere, since the real spirit of a Daughter of Charity
must be that of a hermit in the house and that of an apostle outside.”
According to Magdalene, when a Daughter needs to speak, she must follow
the seven conditions given by St. Ambrose: consider what she has to say,
the aim and the intention, the person she is speaking to, the length of time
she has for speaking, the tone of voice, which should be “humble and low,”
the attitude, which means speaking “with a serene expression, gentleness
of manner and meekness of heart,” and lastly “not to speak with
affectation in order to appear wise or well-versed or to look for elegant
expressions.” St. Ambrose also explains that good conversation must be
simple like water, which is good because it “does not have any taste or
smell.”
External modesty must accompany silence, as it is necessary for
everyone to be dignified, especially for women and consecrated women,
who, being like the angels in the virginal state, must imitate them in the
modest way in which they always appeared among people.
The Roles
The last part of the oldest text deals with how the various
responsibilities are being subdivided for the smooth running of every
house. The first are the more important responsibilities like that of the
superior and vice-superior, the mistress of the novices, the three Sisters
responsible for the hospital, for Christian Doctrine and for the schools.
These are followed by the more practical duties for the management of the
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individual sectors, entrusted to the cellarer, the portress, the Sister in
charge of the linen room, the cook, the sacristan and the nurse. Magdalene
gives all of them advice, exhortations and precise norms to follow, always
suggesting to them to do everything with much love.
Conclusion
Magdalene finally comes to the conclusion and her words are very
touching. “These are your Rules, dear Sisters, Daughters of Charity.” She
seems to ask herself if she has been too exacting: the evil one could
insinuate that “the things asked of them are too many and the perfection
they are supposed to reach is too great.”However, she exhorts them to
consider how not everything is being asked of all of them, or at any one
moment, but only a sand when the opportunity presents itself. Moreover,
what is particularly important, as St. Augustine used to say, “is that all of
them love the Lord very, very much,” because, if there is love, the yoke of
the Lord will be light. “Love Him, and for the rest, do whatever you like,
because love embraces everything.” And love also the Rules “with which
the Lord has surrounded you in order to protect you. Obey them so as to
become holy.” She invites them to conserve and hand on the spirit of the
Institute to those who will come after them, in the hope of finding
themselves one day all united in Heaven. “May we, as Servants of the Poor
be welcomed into the Eternal Tabernacles, and as true Daughters of
Charity, enjoy the mercy promised to the merciful.”
Thus Magdalene bids farewell to her Daughters. After a long search, she
herself had to draw up the Rules which would guide her in actualizing her
dream: an Institute where the first and fundamental rule is love in all the
dimensions possible to women who are consecrated to the Source of love,
by dedication gall their energy to the glory of God-Love through service to
the least. Fraternal love and harmony, renunciation of self in the imitation
of Christ Crucified, surrender to God, and prayer are all pre-conditions for
educating and instructing girls, ladies, farming women and the sick, and
leading them to fall in love with God.
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Like her, only in this way can her Daughters attain the greatest serenity.
One of her most well-known and widely used expressions offers a synthesis
of her programme: “The Daughter of Charity must live as a poor person,
keep watch as a mother, be
radiant with happiness, and sleep as one who is very tired.”

4 Magdalene among the Saints in glory.
Canossian Mission in the World
After the death of Magdalene, the Institute came under the leadership
of Cristina Pilotti, who was her secretary and closest collaborator for a long
time. However, Cristina died a few months later, and she was succeeded by
Angela Bragato (1780-1848), who was one of the first Daughters of
Magdalene and already superior of the house in Trent.
Under her leadership, the Institute grew, with the opening of houses in
Cremona (1836), Brescia (1838), Crema (1840), Bassano (1842), Treviso
(1843), Monza (1844) and Rovato (1847), many of which were the result of
negotiations and contacts already begun by Magdalene. In the following
years followed the foundations of Como, Pavia, Chioggia and Lonato.
Following the example of Magdalene, who began her apostolate among
the poor and wanted charity to have no limits, in 1860 a group of
Daughters of Charity, left the community of Pavia, which had Msgr.
Ramazzotti, Founder of the Pontifical Institute of Foreign Missions, as
spiritual director, for Hong Kong. A few years later, they went to China
where they opened schools, boarding houses and orphanages and worked
there until 1949. Between the 19th and 20th centuries, the Canossian
Missionaries spread to Timor, India, Singapore and other countries in Asia
and then to all the continents. From the land of Africa came the splendid
figure of a Canossian in the person of Josephine Bakhita, who was from
Dafur, Sudan, sold as a slave to the Italian consul towards the end of the
19th century in Sudan. She was able to follow him back to Italy, where she
managed to obtain her freedom. Having met the Daughters of Charity in
Venice, she came to know the Christian faith and was baptized in 1890 with
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the name Josephine Margherita (taking the name of Margherita Rosmini).
She became a Canossian in 1896 in Verona and gave witness to her passion
as a missionary with simplicity and wisdom all her life.
The memory of Magdalene remained for a long time among her
contemporaries in San Zeno and Verona, where the fame of her holiness
spread very quickly after her death, but also among all those who have
known and appreciated her in the many years of the development of her
work.
This became evident through the numerous testimonies gathered thirty
years after her death, when the cause of her beatification was introduced
with a decree signed in 1877. On 6 January 1927, Pope Pius XI proclaimed
the heroicity of her virtues, and on 7 December 1941 (the day when the
Japanese attacked Pearl Harbour) Pius XII proclaimed her blessed, making
her an example of humility and charity, in clear contrast to the pride of the
nations and the inhumanity of war.
Magdalene was canonized by John Paul II on 2 October 1988. This same
Pope beatified Josephine Bakhita, the Daughter of Magdalene from Africa,
popularly known as “Mother Moretta” (the dark-skinned Mother) on 17
May 1992 and canonized her on 1 October 2000.
Some months after the canonization of Magdalene of Canossa, in April
1989, in a homily during the Eucharistic celebration in honour of the new
saint, Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini, who was then Archbishop of Milan,
highlighted the very deep spiritual roots of Magdalene’s work. “Reflecting
on the life of Magdalene of Canossa, we can single out two particular
aspects of the mystery of the Covenant. The first is the symbol and central
event of the new Covenant: the Cross: the second is its fundamental law of
Charity.”
From as far back as 1795, Magdalene has been living a profound
mystical experience which she has described in her Memoirs in these
words: “During holy week, while reading in a small meditation book the
verse: Inspice et fac secundum exemplar – look and do according to the
model which is shown to you – I experienced such a strong inner stirring
that it remained with me for several days. I felt urged to follow the
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Crucified Christ but without understanding anything in particular.” She saw
in the Crucified Christ the central event and symbol of the new covenant
between God and humanity.
This experience was renewed, some years later, when Magdalene was in
Venice, to found the second house of her Institute. “I had a similar
experience while I was at prayer. It was an intellectual enlightenment and it
was neither as intense nor as deep as before. I believe that it was then that
I looked to the virtues of Christ Crucified for inspiration to write the Rules of
the Daughters of Charity.” We find here a synthesis of the entire New
Covenant, which expresses the infinite love of God for the human person
and the deep communion of the human person with God, in Jesus Christ
Crucified, who inspires the action, life and activities of Magdalene of
Canossa.
From the contemplation of the mystery of the New Covenant,
Magdalene finds the law of charity fundamental for every person. This
impetus of charity is in fact, one of the first aspects she remembers of her
spiritual experience. She writes in her Memoirs: “The first thing I remember
is that when I was about fifteen, having recovered from a very serious
illness, and feeling totally strengthened in my resolution to remain in the
virginal state, I tried to practise charity in all possible ways.” It is not yet
a thematic insight, but a deep inner inclination, which, coming into contact
with Christ Crucified and enlightened by the Holy Spirit, will become for
Magdalene an intuition giving direction to her life and action.
Little by little, Magdalene’s charity will spread out to embrace all kinds
of suffering and pain, in all the situations of poverty which she will
encounter.
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APPENDIX Edited by the Canossian Institute
1 Canossians Today: the paths to the future
“All the souls cost the same price and so we must dedicate
ourselves to them equally without any preferences.”
Magdalene of Canossa

Sometimes, we have to delve into our memories so as to really
understand the essence of our being. Magdalene has just told us two
centuries of history, of charism, and of the art of empowering persons and
how to live well in body and in spirit. She has just re-opened her historicspiritual and charismatic-institutional path which began in the heart of
Verona, at the dawn of the 19th century and has shown us its treasures.
Today, 200 years from that beginning, moving along the same
wavelength, her adventure has become the heritage of the whole world.
She proposes a style, a testimony and an exclusive trademark that provide
us with reference points and lasting values.
Mother General with her Council has been called at the beginning of this
third millennium, to re-launch the relevance of a perennial gift, and to show
forth the many facets of an identity that has already penetrated into the
five continents in which the Canossian communities are present.
It is an important juncture for our present Canossian leadership, which is
multicultural, with a specific term and rhythm of service, which cannot be
ignored. It is an opportunity for the vital growth of the Institute and is, at
the same time, an undertaking that calls for great commitment.
The Canossians are present in 33 countries spread over five continents,
with a strength of 2,946 Sisters in 347 communities. Numerous Lay
Canossians add to the richness of the big Canossian Family which is made
up of: Sisters, Fathers, Secular Missionaries of St. Magdalene, Lay Canossian
Brothers and Sisters, the Association of Lay Canossians, Volunteers,
Expupils, Collaborators and Friends…
Together, their presence is a precious gift for a mission lived with the
same passion, the same zeal and the same longing or genius of Magdalene:
“To make Jesus known and loved.”
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Asia: at the helm of the great continent
“We must have a heart capable of loving much.”
Magdalene of Canossa

Countries: Hong Kong and Macau (China), East Timor, India,
Singapore, Malaysia, Japan, Philippines, Indonesia
Communities: 136
First Foundation: Hong Kong 1860
The acronym CCTAO - Canossian Collaborative Team of Asia-Oceania - is at
the helm of this unusual new initiative. It is acoordinating team for a part of
the world in rapid expansion.
The mission of “Asia” began in 1860 when the first group of Canossians
left Pavia for Hong Kong. Then it spread to China, Macau, East Timor, India,
Singapore and Malaysia. But the long march of the Canossian Charism did
not stop there and very soon the doors of Japan, the Philippines and
Indonesia were open.
The dream of Magdalene really has no limits!
It is like going round the world on the wings of a mission:
“I entrust to you my beloved poor,” that can never stop. We are constantly
being called to discover new lands that hold an inexhaustible wealth of
traditions and cultures, to encounter faces with such deep and meaningful
expressions as they confront the challenges of our time. The Canossian
Charism travels in the midst of an exotic nature and unforgettable skies… It
observes, sees, contemplates, gets to know and learn so that the mission
reaches unforeseen places and persons. We have a very simple background
slogan that accompanies our being and our apostolic activities and that
continues to resound unceasingly: “If not now, when?”
The missionary zeal of Magdalene which is contagious, is alive and open
to the ever more pressing demands of those who daily knock at the door
with many needs to be satisfied. The climate and time zones may change,
but some situations of poverty and injustice, and the difficulties of daily
living are the same everywhere: the exploitation of women and children,
the lack of basic needs…
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The charity of Magdalene needs to be inculturated today, in view
already of tomorrow. In order to understand the beauty and efficacy of a
service to the needy in this variegated world of Asia, specific choices have
to be made of places and persons, so that more people could be given the
chance to lead a normal life in situations weighed down by injustice.
The Canossian, walking side by side with brothers and sisters of every
age, helps them to appreciate the value of time, which daily touches every
segment of our life.
Asia! A land ready to respect and appreciate the message of the
Canossians, faithful to their vocation in focusing on the essential: Jesus has
to be encountered, known and loved by all.
This part of the earth, symbolized by the yellow colour, was the first to
be evangelized. The pioneer missionaries persevered passionately, like
Moses, the leader, in finding exceptional ways and means to respond
proactively and with perfection, to every request for education, human
promotion as well as assistance to and care of the sick. It was a long-lasting
adventure in many parts of Asia, hidden from publicity, but powerful in its
influence, especially for the young generations who live by the thousands
in our huge school complexes: kindergartens, primary and secondary
schools… shelters for young women. Our hospitals and dispensaries are
well-known for receiving patients, non-stop day and night, with that special
Canossian touch which makes each person feel at ease, freeing everyone
from any uncertainty and fear, big or small. The changeable political
situations found in some countries more than in others, internal instability
and the socio-economic factors in transformation, challenge us to be
ingenious and creative, to be sustained by prayer and zeal for souls and to
have an intense capacity for dialogue.
The charism moves among the wonders of nature which harmonizes in a
single palette, sky, land and sea, bringing a new freedom to many, through
the courage and sacrifice of one who believes in a world of possibilities,
together with the many others who continue to nourish the hope of being
able to build their future with serenity.
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The depth and newness of the experience of Christ enrich the Canossian
mission, challenging it to continual review, so as to be in line with today’s
complex world, and empowering it with the capacity to plan for a
sustainable future which is in continuous evolution. Instruction-education is
a Canossian milestone which demands drastic changes in the style of
administration, because the great challenge in this continent which is under
the constant influence of technology, is not that of taking on more
activities, but that of maintaining the spirit of the “Mother of Charity at the
foot of the Cross.” It is not easy to respond to this challenge, for it pushes
us to keep on working and questioning ourselves on the significance of our
presence in these lands.
The power of the idea: “love for the poor,” which came to birth in the
heart and mind of Magdalene, has been transformed into an adventure
without limits. It has shifted the centre of gravity from the west to the east
and has given rise to stories of exemplary service and devotion. These are
accounts of real life starting from little gestures of tireless devotion, which
will not magically change the destiny of the world, but will eventually bring
about a visible betterment of the life of millions of people.
We need constantly to reflect on how a simple idea can transform itself
into positive energy that will spread and affect: “Above all, my beloved
poor.”

America: the dream continues
“I wish we could do everything and be in every place…
but let us work at least where the need is greatest.”
Magdalene of Canossa

Countries: Argentina, Brazil, United States,
Canada, Mexico, Paraguay
Communities: 34
First Foundation: La Plata, Argentina, 1932
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Here, we find a mixture of the First and the Third Worlds in an
unimaginable combination of habits, tastes, ideas. The Canossian spirit and
style were brought here by the first group of Italian Sisters who arrived in
Argentina. Through them, Magdalene’s passion for the feminine genius, has
been transformed into a mission without frontiers, in a real event that
involves friends, authorities of the local Church, and prominent
representatives of society and of the political scene. The apostolic
movement has even risen upstream to Brazil and the United States, and in
more recent years, to Canada, Mexico and Paraguay. It is a journey which is
diversified but respectful of the pace, the climate and the development of
each place, while remaining robust and firm in the midst of the unforeseen
swings of politics.
The Canossian communities have gradually grown in number, upgrading
programmes of evangelization, formation and of hospitality, experimenting
new methods of communication and evaluating them against other
religious and lay experiences, so as to indicate a new and more viable way
of life to these countries.
We believe in the future of America and we want to transmit this
conviction above all, to the youth at a time in which cultural models are in
crisis.
The New Continent, as it is still called, is a mosaic of states where, it is
no longer surprising that women and men are changing their way of being
together, of living, of working and of learning. We only have to look around
us and read deep into the expressions, movements and voices… to discover
how all have in common a great need of serenity and peace, of returning to
that genuine and simple harmony that characterized the beginning of life.
The Sisters are not tired of repeating that the poor are still too many
and that there is still so much to be done. Certainly the sobriety, rigour and
respect with which they insert themselves into the programmes and way
they carry out the projects aimed at attaining a more “acceptable life,” will
produce good apostolic results. Experienced Canossians together with the
new generation of Canossians of Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, the United
States… continue to redesign and render contemporary the gift of
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Magdalene in the variegated forms of activity and contemplation. They are
not homogeneous consecrated women who follow the current, but women
who are very feminine and lively, with a courageous attitude of service to
the least. They have decisive characters and personalities, characteristics
which are rather rare nowadays, but indispensable for giving convincing
witness to their faith. They do not do anything to arouse the interest of the
media, to have places of honour or to be invited to the front seats. Neither
do they allow themselves to be distracted by the attractions of outward
appearance and success. Rather, they take very seriously the need to give
attention to, and be concerned with, those who lack the opportunities for a
dignified life. The Canossian apostolic choices unfold through small steps,
which involve, above all, youth, children and women who feel themselves
respected as they are, empowered to be creative and invited to be
protagonists in the school, in catechesis, in the family and in places of
leisure. All are being invited to the big fellowship meal – the residents of
the city: la Plata, Encarnacion, Campinas, Chihuahua, Albuqueque… as well
as the tenants of the barrios, the inhabitants of villages dispersed in the
rural areas, and in the forests or among the few remaining reservations of
the native Indians. The Sisters collaborate and share responsibilities with
the laity. Together they keep alive the spirit of the Foundress who found in
the “most generous, most patient and most amiable” Jesus on the Cross,
the energy that generates life and welcomes freely what the world rejects:
the dispossessed, the different, the…, all of us.

Africa: the turn of the continent
“ I resolved to go courageously
to any place so as to work for the divine glory.”
Magdalene of Canossa

Countries: Tanzania, D.R. of Congo, San Tome`, Uganda,
Malawi, Kenya, Angola, Togo, Sudan, Egypt
Communities: 34
First Foundation: Addis Abeba 1937
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The Canossian response to the appeal: “Africa Today” reached ten
countries, all waiting for a re-launching.
In the progress chart we see the words “Pan-Africa”, indicating the
commitment of the commission to carry out a plan of renewal that will
mobilize all the resources of both the young and the old of this mission.
Pan-Africa is a form of family partnership that responds to the conviction of
the importance of putting a variety of talents at the service of a common
objective, rather than entrusting the future of the Canossians to only one
charismatic head or leader. This has created a rainbow of hope for a more
connected world.
The immense African continent, considered as one of the favourite
destinations for missionaries and frontline volunteers, still has extensive
areas of poverty. However contradictory it may seem, it is at the same
time, the ideal place for learning to perfect the art of creativity. In the local
cultures, in fact, the artistic vein provides many with a livelihood and a very
natural means of survival. We enter into a beautiful mosaic of populations.
However, the figure of the woman often has the same prerogative: walking
with a straight back, a dignified posture, and a look capable of piercing into
the depth of one’s soul.
The Canossian Sisters have inserted themselves wholeheartedly into this
world, so as to blaze the trail for the instruction of the little ones as well as
the professional formation of the adults. They set the pace for a correct
autonomy, as they walk side by side with the youth who risk falling into the
delusion of being deprived of the opportunity of going to school, of finding
work and of a promising future.
The passion for humanity makes our generous apostles cast aside
everything, even the ambition of seeing a speedy transformation towards a
better life. They think, search, plan and share above all, with the actual
local reality, so that the land of Bakhita, our saintly Sudanese Mother
Moretta, may be free. Youth are the real resource of this continent. They
need to be valued and prepared through formative programmes which
empower them to produce innovative ideas for a world rich in
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potentialities, but till now, shackled by slavery and needing to find a
legitimate outlet for their identity.
In cities and in villages, the Canossians and their collaborators tirelessly
recount the insight which marked the personal as well as institutional life of
their Foundress. It is an insight that gives life to the person, making her
encounter her Creator and encouraging her to be optimistic in her daily life.
It is an experience to be told in the blocks of flats in the outskirts, in the
refugee camps of the most arid desert, in the impenetrable slums, in the
huts under the palm trees or the baobab… always naturally and simply.
However, it has to be told loudly so as to be presented to the thousands of
students, to the numerous families and unending rows of the dispossessed,
in a way that is persuasive and engaging.
It is the same story as that of women like Magdalene and Bakhita, who,
though they lived far back in time, attract us, because they re-propose the
customary practices and, above all, reveal the desire to restore to every
people the riches which belong to them: the dignity and rights of the
citizen.
The Canossian dream journeys on. It continues to face the challenge of
“a better life for the lives of the rejected.” It journeys on with the presence
of “consecrated women” who are always in contemplative-active
movement and always in time, so that the charism will continue to move
forward towards the future.

Oceania: the challenge of tireless self-gift
“The more difficulties there are,
the better will be the outcome of God’s service.”
Magdalene of Canossa

Countries: Australia, Papua New Guinea
Communities: 10
First Foundation: Brisbane, Australia, 1949
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Papua New Guinea is a splendid island territory which the Daughters of
Magdalene reached in the last decade of the 20th century.
In this country, the Canossian Sister shares the joys and sorrows, labours
and hopes of all. She welcomes and accepts them and makes their story her
own, a story rich in memories,colours and sounds that are beautiful and
harmonious. She worksand prays, and forms herself by adapting her action,
from time to time, to the diverse and unforeseen circumstances.
Australia has undergone profound changes since the time the little
group of Canossian Sisters first arrived. Today we find a new generation
who sees and formulates problems based on very different experiences and
progressive, administrative, socioeconomic models. The past is not
forgotten. But the people, especially the youth, tend to have pragmatic
expectations, even though these are often in the world of the unknown. It
is not easy for those who work in the frontline for the Gospel, to give
meaning to the life of families and groups that are always on the move. As
in the rest of the world, young people are ready to be confronted but not
with the experience of Christ, who made of himself a gratuitous gift for all.
They would rather choose personalities from the mass media, from culture,
technology and new, sought-after professions, with the hope of seeing
their own names written in the lists of those with success and careers.
Dreams are not bound by nationalities, and Australia continues to see
the passage of persons from very different origins to a land with a
stimulating and colourful nature, with a wealth of stories and experiences.
The Sisters there are clearly aware that in order to work for the reign of
God today, in fidelity to the heritage of Magdalene, it is essential to adopt
a multi-disciplinary and multi-cultural approach. They need to have an
intense prayer life, with prolonged times for reflection and a carefully
thoughtout re-formulation of the Christian message, besides a pinch of
Canossian genius shared with the laity involved in the same project. They
need to have ideas that are according to the times and know how to move
so as to be authentic witnesses and provokers of existential questions.
The Canossian world seems to have understood this well. The big socioassistential complex in which a good proportion of its resources on the
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huge island-continent are employed, is a proof of this. In this work, the
Sisters experience daily the style of being real companions on a journey to
those who, because of age, health, or family situations, find themselves
exposed to solitude and abandonment. One idea gives birth to another.
The mission is in the process of expansion in order to respond to other
requests and new emergent needs, greatly in demand and not attended to
by society. Wide open eyes and open minds are needed, as well as the
availability to go beyond one’s field of action to connect with the local
realities, so as to share what is good and beautiful. This is the only way to
unite different generations and peoples in fellowship to share and
celebrate their togetherness.
Fortunately, this land with a boundless horizon, telling the story of a
unique continent, is not lacking in creativity and in means to develop and
be in solidarity with the emergency-world. The Sisters involved in the
different zones, including those in which the minority Aborigines are still
present, uphold that every moment of the day is good for learning
something, getting to know someone, listening to someone’s worry,
suffering or joy, or allowing a new idea to emerge. Charity always goes
beyond…in a respectful, efficacious way, to touch persons, nature and
things with its goodness.
Europe: a new mission away from traditional ways
“We must have a heart capable of loving much.”
Magdalene of Canossa
Countries: Italy, Portugal, England,
France, Poland, Ukraine, Albany
Communities: 133
Birth of the Institute: Verona, Italy, 1808
Europe is the cradle of the “Canossian charism.” Today, in a movement
towards a synergized search for new apostolic choices that support the
validity of insights touching the world of youth, and are able to reflect the
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originality, potentiality and passion for a charism moving with the times
and centred on the person.
The friendly and open style of the Canossian communities present in
Europe is “good news” for mission. It contributes towards removing the
undeniable distance and diffidence that exist in the multi-ethnic context,
which the old continent is immersed in today. In a particular way, Verona,
which is the heart of the Institute, continues to be a point of reference and
interest to both Sisters and the laity, who can take part in the numerous
opportunities for formation and deepening it offers. Among these
initiatives, there is a course for deepening the “Roots of the Charism,”
conducted by the Team of the International Centre for Charismatic Studies.
This Centre offers opportunities for the study of the spirituality for short or
long sabbatical periods, satisfying thus, the aspirations of Sisters who
choose to have a time for recollection, away from the inevitable frenetic
working world.
The type of apostolic service in the field of education, catechesis and
assistance, is being updated more and more, according to the problems
related to youth, immigration, racial integration and insertion into work,
while questions and doubts arise everyday from new challenges. It is as if
everything needs to be “re-invented,” including the Word of God and the
actualization of Magdalene’s experience. Only courage and the prophetic
newness of knowing how to re-invent the wheel can make the apostolic
choices attractive and guarantee a future for this ancient and new
continent.
In the agenda of the Canossian calendar there is an initial serious
attempt in launching “Project Italy”: a reorganization of the general system,
which if successfully implemented, will bring new possibilities for the
continuity of the Institute. Amidst the many insecurities affecting the world
of the religious and the laity, even nature is in a bad temper. Fortunately, a
gust of wind always comes to dispel the clouds and restore a clear sky.
Europe presents herself today, as a prism with a thousand faces:
conservative, modern, cosmopolitan… and continues to tell her story like a
perfect mistress: the centre of the world. Friendly and calm, welcoming and
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respectful, but at the same time, capable of reacting to adversity and
disturbing comparisons, she is able to defend her identity. It is really the
question of identity that makes us involved today in analysis and thinking,
but above all, in answering the question: “If the charism no longer has the
incisive power of its origin, is it because we are presenting it without taking
into consideration the changes in a culture which challenges it?”
Magdalene, in her writings and recommendations, has already invited us to
grow and walk with the times, taking into account the humanness of the
other person, whom we cannot dominate, but only accompany and serve,
wherever the need is greatest. We can very well rephrase it this way: “The
other, the person in need, is my future, our future.” The other… gives us
also the inexhaustible possibility of development and continuity of the
Canossian mission.
As credible ambassadors of an adventure, which continues after two
hundred years, we are aware of the responsibility we have of preparing for
the future, and of renewing ourselves with the name and surname of
Magdalene of Canossa. We cannot allow ourselves to be overcome by the
barrage of challenges. We are called to be ambassadors capable of working
tirelessly and with ease, under very compelling and dynamic conditions,
in nations with a strong tradition like Italy, France, Portugal… and the
emergent nations of Eastern Europe. We cannot slow down nowadays.
Neither can we ignore the meeting of today with tomorrow. Innovation is
written in our DNA and we need to bring about a new birth. “God alone” is
certainly the ultimate aim of our being and doing, but “Charity” must
continue to be expressed in the same style as our Foundress: a power that
spurs us to give our all, as Jesus has done on the Cross. We need to be a
total gift for all our brothers and sisters, without making any distinction.
This is the synthesis of the experience, which we continue to witness, so
that Jesus can encounter people of all times and of every colour.
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2 Towards a cooperative solidarity
“How I wish to be reduced to dust if I could, in some way,
divide myself to go to the whole world,
so that God may be known and loved.”
Magdalene of Canossa

Promotion and cooperation in the development of peoples, are important
and delicate attentions that need to be given with enthusiasm. Never as
now, have we had before our eyes the dramatic imbalances, injustices and
tragedies that prevent the majority of women, children and men of our
earth from having a dignified life. Today, faced with new and emerging
requests for help, the Institute has decided to equip herself with structures
and new juridical bodies as: the Canossian Foundation, the Association of
International Canossian Volunteers, the Association of Lay Canossians, all
committed to the promotion and development of people and in the
formation of volunteers and laity. Above all, they are focused on giving a
strong signal, qualitatively organized, which makes it possible to widen the
range of apostolic action and to strengthen the synergy for implementing a
policy of equity and sustainability. This is an important step in the direction
of building a more just and humane world for all, and of providing a
preferential service to peoples in difficulty. These Canossian Associations
have a well thought out formative-promotional process and are useful and
relevant instruments, which together with other development programmes
of international institutions, can contribute to design new models of
proactive and working relationships among local and international
communities. This new relationship has to start from the bottom, from the
desire to know, appreciate and help one another, always from the
perspective of reciprocity. It implies a choice of “flexible instruments,”
relevant for our times, capable of valuing and engaging, in terms of
solidarity, the potentialities of our strategic Canossian system, in fidelity to
the initial challenge launched by the Foundress of our Institute:

“Charity is a fire that ever spreads
out to embrace all.”
St. Magdalene of Canossa
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For more information…
General Curia
Canossian Daughters of Charity
Via della Stazione di Ottavia 70
00135 Rome, Italy
Tel. 39-06-3082.8030

E-mail: segretgen@canossian.org
Website: www.canossan.org
Canossian Foundation for the Promotion and Development of Peoples – ONLUS

Via della Stazione di Ottavia 70
00135 Rome, Italy
Tel. 39-06-3082.80676

E-mail: fondazione@canossian.org
Website: www.fondazionecanossiana.org
VOICA International Canossian Voluntary Service – ONLUS
Via Aurelia Antica 180
00165 Rome, Italy
Tel. 39-06-3937.5103

E-mail: voica@voica.org
Website: www.voica.org
Lay Canossian Association
Via della Stazione di Ottavia 70
00135 Rome, Italy
Tel. 39-06-3082.80972

E-mail: laici@canossian.org
Website: www.laicican.org
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